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PART II

METHOD AND ANALYSIS



C h a p te r  4

M e th o d o lo g y

4.0 Introduction

This chapter describes the model of analysis applied in my study, which is based on 

the framework used by Tony Trew (Fowler et a i, 1979).

This chapter is divided into seven sections. Section 4.1 describes the model; some 

examples used by Trew are given and the various concepts used throughout the 

analysis are defined.

Section 4.2 discusses the Falklands situation as a case study and the applicability 

of the method described in 4.2.

In section 4.3 I attem pt to show the linguistic relevance for using, to a certain 

extent, Trew’s methodology (1979). This is done by drawing upon the works of the 

Critical Linguists (Fowler et n i, 1979) especially by using their notion of linguistic 

transformations as ‘hypothetical reconstructions of psychological real processes’.

Section 4.4 sets up the method 1 am using in my case study.

Section 4.5 briefly introduces the three newspapers to be investigated with a special
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reference to their structuring of news and lay. out. I also describe the grammatical 
structure and function of different types of headlines extracted from my data. The 
purpose of 4.5 is to justify the study of the stylistic differences which may or may 

not appear in the texts investigated.

Section 4.6 performs a pilot study of the method described in 4.4 as an exercise on 

headlines.

Section 4.7 summarizes the results of 4.6 and the preliminary conclusions to be 

drawn with a view to extending the analysis to reports. The analysis of reports is 

done in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis.

4.1 T rew ’s M odel o f A nalysis

Trew (1979) analysed newspaper reports of riots in Britain using a method which 

was found to a certain extent applicable to my data drawn from the Falklands war 

reports.

He argues that differences in thought are expressed in linguistically describable 

forms; his argument is that the kind of differences we make between ‘terrorists’ and 

‘freedom fighters’, between ‘Rhodesians’ and ‘Zimbabweans’ ‘marks a comprehensive 

and systematic difference in thinking about specific m atters’. According to Trew, 

the differences between phrases like ‘British people’ and the ‘people of Britain’, 

between ‘hooligans’ and ‘hooliganism’ are not just differences in forms but ‘are as 
firmly integrated in systems of thought, in ways that will be illustrated in discourse 

about social processes involving conflict’ (see Fowler et a i, 1979). Thus, the choice 

of a particular syntactic form in preference to another (e.g. nominal constructions 

instead of verbal phrases) reflects differences in attitudes.

In order to show the different frameworks of interpretation, Trew analysed the re

ports in two of the newspapers the headlines of which are listed, i.e. the Sun and 

the Morning Star. He set out the differences between those two papers as follows:
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i. The Sun has the largest daily circulation in Britain. It has no formal relation

ship with a political party.

ii. The Morning Star has the smallest daily circulation in Britain.

It used to be the official organ of the Communist Party in Great Britain, 

but now it is controlled by an independent organisation “The Peoples Press 

Printing Society.”

The reports follow the 1977 Netting Hill carnival in London. The following headlines 

stand as a response to the carnival:

‘INTO BATTLE! RIOT shields out as Police Storm Carnival mob!’ (The Sun).

‘FIGHTING MARS END OF CARNIVAL AFTER A DAY OF PEACE’ (Morning 

Star).

The two papers were chosen for the contrasts between their treatment of the one 

event, the last hours of the 1977 Notting Hill Carnival. The reports present an 

account of what happened and who did what to whom (see Fowler et al., 1979:120- 
122). A comparison between the two reports, in terms of the information given and 

the incidents is drawn by Trew. For example, one striking difference between them 
is the comparative richness of lexical expressions used by the Sun to refer to the 
‘youths’ in conflict with the police. In the Sun report the youths are described as:

‘rioting mob of black youths’, ‘youths’, the ‘mob’, ‘a gang of eight youths’, ‘a gang 

of youths’;

but in the Morning Star only as:

‘a group of youngsters running down a street’.

In the Morning Star headline, the participants are just words for processes and 

relations between processes; whereas the Sun headline refers to three categories of 

participants with ‘police’, ‘mob’ and ‘riot shields’. This contrast following Trew’s 

analysis, goes right through the reports, where on a crude frequency count there are
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seven words for every mention of a participant in the Morning Star and only five in 

the Sun (Trew, 1979:122).

My interest in this work goes more to the distribution of these participants mainly as 

active or passive agents or affected in a process of causal transaction. The argument 

is that these matters which indicate who does what to whom, and who or how X 

is affected by Y, are at the heart of the expression of power structure embodied in 

language (Trew 1978; 1979; Van Dijk 1985c; Seidl 1985)

4.1.1 M ethod of Analysis

Trew argues that to establish what the distribution is and to analyse it we need a 

reliable way of getting at the patterns or structure in a text as a whole; the same view 

is held by Van Dijk (1977) and Halliday (1978); Halliday’s theory analyses clauses 

( amongst other ways) in terms of how they represent agency and transaction.

Trew proposes a method in two stages:

Stage one

sorting of the terms of a text into categories of process and participant and then using 

this as a basis for abstracting the distribution of agency and interaction amongst 

participants.

Stage two

Extract just the information needed to find out the distribution of agency and 

interaction among the participants, ignoring information that may be needed for 

other aspects of a fuller analysis of the ideology in the text (thematic structure, 

modality etc.)

Before I go into the details of how Trew proceeded in his analysis, an explana

tory summary of the terminology used above is needed to distinguish the various
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categories as will be seen in sections below.

4.1.2 Process and Participant

The term ‘process’, following Halliday’s definitions (1976:159), covers all phenomena 

to which a specification of time is attached, whether they are events, relations or 

states 1

e.g., The riot began. He argues that the term riot is related to the notion of duration 

beginning and ending of event, even though it is in nominal form; processes are 

primarily expressed through verbs, e.g., Youth charged a policeman

The term ‘participant’ covers in the first instance the entities involved in processes, 

not themselves subject to the same modifications of time (Trew 1979:123). Terms 

for participant entities are never in verb forms:

e.g., hooligans, youngsters etc.

Process words can occur in noun form and as such they can occupy the place in 

a clause for ‘participants’ in the representation of relations between processes, and 
might be said to represent a ‘participating’ process (cf. table 3 in Trew 1979:109).

In this case, the process term has the surface of a participating entity, a fact which 

can give the term a dual function that may be ideologically significant,

e.g., hooliganism causes disorder

The transformation of the term ‘hooligans’ into ‘hooliganism’ gives salience to a 

generalization. This operation seems to stem from a functional motivation that 

gives prominence to topicalization of an abstract reference (cf. Rolfe, 1984) with 

a secondary specification appropriate to a functional relation. I argue that seman

tically there is no difference in meaning between ‘hooligans’ and ‘hooliganism’ at 

a first level, i.e. taken out of context; but I claim that there might be a degree
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of metaphorical meaning as I shall discuss in detail in the context of metaphors in 

Chapter 7 of this thesis.

It is worth mentioning for the purpose of this study that generalizations as derived 

nouns and reclassifications also provide arguments (Fillmore 1968) for predications 

just like ordinary nouns. However, ordinary nouns are concrete things and their 

secondary specifiers are also noun specifiers; whereas in the case of nouns whose 

reference is abstract there are cases where their secondary specification expresses a 

functional relation (cf. Hawkins 1981, Rolfe 1984).

There may be some difficulties in categorizing grammatically structures with sec

ondary functions independent of the semantic content; I refer in that case to Rolfe’s 

use of transformational grammar which asserts the sentence as a psychological con

cept being independent of its semantic content and by relying on the declarative 

sentence as the norm, the others being transformations (passive, questions, or topi- 

calizations).

I assume that the choice between alternatives is significant. The category to which 

a term belongs may not be fixed for a language. W hat appears primarily as a par

ticipant term in one discourse (e.g., hooligan) may appear primarily as a process in 

another (e.g., hooliganism). These two terms can be put into grammatical categories 

of participant and process (see table 5, Trew 1979:125). This alternative has been 

thoroughly discussed by Hawkins (1981:263) who also argues that derived nommais 

(e.g. noun clauses and infinitives) are themselves participants in other events, and 

are therefore primary specifiers, a fact considered by Rolfe (1984:10) as the essence 
of nominalizations.

In this study I shall consider two types of processes: material (physical) and mental. 

To distinguish mental processes from material processes grammatically I refer to 

Halliday’s view (1978) that in a mental process clause, one participant is required 

to be human or ‘endowed with consciousness’ which is ‘a semantic requirement’. 

Thus Halliday’s statement that
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‘expressed in grammatical terms the participant that is engaged in 
the mental process is one that is referred to pronominally as ‘he’, ‘she’, 

and not ‘i t ’.

But Huddleston (1988:165-168) argues that ‘i t ’ in ‘it can’t see us’ is not ungram

matical. The major problem faced is therefore whether the selection restrictions are 

semantic rather than grammatical.

The question I attempt to answer in this study (Chapter 6) is what signification 

do clauses with a prominence of mental processes have when they do not involve a 

human participant or in cases where it is elliptical. Huddleston (1988:154) points to 

the fact that mental process clauses are ‘relational pseudo-processes’. The transitive 

form of the verb implies that this relationship is a ‘kind of action with one aspect of 

the relationship constructed as agent’. Hodge (1987:155) states that the ‘dominant 

patterns of choice of clause- types carry their own implications’. He also adds that 

the ‘mental process clauses mostly refer to the theorifactive process, the acts of 

the theorist assuming, defining.’ Such examples would be ‘we s ta rt’, ‘we assume’ 

in the ‘active voice’ and ‘is defined’, ‘described’ in the passive voice where the 

agent is deleted and ‘the effect is obscuring exact agency at issue’. Hodge also 

argues that the same effect is produced with ‘nominalisations’ considered also as 

theorifactive (theory building, creating and modifying taxonomic schemes) as for 

example ‘assumption’, ‘description’. The main function of these types of clauses is 

to describe the system, but they attribute a kind of activity to the system itself as 

if it can itself do things as argued by Hodge’s claim (1987:155) that

‘systems and networks are only abstract entities, incapable of action.

The energy that animates them comes from one or two sources, human 

agents of discourse, or human theorists of language’
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4 .1 .3  T ran sactiv ity  and N o n -T ra n sa ctiv ity

A transactive clause is a process involving two participants, one active causer (agent 

or actor) put in the first participant column and the other merely acted on or 

involved, the afTected participant put in the second participant column (see table

4.2 in Appendix 1).

A non-transactive clause is a process involving just one participant and involving 

no causal transaction, i.e. there is no interaction between two participants where 

one would be the causer and the other the affected. The term for the participant is 

put in the first participant column and that is done whether the clause presents the 

participant as active:

e.g., The youth ran (the youth did something).

Or as merely involved:

e.g., The youth fell (something happened to the youth).

Causal transactions are understood as covering ones that may be physical (hit), 

mental (frighten) or speech acts (threaten).

4 .1 .4  A n a ly s is

In his analysis of the first sentences in the Sun newspaper Trew set up a table from 

which can be realized stage two as mentioned in section 4.1.1, that is read going 
down the lines one by one reading each line from left to right (Appendix 1). In this 

stage of the analysis there are two steps :

Firstly, take just the information about processes and participants from table 4.1 

(Appendix 1) which contains the original sequence of the text. Where there was 

pronoun or ellipsis in the original text, the original term expressing the participant 

or process is presented as involving a participant which is nevertheless not identi
fied. This unidentified participant is indicated by the symbol **+*. Thus, table

p

4.2 (Appendix 1) is a result of the operation just described. Trew’s result was that
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the twofold distinction between transactive and non-transactive clauses used in this 

illustration cuts across the more delicate distinctions needed for a fuller and more 

adequate analysis such as, for example, taking more clause types (e.g., attributives 

or speech acts). Therefore a few sentences had to be left out in order to avoid 

complicating the format of table 4.2. An example of complication is the attributive 

clause in the Morning Star.

the crowds were happy

where the ambiguity lies in whether the expression ‘were happy’ should be treated 

as an attribute or a process.

One could question Trew’s classification of participants such as for example ‘riot 

shields’ (see Table 4.2) which can be seen as describing the first participant ‘two 

hundred police’ the former participant ‘riots’ being an inanimate entity; but in 

other situations the same entity behaves as a participant. However for the sake of 

consistency for the purpose of this analysis I shall consider inanimate entities as 

artificial participants to evaluate their distribution and role in my further study ( 
Chapter 5 of this thesis).

Although incomplete, the tables Trew drew up still give an indication of the distri

bution of agency in the text confirming the impression of the first reading of the two 
reports, i.e. more transactives and participants in the Sun report with more non

transactive clauses in the Morning Star (including attributes as non-transactives, 

see Fowler et al., (1979:127).

Secondly, a matrix to sum up more economically the information that is wanted 

about the text as a whole is used. The terms on the side of the matrix represent the 

causers or agents in transactive processes, and the ones along the top the affected 

participants. The occurrence of a transactive clause in a text is recorded with a ‘T ’ 

in the square against the causer and under the affected participant.

The occurrence of a non-transactive clause is recorded with an ‘N’ on the diagonal 

for the participant involved, that is on the square which has the term for the involved
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participant both at its side and above it,

e.g., taking youths and police as participants, the transactive clauses:

the youths hit the police (a)

the police hit the youths (b)

and also the non-transactive clause:

the youths ran (c)

are recorded in the matrices (a), (b), (c) respectively:

police

youths

(a)
police youths

T

police

youths

police
(b)

youths

police

youths

(c)
police youths

N

Fig 4.1 Matrices showing transactivity and non-transactivity between Agents and 

Affected (after Trew 1979:178)

A criticism can be made about the use of ‘Police’ in Fig. 4.1 (c) since it does not 

occur in the sentence. However the interlocking between the action of running and 

the police is implied in this particular discourse through pragmatic inference and 

contextual knowledge.
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At the end of his analysis, Trew found that the frequency of transactive clauses, 

although not to be interpreted as proportional to the power of the agents involved, 

does show some things very clearly: for instance, participants and agents in partic

ular were much more prominent in the Sun, and a systematic feature of the whole 

article. The analysis shows even more the significant difference in which partici

pants are most prominent ( see Table 9 in Trew, 1979:130), e.g., youths/youngsters 

in the Sun report, whereas in the Morning Star report there is only one reference 

to a transaction in which they are involved. This perhaps strategical move in the 

selection of referents as participants may carry a possible ideological significance as 

Trew attempted to show. The police are mentioned equally often in both reports 

given the absence in the Morning Star of reference to those they are in conflict with; 

they are presented in that paper as the most prominent active participants, the 

initiators of actions; but at the same time, their activities are presented in that 

report as directed either at unidentified participants or at their own equipment. 

Other interesting features are the expression of processes at a level of abstraction 

(i.e. participants inferred); the number of clauses where inanimate participants are 

‘active’. So the differences in the presentation of events by the two reports are:

i. In the Sun, processes are interactions between identified groups of people and 
objects.

In the Morning Star, the processes are what is focal and the participants tend 

to be on the edge of the picture except to some extent for the police.

ii. The way one group of participants is described (Trew,1979:131); e.g., the lex

ical variation and differences in wording.

In the Sun report, processes have participants as their initiators pre-eminently ‘the 

gangs of youths’. They are presented as the source of violence through their syntactic 

position as agents; and in the description as ‘rioting mob’, they are presented as a 

problem of public order to which the police action is presented as a response and 

a necessary and a legitimated one. The prominence of ‘riot shields’ in a principal 

thematic position expresses both the theme of control and the fact that the increased 

level of police armament is still newsworthy according to Trew.
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However one can argue that ‘riot shields’ are defensive not controlling and may 

suggest that the ‘youths’ arc dangerous. But again in discourse the context will 

show that it is the police that has got the power not the youths, and showing the 

former as the victims is an ideological manipulation of language.

The Morning Star report presents the processes without participants, as for example 

‘Fighting Mars End of Carnival after a Day of Peace’ in particular those participants 

that were the occasion of the police action. This fits into the scheme in which the 

causes of such violence are social conditions, as easily as the Sun reports fits into its 

scheme (cf. schema on deviancy in Chapter 7).

Trew’s analysis of the original reports and the editorials later on, confirmed the 

contrasts between both reports and both editorials ( Trew, 1979:148).

4.2 T he Falkland S ituation  as a Case stu d y

The model of analysis presented by Trew is from my point of view, applicable to 
any reporting of a conflict between two present forces. In the topic he has chosen 

to study, he has been mostly confronted with transactive clauses in the reporting 
of direct and dynamic actions of the two forces: ‘the police’ on the one side and 
the ‘rioters’ on the other. In my case study, there is less of a direct and dynamic 

reporting in terms of actions between the two parties in conflict (the Argentinians 

and the British) for the following reasons: Firstly, the contribution of the censorship 

installed by the government (Ministry of Defence) as concerns the British media (cf. 

Hansard report, July 1982), secondly, although feelings are also aroused in the Trew 

reports, in the ‘Falklands conflict’, they are at the higher level of generality since 

they are covering the whole war and not a single incident. There is also a cohesion 

in terms of ‘threat from outside’. The event, directly or indirectly, involves the 

whole British nation and arouses patriotic feelings among the different tendencies 

of opinion in the country (cf. Conservative versus Labour on that issue). So the 

language used recalls Halliday’s function of Tenor, as seen in Chapter 3 of this thesis, 

which takes into account the general feelings and attitudes. As expressed by Peter
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Jenkins in the Guardian (lGth June 1982):

“ .. .patriotic instincts have been aroused, and they potentially tran

scend the dividing lines of class and ideology.

These factors may have made it difficult for the journalists to report objectively all 

the incidents. However as stated by P. Holland (L.A.B 1982:121):

Quite apart from a consideration of the truth or falsehood of each 

report or picture, it is this use of language, choice of pictures, and ar

rangement of stories into a daily comic strip narrative with colourful 

characters and a developing plot which offers a compelling framework 

for those organizing ideas, those central ideological themes.

Because the reports are from a long distance, they seem to have developed into a 

plot just like a serial soap opera in newspapers like the Sun or the Daily Mirror. 

One can explain this use by the fact that each paper adresses its readership. The 

one addressed by the Sun is not supposed to intellectualize the news, and therefore 

what it needs is entertainment and stimulation. The central basic idea was ‘nation’ 

and most of the popular press describes itself as the ‘voice of Britain’. This idea 
of ‘nation’ was all the time behind the style of the reporting in the Sun newspaper 

(May 11th; May 26th; April 6th etc.). The assumption of the readers’ involvement 

as manifested by the language is stressed by P. Holland (1984:124):

“ . . .  are we not all part of ‘Britain’ ? It was ‘our’ territory that was 

invaded, ‘our’ rights which were violated.”

A series of organized ideas are brought into play with concepts that make out for 

readers possible ways of thinking about the crisis. This has motivated me in a t

tempting to apply Trew’s model of analysis of syntax to some reports from my data 
in order to uncover some of these ideological tactics disseminated in the style as 

‘syntactic tactics’ (cf. Chilton 1984).
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4.2.1 Syntax, Speech Acts and M eaning

It has been found as emphasized by Trew that the recovery of meaning in the case of 

speech acts can only be achieved by means of presupposition and implicature (Grice 

1975), and not from the syntactic structure only. Speech acts are indeed used for 

a purpose-function and function has something to do with belief, knowledge which 

may carry implications of ideological points of view. I also argue that speech acts 

carry an illocutionary force which is derived from perlocution or effect, which is 

similar to the selection of processes because it is part of the user’s attem pt to com

municate by using language which is intended to have effects. For example the 

difference between the active and passive forms, which are grammatical operations 

which have functions, (see Chapter 3 of this thesis) involves a process of selection. 

One can argue that the passive has a different effect because it involves a different 

type of selection. The presence of a function may be conditional on the absence of a 

particular feature (Hudson 1971). In a transitive construction, the conditional fea

ture which contrasts the unspecified with the specified actor applies with optionality 

in the passive clauses. For example the actor can be present, therefore specified in 

the surface structure ‘X was killed by Y’ or implied in the deep structure of ‘X was 

killed’ in which case it is unspecified. So my argument is that grammatical differ

ences involve different functions such as topicalization for clefting, often referred to 
as pragmatic functions, and possible ideological differences or theoretical processes 

as I shall call them to remain within Fowler et a/.’s terminology (1979).

I am aware in this study that there are major problems related to the allocation of 

meanings to words, phrases, expressions in general. Indeed one can talk of dictio

nary meaning, speaker’s meaning, contextual meaning (see Chapter 1 of this thesis) 

etc. This problem arises in my semantic categorization of verb-processes which in 

addition to their classification as transactives or non-transactives within the clause 

structures they occur in, are also as contrastive categories evaluated as positive, 

negative or neutral according to their basic meaning (see Chapters 1 and 3 of this 

thesis). Their distribution with specific categories of participants is equally consid

ered in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
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One can question the above evaluation of processes assuming that readers of different 
papers would give different values to any action of participants in the conflict. For 

example the readers of the Sun would see the action of ‘shooting’ as positive if 

performed by the British and negative if by the Argentines. I assume in this study 

that a neutral reader would evaluate the process of shooting as negative regardless of 

the performer of the action. In other words, a destructive/violent process is negative 

while a creative one is positive; but dictionary meaning is not contextual and I 

am aware that they may be recategorized in a contextual approach. The ‘neutral’ 

evaluation may also be controversial, if taken in isolation. Consequently for the sake 

of consistency I rely on an assumed neutral reader in my evaluation of the processes. 

The advantage of such a method is that it can throw up interesting similarities 

or differences from their distribution with specific categories of participants as I 

attem pt to show in Chapter 5 of this study.

4.3 L inguistic R elevance for th e  M ethod

In this section, I wish to look at the relevance in discourse of the patterns of catego

rization of participants and the relations o f ‘transitivity’ (Halliday, 1976:159). In the 

transitivity system, such grammatical entities as abstractions are considered as log
ical between starting and end product, because these are effected through a series of 

linguistic changes like agent deletion, rewording, nominalisation and embedding (cf. 

Chapter 6 of this thesis). Fowler et al., 1979 and Kress and Hodge 1979, however, 

argue that no simple one-to-one correspondence can be set up between the linguistic 
-  such as nominalisation -  and what I have called ‘theoretical’ processes -  by which 

I mean ‘ideological’ interpretation -  because the latter are structured sequences of 

the former and can occur in various forms, and also because individual linguistic 

changes can occur in different kinds of sequence. Thus, they argue that if a single 

linguistic transformation like passivization (a grammatical operation which has a 

function) is part of a sequence of various changes that include deletion of agents, se

lective rewording, nominalisation and embedding, then that single linguistic change 

belongs to a structured sequence of changes, which as a whole has determinate the
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oretical or ideological patterns in any consistent and systematic transformation of 

texts which are apparent in a complete linguistic description of the change.

It is argued by Fowler and Kress (1979:185-213), that the theoretical and linguistic 

processes are material processes that take place within discourse and are transfor

mations of discourse. To justify their argument, they refer to Chomsky’s theory 

of transformation (1965), which they say tells us at most what kind of sentences 

(underlying forms) were transformed, but abstracts this kind, and posits the ab

straction, as the real start of the transformational process, i.e. the underlying form 

of the passive sentence is the active sentence which is the base for passive (cf. Chilton 

1984 for criticism). Chomsky (1965), however, claimed underlying forms as neutral.

The other argument given by Fowler and Kress (1979) in their review of Chomsky’s 

theory (1965), is that ‘by positing the abstraction as the real start of the trans

formational process Chomsky skips the processes of rewording’ (or re-lexicalization 

in Halliday 1976). ‘Words can appear only as the realization of lexical items, a 

consequence of lexicalization’. ‘Relexicalization’ (cf.chapter three of this work) ‘has 

therefore no place in Chomsky’s conception of a theory of language (1965) which 

sees the choice of words as just insertion of words and never the transforming of 
sentences’; i.e. for Chomsky, transformations are not lexical, whereas for Fowler 

and Kress (1979) they are.

The justification for Chomsky’s approach is however his concern with the grammat

ical structure of sentences rather than with their context and meaning which is dealt 

with in discourse analysis (cf. Van Dijk 1977).

Despite the fact that Chomsky uses idealization and not realism as a philosophical 

outlook, Kress and Hodge (1979) argue that Chomsky in his work (1957; 1965) ‘wa

vered between adopting a ‘realist’ position on syntax which assumes that linguistic 

processes and forms correspond to some psychological reality and a non realist po

sition which assumes that the constructs of a theory of language are merely formal 

and have no ‘real connection’ with the mind, but serve only to allow us to describe 

linguistic forms satisfactorily’.
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As a m atter of fact, Kress and Hodge in their arguments regard all transformational 

analyses as hypothetical reconstructions of psychologically real processes. Much 

has happened in TG since then, and psychological reality is widely talked about. 

Unlike Chomsky, although in his latest works he does refer to psychological reality 

in language, Kress and Hodge argue that transformations are not always innocent 

and simply grammatical (see 4.5.2 for details). Some critics (Anderson k  Sharrock

1982) argue that such a point of view is a result of some preconceived thought prior 

to the actual analysis of data.

Although one may be critical of incorporating attitudes into the Chomskyan model 

of transformations which are abstract grammatical operations, the approach pro

moted by Kress and Hodge is justified when language in its final form is put in 

use. This can be observed if we look at some social attitudes that can be engen

dered by the way some reporting is done by some newspapers. Thus, if we analyse 

the relation between linguistic forms and the social consequences this may test out 

empirically and provide us in specific cases with the socio-linguistic justification 

for applying their model. An example of how language is collocationally used to 

promote categorisation of social realities is given in the section 4.3.1 below

4.3.1 Linguistic Prejudice

A few of the operative linguistic structures although not blatant may be noticeable 

in asserting prejudice. They often require an activity of criticism to bring them 

to consciousness. That is the point of view expressed in an article which appeared 

in the Guardian (Monday, March 15th 1982:10). The example of prejudice given is 

‘Blacks are undisciplined’. The article entitled ‘Unleashing an uncritical press’ shows 

how the ‘more responsible’ newspapers display the headlines which are effectively 

written by Scotland Yard’s Press bureau selectively and sensationally:

BLACK CRIME: THE ALARMING FIGURES 

POLICE FOCUS ON BLACK AS CRIME RATE RISES 

POLICE DISCLOSE ETHNIC FIGURES
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stressing therefore the equation ‘BLACK = CRIME’

It is difficult to give an exact estimate of such occurrences, but examples taken from 

the Notting Hill carnival and the Brixton riots reports could provide us with some 

confirmation (cf. Downing, 1985).

It is noticeable that the facts of prejudice mentioned in the example above are to a 

certain extent analogously reflected in the linguistic structure of the reports on the 

Falklands conflict selected for the purpose of my study, with different antagonists 

and on a different topic in a different social context.

I now describe in detail my contribution to the form of analysis just described.

4.4 E xtended  M ethod  o f A nalysis

Having discussed an example, and defined broadly the direction of the form of 

analysis chosen in this particular study, I now set out the basic principles of the 

method of analysis I adopt. The objectives are to develop, test, and refine the 
model discussed in section 4.2 of this chapter.

The aim is to show ideological structure in newspaper language. The central unit 
of analysis is the clause considered as the basic structure for encoding actions and 

processes, and the participants in them. The clause consists of a (V) designating 

Action, State, or Process; and one or more Noun-phrases (N P) designating Partici

pants. In this study the participants I am dealing with are the arguments referred to 

as agent/actor or affected/patient following Fillmore’s definition. These arguments 

together with the verb- processes they are related to, would be considered as that 

part which is a core of linguistic knowledge considered as the universal parameters 

as manifested in the clause or sentence (Chomsky 1987).

As already mentioned in section 4.1, an application of the method of analysis de

scribed earlier consists in sorting out categories of participants in the texts investi

gated.
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As a preliminary illustration, I have opted for the following division:

The two main categories of participants are In s titu tio n a l o r H u m an  S ub jec ts  

The distribution of participants is represented as follows:

First Category of Participants are the British (including British troops, War Cabi

net, Task Force, British government etc.).

Second Category of Participants are the Argentinians (including Argentinian forces, 

Argies, Junta, Argentinian government etc.).

The other categories are N on-hum an  o r M iscellaneous C ategories  These par

ticipants are represented as follows:

Third Category for Weapons

Fourth Category for Property

Fifth Category for other participants involved (human or non-human)

Sixth Category for the Unidentified.

The notion of unidentified participant needs some explanation. In this study there 

are three possibilities for a participant as an agent or affected to be unavailable 

in the surface structure of a sentence-clause. Within grammar it can be deleted 

through the passivization of the sentence-clause. Outside the sentence frame it can 

be inferred in context. In discourse, it can be identified further in the text and in 

this case we talk of ellipsis.

I argue that it is always possible to infer the unidentified if we are in discourse. This 

is the case even if I dissect my corpus in small chunks since I do not operate outside 

the discursive formation clearly localized on the basis of knowledge of the situation 

background. However the main issue in this work is to try to show how in the 

first instance i.e. on observation of language use the choice of explicit, implicit, or 

postponed reference to some entity varies and what possible meanings this variation
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may entail, as will be shown in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

All these categories from 1 to 6 will behave as possible agents or affected, and I label 

them respectively Y, X, W, Z, 0 , **0, for the purpose of my analysis. Processes 

will be also labelled as Physical or Mental and Positive, Neutral, or Negative (see 

section 4.4.1 below).

The symbol + will represent a positive process.

The symbol o will represent a neutral process.

The symbol — will represent a negative process.

The semantic evaluation of processes is given following my classification and inter

pretation in section 4.2. At this stage of my analysis, a definition of what I mean 

by a positive, negative, neutral process is needed.

4.4.1 Process Evaluation

I am using in this analysis a lexically reduced classification of verbs as processes 

which could be classified more broadly. However the need to divide verbal phrases 

into segments is necessary. In practice some verbs can semantically have an evident 

effect and their categorization in terms of value (positive, negative or neutral) is 

obvious (kill, praise). I recognize that a dictionary entry of certain verbs can give a 

certain meaning which varies when the same verbs occur in the context of language 
in use (speech acts , conversation sequencing, paragraphing etc.). The semantic 

structure in abstraction affecting a reader would vary from context to context. So 

there are differences between the systemic categories of meaning and what actually 

occurs in practice when the context makes it vary.

The division of processes into three classes is done on the basis of their semantic 

degree of meaning in terms of strong or weak verbs or action processes. It was seen 

in Chapter 3 of this thesis that the semantic characteristics of the predicates of a 

discourse are crucial to the semantic characterization of the whole discourse (cf.
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Petofi, 1977). Thus the description of Thurber’s discourse A Lover and his Lass , 

where the text turns on verbs (often nominalized) of negative evaluation (gossip, 

criticize, disdain), as contrasted with verbs of positive evaluation (to court, praise, 

etc.) and neutral evaluation (to describe), as it is seen within the notion of Case 

Frames (cf. Longacre 1983:188) has been discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

In relation to the notion of social meanings (Chapter 1 of this thesis), a positive 

process would be a process that does not involve a sense of cognitive negative conno

tation: for example, to kill (Cause Become dead ) would be classified as negative, 

because it involves violence, destruction, its meaning could vary in different con

texts, in which case ‘a pain killer’ would probably be seen as positive, in terms of its 

social meaning; but still it implies destruction and denotes some negativity. Other 

examples such as the verb threaten ,(which involves menace, danger, according to 

context), would be negative and offer would be classified as ‘positive’ (to give some

thing, a reward), but they are also ‘dictionary meanings’. Any process which does 

not involve any of the social meanings above would be classified as neutral perhaps 

generalized to abstract processes to believe , to move (see section 4.7.3).

In my analysis, I first refer to what may be called first level meanings, that is 

decontextualized meanings, but these labels may be recategorized in a contextual 
approach as mentioned in 4.2 above, affecting the whole meaning of the texts in

vestigated subject to interpretation. These processes after being extracted from the 

texts under study, are listed in tables (5.4, 5.5, 5.6) together with their formalized 

evaluation (-|—  o).

The next operation is to identify the categories of participants they are related to 

by looking at the semantic clause structure of the three texts analyzed in sections 

5.3, 5.4, 5.5 of Chapter 5 of this project.

In the last stage of this phase I crosstabulate the patterns of variation of these 

processes with the above named categories from 1 to 6 according for the former 

to their value and for the latter to their roles as agents (i.e. the performer of the 

meaning of the verb process) or affected (i.e. the undergoer of the meaning of the
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verb process). I am interested in this analysis in the potential perlocutionary effect 
this distribution may have on the readers of newspapers.

In another phase of analysis, I shall consider the transformations (Fowler 1972:19) 

undergone by some clauses in the different texts under comparison these transfor

mations are assumed to be relevant to meaning (cf. chapter 5 of this thesis).

4.4.2 Transformations

A basic definition sees transformation as a semantically neutral grammatical process. 

In an early definition Fowler (1972:19) sees the notion of transformation as:

“a derivation of a surface structure as an output from a deep structure 

as an input of the transformational section of the syntax”

He refers to ‘transformational syntax’. The importance of transformations is also 

stressed by Rolfe (1984) who emphasizes their importance for changes in word order 

in English. So it seems that logically there are two arguments here. The justification 

for using transformations (see section 4.3) in my case study has been inspired by 
the latter version on transformations which sees them as changing meaning (Fowler 

et al. 1979) with however some reservations as to generalizing this argument. This 

model is also based on Kress and Hodge’s study of the miners’ strike reports (1979), 

Kress and Trew (1978) and Kress (1983b).

To illustrate their view, I attem pt an examplification of this analysis by looking at 

a headline taken from my data:

[THREAT OF A NEW FALKLANDS CONFLICT CAUSES U.S. CONCERN]

Using the Kress and Hodge’s model of transformation, this clause will be analysed 

as follows:
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Agent Transactive Process AfFected
New Falkland conflict threat(ens) ?

[Threat] [causes] U.S.
Concern

Somebody Threatens Somebody

According to Kress and Hodge’ account, the first part of the clause is a collapsing of 

forms into a single unit or ‘breaking up complex sentences’ which may ‘alter the way 

in which the reader meets the material and tends to structure his interpretations in 

specific ways’. This unit is a result of a transformation from a source sentence

‘Someone causes new conflict in the Falklands’

‘Someone threatens someone’

moving from an activity or process into a state, from concrete to abstract. The result 

is that a transactive process threatens is transformed into a participant process 

threat, (may be) avoiding naming agents (participants). The linguistic operation ( 

a deletion) in this clause has a tendency to minimize the responsibility of labelling 

the forces of the conflict by a loss of linguistic expression of causal connection. In 
the above example the transformations are ‘breaking up of complex sentence’ and 

‘nominalization’ which function as a participant and behave as an entity. Following 

the second argument that transformations are not always ‘innocent’ there is a claim 

(Kress and Ilodge 1979) that this operation increases the opacity of the nominals 
because we are less likely to interpret when they function as actors or affected; in 

other words it makes it less clear and harder for the reader to perceive the underlying 

propositions. Other forms of transformations with their potential theoretical effects 

(nominalization for economy and distortion, passivization for agents in less focal 

position with the object being theme) are considered in Chapters 5 and 6 of this 

project.
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For the sake of economy I do not wish to reformulate a derivation rule for every 

particular nominalization listed in my analysis in further chapters; one example can 

cover any number of pertinent cases. However, a justification for the selection of 

certain items under the class of nominalization is needed here. The idea of nomi

nalization in itself is grammatical; we usually refer to nominalization when we can 

argue that there is a clear transformation of an underlying sentence, i.e. those con

structions which contain a verb argument which is easy to show transformational 

history as for example in ‘shooting birds is murder’. It has been argued that formal 

definitions of nominalizations are difficult to achieve (cf Chomsky 1965, Fowler 1971, 

Lees 1968) because they involve semantic and grammatical considerations and they 

derive values from association of notions drawn from cognitive, semantic, and syntac

tic grounds. Thus Pawley (1986:117) comments that under the rubric of generative 

semantics, the wholesale derivation of nominalizations by syntactic transformations 

proposed by Lees (1960) has given way to analyses (Chomsky, 1972; Levi, 1978 etc.), 

that treat many derived nouns and complex nominals as basically lexical.

There is a wide range of grammatical constructions which have been labelled nom

inalizations by different scholars. Thus Hudson (1971) refers to Wh-interrogative 

clauses as nominalizations if they can act as subject (which man, who, how many 

boys, etc.) To the question whether, for instance, compound nominal expressions 

are generated by rules of grammar Lees (1968:139) argues that ‘there is a wide 
range of miscellaneous examples of grammatical forms in nominal compounds’; and 

according to him ‘there is no a priori reason to separate the analysis of nominal 

compounds from that of other nominalizations’.

Interesting work on the subject has been done by Rolfe (1984), who elaborated 

on not only grammatically formed nominalizations (noun clauses, infinitives, and 

gerunds of various types) but also derived nouns, that is, those nouns to which

“a) may be associated a lexical item which is their verbal cognate 

and b) whose phrase structure may be converted by paraphrase to a 

sentence.
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His justification for these various forms is that they all participate in a ‘gradient of 

nouniness’ or ‘range of nominalizations’ because they have in common a sentential 

representation of the kind. Rolfe also argues that the best way of testing extracted 

nominalizations is against the frames of notional definitions for ‘noun’ and ‘verb’ 

from which stems the notion of ordinary noun, and if one type fits in these frames, 

it is nounlike against ‘the yardstick of an ordinary noun and the various types may 

be plotted on a gradient of nouniness’. Among a number of constructions includ

ing ‘action nominal’, ‘derived noun’, ‘actor nominal’, two other constructions have 

attracted my attention since they are recurrent in my data; these are ‘nominal 

compound’ (e.g. opposition leader ) and ‘operator nominal’ (e.g. these battles ) A 

nominal compound involves ‘any structure which due to the integration of its ele

ments is considered to be a compound and of which one element is a nominalization’. 

Rolfe admits some arbitrariness in his evaluation of compounds as such following 

their gradient nature as shown by these two examples:

The fortune teller

Hail Mary

An operator nominal is a ‘type of deverbal converted from verb to be object of 

verb whose logical meaning has been suppressed so as to make it a deverbalizing 

operator.’ as for example:

have a drink of water

In my study, the sense in which nominalization is used in this account, is broader 

than in some other accounts. The itemization of some categories of nominalizations 

is motivated by their level of abstraction as ordinary noun phrases as for example 

‘the war’ in contrast with ‘the Falkland islands’. Some of these nominalizations 

underwent both grammatical and functional conversion such as ‘conflict’ which is a 

verb converted into a noun or a process into participant. Thus the following example

War cabinet orders taking of Stanley
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contains a first participant which is a nominalization, or a nominal compound com

posed of an abstract NP ‘War’ and a concrete one ‘cabinet’ itself a generalization 

or compound for individuals (more details will be given in Chapter 7 of this thesis 

in my discussion of metaphors); the second participant is another nominalization or 

action nominal composed of a process itself a transformation from a verb ‘take’ into 

a gerund ‘taking’ followed by a concrete NP ‘Stanley’, resulting in a nominalization. 

These participants are related to a process which is a speech act ‘orders’ Thus the 

following schemata:

Participant Process Participant

[war cabinet] orders taking o ' Stanley

nominal compound action ilominal
(participant(process/participant))

It is argued in this study that two different concepts ‘nominalization’ and ‘lexical- 

ization’ overlap in some definitions; for example, in the process of nominalization 
some derivations offer some ambiguity such as for example ‘black ou t’ as to derived 
or ordinary noun status. Some items have reference which though abstract may 

be deemed analogically concrete. Some are also said to be semantic blends whose 

dominance of reference varies. Rolfe (1984:142) argues that

“an identity of grammatical function between derived and non-derived 

nouns implies that all types of nouns are lexicalizations.”

This statement would be in line with Pawley’s comment above. However because of 

the existence of the category of derived nouns and the conflict of such an assumption 

with the previous statement, Rolfe concludes that what is significant is the semantic 
underpinning:
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“Function and status are dictated by what is deemed to be the se

mantic underpinning of the items, in brief what it represents.”

In the case of certain nominalizations such as gerunds which express the progressive 

aspect as for example ‘reading books’ a semantic feature ‘durative’ can be ascribed to 

them. Concerning the operator nominals which are produced by the operator nom- 

inalization Rolfe (1984:191) sees them as ‘reclassifications of sentence structures’. 

The important element in Rolfe’s study of nominalizations is that all the types he 

has classified have one feature in common: they all include a representation of the 

verb of the derivational source.

Hawkins (1986:138) argues that rankshifted clauses approximately referring to what 

is called ‘embedding’ is a category which other linguists would call nominalization. 

It includes clauses which substitute for a nominal group in a larger or ‘m atrix’ clause 

as for example in ‘she saw what had happened ’ the underlined clause replaces X in 

she saw X, where X would be a nominal group like ‘the man’ and fulfill the role 

of complement (object) in that clause. In this study, after the itemization of the 

nominalizations extracted from the texts (see Chapter 6 of this work) following the 

above defined criteria, I focus on the functional motivation which allow them to 

become the primary specifiers (Rolfe 1984) in a clause/sentence structure. This 

is done as they stand in a case relation to the verb of that structure, in terms 

of a comparative study of the texts selected from the three newspapers studied. 

Examples of a functional motivation would be the pragmatic one of topicalization 

(see Chapter 3 of this thesis), or reification of abstract entities when used as active 
agents/affected as I shall attem pt to develop in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

In this study I combine nominal groups, compounds and noun phrases because func

tionally they are very closely related. A number of lexical items are found to be 

specifiable just like nouns as indicated in the begining of this section, yet their ref

erential meaning is not concrete but abstract; however they are treated as though 

concrete because, I assume, of their position in the clause/sentence structure. They 

occur as metaphors which fill in the same conditions as things. Moreover the verbs 

they occur with are either mental processes or physical processes. According to
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Halliday (1985) clauses expressing material and mental processes are different in 

meaning on purely semantic grounds as well as on grammatical grounds although 

this is questioned by Huddleston (1988:168). In a mental process clause one partic

ipant is required to be human or more accurately ‘endowed with consciousness’, the 

other participant can be either a ‘thing’ or ‘a fact’, whereas in a material process 

clause all participants can be ‘things’. How much a newspaper uses these secondary 

specifiers such as nominalisations in the place of primary specifiers is an important 

part of this study. I have argued above that the two concepts ‘nominalization’ and 

‘lexicalization’ tend to overlap in some definitions; in the section below I want to 

discuss the notion of lexicalization within its functional importance in a network of 

meaning potential.

4.4.3 Lexicalization

It is argued by Fairclough (1987:745) that ‘alternative lexicalizations are generated 

from divergent ideological positions’ (cf. Chapter 2 of this thesis). In this study the 

argument is that the newspaper tenor or attitude motivates the choice, selection of 

alternative words, from a network of meaning potential, such as calling something 

‘war’ or ‘conflict’. There is a whole range of terms available in newspaper language 

from which the journalist can select on the paradigmatic axis whether based on 
‘contrasts’ or ‘distance’ (cf. Hudson 1971):

conflict

situation

crisis

confrontation

campaign

battle

war

fight
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Both terms ‘war’ and ‘conflict’ can be identified as participating processes in a 

transitive clause and I also argue that they express some implicit propositions of 

the forms:

X is in conflict with Y 

X is in War with Y

This reduction of underlying propositions into abstract nominals through the process 

of lexicalization led us to classify them as nominalizations.

4.4.4 Stylistic Devices and Summary

Fowler (1972:41) rightly argues that grammar does not represent all characteristics 

of discourse. lie maintains that the types of sentences which occur in discourse 

correlate with circumstances in which discourse is used. For example ‘advertising’, 

‘political rhetoric’, ‘scientific writing’ have different styles. The task is to describe 

why different styles occur in discourse. Trew’s analysis (see 4.1) seems to require 

a special type of reporting which involves dynamic actions. The participants in 
the riots are directly in confrontation with the police and the reporters described 

the actions performed directly by both the rioters and the police. The reporting of 

the Falklands conflict is characterized by a language which uses many abstractions, 

(cf. Chilton 1986). By abstractions I mean the nouns, compounds, nominalisations 

which play artificial roles as participants and which do not necessarily have a con
crete referent, as seen in the example above, the first word ‘Threat’ is an abstract 

nominalisation of the source sentence ‘someone threatens’. This is also an obvious 

case of indirect reporting which is more of a newspaper comment than a report of a 

direct action.

The major stylistic elements I want to investigate are the number of nominalizations 

as they occur in different grammatical forms and their position as certain categories 

of agents/affected in the clauses studied. It is argued elsewhere that nominaliza

tions are grammatical forms but they become functional categories in their roles of
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agent/alfected. It is therefore borne in mind that when I refer to them in their func

tions I am not dealing with their grammatical form. I shall focus on the thematic 

position of the agent through the semantic participant roles. For example, in the role 

of participant (see 4.2), 1 looked at tlie number of these particular grammatical forms 

which are noun phrases or lexical nouns derived from a source sentence or phrase 

which is verbal. These participants, most of them abstractions or generalizations 

cannot behave as agents if I define agent as a deliberate doer of an action according 

to Fillmore (see Chapter 3 of this thesis) because they would be instrumental and 

relational rather than concrete entities. However these constructions still occur with 

verbs of physical action or mental process which lead us to say that they are reified, 

personified. My hypothesis is that there is a correlation between the frequency in 

which these constructions occur in the three texts from the three newspapers re

porting the same event and the type of reporting, therefore the message conveyed 

to the reader. More explicitly, I shall bear in mind the likelihood that the more 

prominent the number of nominalisations as abstractions, the more ambiguous the 

reports about the actual conflict are. The question I attem pt to answer is whether 

the use of nominalisations is a way of escaping from the ‘order of discourse’ in media 

language which is to report factual events. This will be shown by undertaking a 

quantification of the types of noun placed in thematic position (cf. Chapter 6 of this 

thesis) in the texts analyzed and the number of nominalisations occurring as inani
mate participants in relation to the verb processes they are used with (Chapter 5). 

The purpose of this analysis is to show what effects these constructions when used 

with certain corresponding verbs of physical or mental states including speech acts 

do have and what conclusions can be drawn. The results obtained from this study 
could have some signification (see Chapter 6 of this thesis), as to the sociolinguistic 

orientations of the three newspapers investigated, as revealed in the language used. 

In the section below the roles these constructions can play in the texts analysed are 

explained.
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4.4.5 Semantic Categories and Roles

To facilitate my study I selected a number of those categories which seem to be 

recurrent and can be observed by the way they behave in the text. Some of these 

categories are classified as inanimate and supposedly unable to behave as agents 

(see Chapter 5 of this thesis). However, in relation to the process or verb they co

occur with, it appears to us that their identification as actors (or agents) is almost 

unquestionable (cf. Fillmore 1968:23-24 for an opposed view).

Thus, Chafe (1970:109), stressed the fact that these categories are not just instru

mental as argued by Fillmore (cf. Chapter 3 of this thesis), but they do play roles 

of their own (cf. palmer 1974:147-148). Moreover, Chilton (1986:25), pointed out 
that categories such as, for instance, ‘explosions’ or ‘weapons systems’ are reified, 

as are the agents, events, or policies connected with them; they are made ‘thing- 

like’, i.e., represented as part of the natural world or timeless beyond human agency, 

control or responsibility. In the case of human agents, they are represented as non- 

agentive objects. In the case of abstractions- that is generalizations defining complex 

phenomena- they are represented as homogeneous entities (‘security’, ‘freedom’ ‘ter

rorism’, ‘deterrence’ etc.). The linguistic devices in that case are metaphors (‘explo

sions’ are ‘manifestations of nature, of God’), nominalisations of verbs, adjectives, 

passive constructions with agents omitted (cf. Chapter 5 of this thesis).

4.4.6 Concluding Remark

The purpose of dealing with all these forms of participants including the various 

categories announced in sections 4.4 ff in my analysis is to show whether there is a 

great deal of difference between the texts from the three newspapers I looked at, and 

to draw conclusions from the study I am undertaking by quantifying and drawing 

the tables and graphs resulting from this comparison. In the section below I am 

going to describe the structure of some headlines before I attem pt a preliminary 

application of the method stated in 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 above on them. It is relevant 

to my work to describe the grammatical structure of headlines taken from the data.
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The reason for looking at the typography of headlines is motivated by the gross 

differences between the three papers. I argue that these differences are all part of 

the effect on the reader, so they may be intentional.

4.5 Structure and Function o f H eadlines

This section of my study deals with the language of English front page headlines 

and their function. The aim is to describe the grammar and function of headlines 

in relation to their typography. This is done by taking a small corpus of newspaper 

headlines from the Falklands reports which appeared in the Sun, the Daily Mirror, 

and the Guardian and looking at their structural differences. The question raised 

and to be answered is why are they different. Previous works have dealt with what is 

commonly called headlinese. Thus Straumann (1935), a pioneer in the study of En

glish headlinese, called it block language and treated it as an autonomous language. 

He rejected the classification within the framework of traditional categories of mor

phology, syntax, and semantics and favours formal and positional characteristics for 

classification, which from my point of view is simplified, and for that reason has 

something in common with child language, pidgins or'W eigners talk of unknown 
language”:

e.g., Steamer Sunk

(i.e. news that a steamer has been sunk), and 

Sunk Steamer

(which means news about a steamer that is already known to have been sunk).

The classification by form ignores the actual context of situation of the headline and 

an entirely different semantic analysis had to be made later on by considering even 

the general cultural background; thus headlines are distinguished in:
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i. S-form, Common form, Variables, Semi-variables, and Invariables

e.g., Sink, Sank, Sunk are variables 

Shoot, Shot, Shot are semi-variables 

let, let, let are invariables

ii. d-forms, -ing forms, -ly and st forms, how-, if-, that-, and wh- particles

iii. Headlines containing other typographical means are included.

There are other evaluative approaches on ‘headlinese’. Marchand (1960:225-226) 

who sees the -ese as denoting ‘a strangely peculiar style, a negatively characteristic 

jargon’. Garst and Bernstein (1933:162-163) used ‘headlinese’ in a rather pejorative 

sense:

“ . . .  A strange speech that corrupts good English”

The question raised is therefore whether headlinese is a language of its own. This 

view is also claimed by some other authors such as Iialliday (1967) who claim that 

headlines and other display languages have their own ‘common grammar’ dictated by 

the simultaneous requirement of communicative effect and extreme brevity. Mardh 

(1980:14) definition of headlinese:

“consists of one or more decks which differ typographically from one 

another.”

Straumann refers to ‘headlinese’ as ‘a block language’ defined as a type of linguistic 

utterance which consists of grammatical units lower than the sentence, for example 

of just:

a) one dependent clause or a noun phrase, functioning independently

b) a heavily modified noun phrase which may have to communicate a fairly com

plicated idea
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e.g., the blood that needs to be spilt is the blood of political 

reputation

where the context of knowledge provides important clues for a correct under

standing of the message.

c) Another characteristic is the omission of words of low information, such as 

for example determiners and the finite forms of the verb ‘be’, which have no 

context-independent properties.

In English usually if we refer to individual entities, we must have a modification 

expressed by determiners, quantifiers etc. But if we refer to classes of entities, we 

can do without. In headlines very often if not always the entities are not modified 

whether referring to individual or classes of entities. This again raises the ambiguity 

question whether it does lessen the degree of definiteness of the entity in focus

e.g., Falklands seized (from my data)

In this example, it is the lack of a finite verb that makes it ambiguous i.e. whether the 
Falklands have been seized (passive form) or whether Falkands occur as an artificial 

agent which performs the action of seizing (active form). The variety of the different 

grammatical types of headlines which can be verbal, nominal or adverbial attests of 

potential different functions.

4.5.1 Verbal Headlines

A verbal headline is one which contains a verbal phrase or part of a verbal phrase 

that is not dominated by a noun phrase.

e.g. Model of a Verbal Headline (from my data)
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Clause e.g., Thatcher
signals
invasion

NP VP (The Guardian 18-5-1982)

where NP — * Thatcher, VP — ► signals invasion

Two main structural types of verbal headlines are distinguished: Finite verbal head

lines and Non finite verbal headlines.

1- Finite verbal headlines; e.g.,

e.g. Junta sends an 

ultimatum

2- Non-finite verbal headlines with omitted auxiliary 

e.g., Falklands seized (for Falklands are seized)

3- Non-finite verbal headlines with adjectives and participles referred to as verbals 

e.g. Accused

(The Guardian 19-6-1982)

4- Other non finite verbal headlines where copula can be inserted

FALKLANDS
INVASION

IMMINENT

Argentines in surrender at MOUNT

MUSEUM 

On the RUN!

(D.M. 29-5-1982)

5- A coordinated non-finite verbal headline
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e.g. IN WE GO!

SMASH AND

GRAB

INVASION

(D.M. 21-5-1982)

4.5.2 Nominal Headlines

They consist of a noun phrase which can be unmodified, premodified, or postmodi- 

fied. They can be represented by the following tree diagram:

NP

NP VP

1- unmodified: i.e. the noun phrase is not modified by any other item 

e.g. VICTIMS

2- premodified: ie two types of item may premodify a headline: The type that 

comprises predeterminers, ordinals, and quantifiers, they are a closed system.

Tide of Tears! (Sun 6-4-1982)

where ‘Tide’ represent a premodifier of quantity, 

e.g., of open class premodifiers

THE BRITISH  Public (Sun 17-5-1982)
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3- post-modified: ie a noun phrase head which may be preceded by a determiner 

followed for instance by a finite or non-finite verb clause or prepositional phrase 

post modification;

e.g.,

(D.M. 28-5-1982)

NP

NP NP
the bomb

CL

NP NP
That missed return of the heroes

VP NP
missed return of the heroes

4.5.3 Adverbial Headlines

Adverbial headlines may have the following forms:

a) A prepositional phrase

b) An adverb followed by with followed by an NP.

An adverb followed by an infinitive clause.

An adverb followed by a conjunction clause.

c) A noun head as time adverbial followed by a prepositional phrase.
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e.g. back to square 

One on a deal 

Once we win

(The Guardian 19-5-1982)

HOW Invincible 

DODGED A TORPEDO 

NOW we Take 

Goose Green

(Sun 24-5-1982)

I now go on to draw on a small scale some comparison between the three forms of 
headlines in the texts investigated. This allows us to understand the corresponding 

relationship between the grammatical structure as described above and the function 

of headlines.

4.5.4 Functional Headlines Types

As seen in Mardh’s study (1980) headlines can be divided into functional types 

which may have a verbal, nominal or adverbial structure. These are

i. Statements

ii. Questions

iii. Commands

iv. Exclamations

The first type are the largest in number of the functional headline types—their 

primary function is to convey factual information

e.g. Seven more
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Argie planes 

shot down

(Sun 25-5-1982)

UN Plan 

enters 

its final 

hours

(The Guardian 19-5-1982)

The second type is twofold: headlines followed by a question mark and those with

out question marks: Some have a Wh- item initial clause as mood focus (Hudson 

1971:37-38). These are independent questions, that is not a subordinate or reported 

interrogative clause. They contain items such as pre-subject as initial mood focus, 

subject is never initial. In the second case i.e. subject initial mood focus I refer to 

dependent questions. The function of the former may be that of expressing a real 

lack of information, i.e. an answer provided in the text may be only tentative; the 

function of the latter could be that the reader expects more information to come 

later in the report.

ARE WE ALL 

GOING 

TO DIE?

(Sun 7-4-1982)

WHEN did Maggie 

hear of 

the invasion

W hat happened in 

The missing 

48 hours
(D.M. 7-4-1982)

WHY WE SANK THE
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ARGIES’ CRUISER

(Sun 5-5-1982) 

WHY THE FUSS (Sun 8-5-1982)

No response is of course expected on the part of the reader, headlines being a one 

way channel of communication (cf. conditions of interaction, rhetorical questions 

etc.)

The question form can be chosen in order to make the reader ask the question 

himself and hence proceed to the text where he might find the answer.

The Daily Mirror and the Sun use more headlines in forms of questions because 

they have a free style typography (see section on typography).

The third type of functional headlines is commands which are used as speech acts. 

The person addressed may also be m entioned in the headline:

e.g. Task Force chief 

is ordered:

In We Go! (D.M. 21-5-1982)

The identity of the addressee may be revealed in the adjoining text:

e.g. PYM WARNS:

We mean 

business

(D.M. 8-4-1982)

(Text with a reference to the addressee)
Stay home or

W E’ll SINK YOU
(Sun 8-5-1982)

GET
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US OUT!

(D.M. 10-4-1982)

(secret plea to Britain by besieged islanders)

Exclamation headlines are mostly found in the Sun

GOD BE

WITH

YOU!

TIDE OF 

TEARS!

(Sun 20-5-1982)

GOTCHA!

(Sun 6-4-1982)

IT ’S

WAR

(Sun 4-5-1982)

AT last! Our 

Lads are ok

(Sun 3-4-1982)

ALIVE!

(Sun 7-5-1982)

BLITZED!
(Sun 5-5-1982)

(Sun 8-5-1982)

Commands, Questions, and Exclamatives are rather rare in the Guardian, they 

are very often connotative when found in the Daily Mirror and the Sun, whereas 

statements might function as either connotative (tell nothing about the story, only 

give one aspect of sensational side of story), or summary heads (neutral summaries 

of news items). It seems that headlines demonstrate two principles that Form follows 

Function (cf. Arnold, 1981); they have four functions :
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They summarize the news

They grade the importance of stories

They are conspicuous elements in the design of a page

They lure the looker into becoming a reader-

Thus it is argued by Arnold (1981) that the need to summarize and to grade news 

for those who read as they run is important.

Page design becomes more important, and the architect of the page needs a variety 

of building stocks. Capturing reader attention in a flash requires simplicity; tools 
are available to produce large sizes of type.

Function and tools dictate new specifications: Headlines should be simple in form 

and large in size. Arnold (1981) points out that in headlines, form and content are 

as closely related as ‘hot dogs and mustard.’ The typographer must be concerned 

with content and the editor with form. Grammatically, tenses in heads must be 

used carefully. Action in a head is in the historical present. Thus in

CONGRESS PASSES BILL

could mean, although ambiguous, that the action took place yesterday; most forms 

of the verb ‘to be’ are eliminated.

More acronyms and abbreviations are used

e.g., NATO (commonly recognized).

One can argue that following ‘Critical linguistics’ statement that ‘grammar is not 

innocent’ the grammar of headlines, in the same way that I argued for reports 

elsewhere, can be manipulated for ideological effects. In the section below, I look at 

another aspect of variation which is headline graphology, and how it can affect the 

reader.
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4.5.4.1 Function o f H eadline Graphology

According to Mardh (1984:15) headline graphology fulfds two main functions: Firstly, 

to split up the body of text on a page to make it easy for the reader to find the news 

he is interested in; secondly, to evoke an interest by using large headlines types.

The headlines in the Sun, the Daily Mirror and the Guardian have different kinds of 

variations in print. These differences are seen in the layout i.e. the arrangement of 

elements in the front page as one believes that typography is functional and every 

element might be useful and efficient to do a certain job.

The study of typography in this work is relevant as there are some rules (or guide
lines) the reader applies when reading a newspaper page as for example the starting 

point of reading which is the top left corner for English, e.g., the Sun used strong 

graphic art whereas the Guardian gives less attention to the pictures or graphics 

but more to the content; the Daily Mirror has got small pages and its typographical 

style permits inclusion of less material and is typified in a way to indicate the type 

of reader to appeal to. This variation has some effect on the syntax and the organi

zation of the paragraphing, sequencing of phrases etc. One realizes that newspapers 

such as the Sun are more inclined to use all sorts of artistic devices to attract the 

reader; the form becomes more important than the content; therefore the shape of 

the headline (i.e. number of decks, large prints, its size etc.) affects the grammati

cal structure (cf. finite vs non finite verbal headlines), e.g., the Sun and the Daily 

Mirror use more elliptical structures whereas the Guardian uses more non-elliptical 

ones, (see Appendix 6a). More emphasis is put on what is inside in the text in 

the Guardian whereas pictures, calligraphy, adjustment of elements, play words are 

more important in the Sun and the Daily Mirror and what is communicated is also 

different; the combination of words and pictures is more striking in the Sun prob

ably because what it wants to communicate is also design, excitment rather than 

information. Hence on the whole one can describe the three newspapers lay out as 

follows:

The Daily Mirror has large headlines, short paragraphs and lots of pictures because
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it is striving for immediacy of contact with the audience and it is sought in form 

through having a ‘lively’ typographical style:

e.g., in the issue of May 21st 1982, we notice a highlighting of the headline:

IN WE GO!

SMASH AND

GRAB

INVASION

which carries verbs of dynamic action: Smash, grab, go, and a dynamic process 

(invasion) transformed into a nominalized participating process.

In this issue, three pages are devoted to the Falkland topic. The types of headlines 

used are: Command with verbs in the directive form, the absence of an agent and 

the urging to action seems to involve the reader in it.

In the Sun, the visual effects shown whether verbal or non verbal will be connected 

to the world by a certain form of style. An example would be a distortion of a title 

which is stereotyped the effect being a polysemic value and ambiguity.

E.g., in its issue of 29th of May 1982, it has the headline:

WAR and PEACE

as a title; below there is a picture of the pope and the queen. The association 

of the title with the picture in an iconic linkage can be interpreted following their 

juxtaposition as follows:

The pope represents Peace and he comes to talk about it to a leader of a country that 

is at war. However the queen is not a politician, she has some mythical power in the 

nation (i.e. as the mother incapable of waging a war); being a high representative of 

the country, this may also signify that the country wants to talk to a religious man 

with also a mythical power as a witness for a call to peace by the same country.
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This juxtaposition of a verbal headline (based on the title of a novel (Tolstoi 1920 ), 

with the picture of two mythical characters is therefore liable to various interpreta

tions by different types of readers, and its full meaning can only be recovered by a 

presupposition based on knowledge about the conflict, and the type of information 

the Sun tends to give.

Hence papers like the Sun put more emphasis on the visuals making signification 

more recoverable from interpretation than from the grammar of the speech act or 

any verbal expression i.e. from the form as the whole rather than from the structural 

patterns of the syntax.

This interpretation is based on Barthes theory of signification (see chapter one of 

this work) which consists in seeing two systems of signification, one being language 

defined as the first order signifying system, the second being the myth or literature 

characterized by the connotation, interpretation superimposed on the first.

Thus in writing there are two kinds of signs present defined by Peirce (1982) as the 

symbolic and the iconic

The iconic messages are seen through the typography and the symbolic messages 

through their content. The combination of the typography with the symbolic mes
sages are not innocent of ideology, i.e. they do not give information as facts but 

rather as styles loaded with interpretation which can only be understood by an 

analysis which is itself interpretative.

Hence a structural-semiotic mode] of analysis which is backed up by a syntactico- 

semantic analysis (see Fowler et. al in Chapter 2 of this work) seems appropriate 

because grammatical devices used in the Guardian for instance vary from the ones 

used in the Sun and the Daily Mirror, making the justification for these variations 

needed. In the following section below, I shall look at some reports from the three 

newspapers in order to single out their differences in content and form.
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4.5.5 A Structural-Sem iotic Analysis

In this analysis I shall also look at the relation between the types of events and the 

linguistic choices made by the three newspapers.

Examples from the Sun , the Guardian and the Daily Mirror.

The Sun early issue 5 April 1982

Front page Layout

On the left there is a picture of Navy pilot’s wedding.

Heads are 2 inch letters: ‘We’ll sink them!’
Subheading: Nott warns Junta as the fleet sails 

Sub-Sub: ‘Battle for the islands ‘

(long before any battle had started) Picture of J. Nott at the bottom half of page 

left.

Top of page: ‘Win A 40, 000 house’ (see on page 11)

W hat emerges is that domestic affairs are prominent, while those who remain at 

home enjoy the glory of battle from their armchairs; what is clearly not mentioned 

in story is any diplomacy that might be taking place. The emphasis is on battle:

‘The Navy sails today ...S ink  Argentine warships’

The reports show the following verb choice:

Sails Destroy

Sink Retain (retain the right)

Won back Defend

Restore Invaded

Stick (to it) Warning
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Have to fight Revealed

sink

Storm (storming of the islands)

Quit

These verbs are for the most of them verbs of dynamic action.

The Guardian 5 April 1982

It is usually characterized by a fairly traditional layout, a regular column of more or 

less close print and long but small type headlines which generally summarizes the 
main news. Topic 1: Diplomatic activity

Verbals

Launches into (intense diplomatic activity, (metaphorical)

Put (put together a package)

To solve

Backing (backing of the U.S.)
Stand in the way (would not stand in the way)

No hesitation (in giving the order to fight)

Could be sunk (ships could be sunk (passive agentless)

(Casualties) would be inevitable (cf. destroy human life in Sun above)

Middle of page one: picture Mr. Nott with Linley Middleton (Capt. of HMS 

Hermes).

Topic 2: Harsh penalties for Falklanders

Topic 3: South Georgia (twenty two Royal Marines resisted invasion)

Topic 4: Rough ride for ministers 

Second story: change of tack by Americans 

Third story: cabinet under attack

The third story is a rather sarcastic account of incompetent ministers:
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M. Atkins opened ‘the historic proceedings’ by making a mistake (where he meant 

8.30 when he said 10.30) ‘how bad Mr. Nott was’ (Mr. Nott is quoted approvingly 

by the Sun ). There are comparisons with Chamberlain and Churchill, two impor

tant historical figures in British history.

Headline: ‘We won’t hesitate, says NOTT’

Subheads: ‘Military conquerors lay down the law’;

‘Marine on South Georgia kill three invaders’; 

‘Carrington sends a call to the Falklands’;

Daily Mirror. 5 April 1982

Characterized by a broken column layout and several pictures.

Topic 1: A big headline that occupies almost the middle of the page:

COLLISION COURSE 

FOR WAR!

On the top left: a picture of an Argentinian ship described as an invader of the 25th 

of May:

On the right at a lower level the picture of IIMS Invincible described as part of the 

British task force:

Subhead: ‘Warship’

Subheads: ‘Tough’

‘Blockade’

Topic 2: On the bottom left there is the Mirror comment: It relates the opinion of 

the Daily Mirror discarding of Mr. Nott and Lord Carrington:
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‘Should leave office as quickly as possible!’ Hence a political view on internal politi

cians is expressed; but as in the Sun, no story or any international diplomatic issue * 

is taking place. Down the comment there is a subhead:

ARDILES 

FLIES HOME

(referring to an Argentinian football player in Britain); and 

MARINES LAST STAND 

(in centre pages)

The emphasis seems to be on the process of war and confrontation of both parties. 

Verb Choice

Sails

Made

Said

Restore (we are going to . .. the British administration) 
stick to (we mean to ... to PM commitment)
Fight (we have to . .. )

Do

Speak

Withdraw (.. .from the Islands)

Declare (Galtieri)

Attacked (Argentine people a re ... )

Go (N ation... to battle) 

using ( .. .force)

Sinking (.. .of Argentinian ships)

Storm ( . . .  the islands)

Commented

Adopt

Attack ( . . .  mainland)
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Closing ( . . .  options)

Wish to discuss 

Describe ( .. .war)

Admitted (...options)

Strangle (...A rgentinian supply lines)

Refused to say 

Take action

Arrived (Task force.. . )

Want

Must retain ( . . .  our right)

To protect ( . . .  British subjects)

Seeking (diplomatic solution)

The Daily Mirror like the Sun also used a great range of verbs of dynamic action 

and a high number of speech act verbs attributed to a political representative from 

the government as emotional or sensational (e.g., to Mr Nott).

4.5.6 Typography

F orm : Two forms are distinguished, free style typography, and news style typogra

phy.

i. Free style; the wording dictates the layout - it is used in most features conno- 
tatively.

e.g-,

ONE

LAST GO FOR PEACE

(D.M. 18-5-1982)

This

is it
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TASK FORCE 

is TOLD: GET 

SET TO START 

SHOOTING

(Sun 18-5-1982)

ii. News Style; arranged in relatively regular patterns and gives most important 

points of the text—these are summary heads

Military machine set to a three day deadline.

Peace hopes drain into sands.

Foot seeks debate on final U.N terms

(The Guardian 18-5-1982)

Size: as an attention getting device, it is an important factor in the visual com

munication of a headline. A large size is associated with great importance by the 

reader, even though it is also a device to attract attention to a news item of little 

importance; but the size of a headline is relative in its effectiveness (to other sizes 

of other headlines in the paper and in other issues of the same paper).

‘Popular papers’ such as the Daily Mirror and the Sun use larger headlines than the 
‘Quality papers’ such as the Guardian.

Hence 80% of the front page in the Sun and in the Daily Mirror is for a title, 

e.g.,

COMMANDOS 

SPEARHEAD 

OUR ATTACK

MAGGIE

SENDS

a picture of Margaret Thatcher 

-f text follows
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IN THE 

TROOPS
(Sun 21-5-1982)

Task Force chief 

is ordered 

IN We Go! 

SMASH AND 

TEXT GRAB

INVASION

TEXT

Picture of 

Margaret Thatcher

(D.M. 21-5-1982)

Position: The ideal is to avoid ‘running’ headlines side by side, to save the reader 

from making a choice between two stories and preventing him therefore from reading 

any. Once the reader’s attention has been captured, his/her interest has to be 

sustained by various devices such as pictures and other interesting headlines, (see 

Mardh, 1980).

4.5.6.1 Relationship between Function and Typography

Typography is defined by E.C. Arnold (1981) as ‘The philosophy of the use of 

printing elements.’ He suggests that functional typography demands that every 

element do a useful job in the most efficient way.

Thus Arnold (1981:26) questions:
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Elements are tested for functionalism by demanding one or two answers:

Does this element do a useful, necessary job? if the answer is yes, it is 

functional: Can this job be done faster or easier or more economically?

The options considered are many: if the answer is no, if the tested 

element does not do a useful necessary job, then we know it is ‘Non

functional’.

Arnold also argues that an element that fails to attract readers will usually distract 

them. An element that fails to convey information quickly and accurately wastes 

time.

The relationship between function and typography of headlines is expressed by the 

following schemata:

Typography News style Free style

Function Summary heads Connotative heads
(straight news) (speech acts features)

Diagram 4.1 Function and typography of headlines 

(After I.Mardth 1980)

Examples: Headlines expressing a subjective committment by the choice of words 

to arouse a certain type of emotional response in the readers through for instance 

the process of reification as for example referring to the sinking of the Antelope (a 

British ship) by the Argentines:

A Jump head headline 

DEATH OF A HERO

Last days on Antelope
(D.M. 26-5-1982)
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Another one with a poetic and a religious connotation with an alliteration in ‘g’ and 

‘d ’:

GOOD BYE AND 

GOD BLESS

or

End of a plucky warship... the nightsky 

lights up as the frigate Antelope goes down 

(Sun 26-5-1982)

In the same day the Guardian's headlines are more neutral and simple summaries 

of the event:

Argentinians retaliate on their independence 

day, but Task force brings down three Skyhawk bombers 

(the Guardian 26-5-1982)

in reference to the ship so dramatically reported to have been sunk, the Guardian 

does not give details of name because claims that there is a lack of information to 

the truth of the news concerning the sinking of the ship Canberra for instance it 

says:

Destroyer 

Seriously 

damaged 

in new jet 

attack
(The Guardian 26-5-1982)
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Before I move on to the syntactico-semantic analysis of headlines some conclusive 

remarks on the structure of headlines so far described above are needed. It is useful 

to remark that the differences in grammatical complexity affects the readability of 

the headlines. The factors contributing to this readability are:

The familiarity with headlines (subject m atter)

The normal effect

The linguistic complexity (number of words, the number and types 

of clauses, the number of modifying words in noun phrases).

It is argued in this study that the differences in complexity seem quantitative on 

observation. In effect, the same structures appear in the three newspapers. Occa

sionally some features are restricted to certain newspapers such as for examples the 

exclamative and question headlines found only in the Sun and the Daily Mirror. 

The passive constructions are common to verbal headlines in general. The Sun and 

the Daily Mirror have a more personal approach to readers which is reflected in the 

first person pronouns. Both pre-and post-modified nominal headlines are frequent 

in the Guardian whereas pre-modified are also a feature of the Daily Mirror and 
Sun. The Guardian has more complex headline structure in terms of decks i.e. more 

words per deck. Both the Sun and the Daily Mirror use connotative heads with 

independent or dependent Wh-questions, while the Guardian uses more of summary 

heads; however I conclude that neutrality is not only a m atter of summary as I hope 

to show later in this analysis.

4.6 L inguistic A nalysis o f H eadlines

This section is intended to demonstrate the method described in sections 4.2 to 

4.4 of this chapter. The results obtained are tentative since this is only a limited 

exercise. I have taken four headlines from the Guardian, four headlines from the 

Sun and three from the Daily Mirror respectively referred to as T l , T2, T3. These 

headlines and sub-heads appeared on the front pages of May 24th 1982 (Fig. 4.0).
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They are listed as follows:

T1 Guardian 

T2 Sun

T3 Daily Mirror

T1

1. British troops believed to be moving on Goose Green as air attacks end week 

end lull in fighting

2. SIX Argentine jets shot down in raids on invasion force

3. War Cabinet orders taking of Stanley

4. Galtieri offers Truce for Talks

T2

1. KEY ARGENTINE BASE FALLS TO THE TASK FORCE

2. NOW WE TAKE GOOSE GREEN

3. Hard-Hitting British troops last night captured Goose Green in another vital 

Falkland battle

4. Jittery Junta faces split 

T3

1. Disaster for Junta in ‘do or die’ attack

2. NAVY DOWN 6 MORE JETS

3. AT LEAST SIX more Argentine aircraft were shot down yesterday in a new 

battle over Royal Navy Ships off the Falklands beachhead
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In order to find out about the relations of transactivity between the participants 

and the processes, the headlines must first be structured into clauses. For example 

in T1 ( Guardian) the first headline contains three clauses which are:

1 British troops to be moving on Goose Green

2 Believed

3 As air attacks end .. .fighting

The second, the third, and the fourth headlines in T1 are all structures of one clause 

(see above).

I now structure the four T2 (Sun) headlines into clauses: They are all of single 

clause structure (see above).

In T3 (D.M.) headlines, there is one clause in the first headline:

1 Disaster for junta in ‘do attack or die attack’

The second and the third headline are of one clause structure, respectively 2, 3. (see 
above).

4.6.1 Distribution of Participants

A table showing the distribution of participants, modification of process, process 

and circumstance is initially set up for T l, T2 and T3 (see part one for definitions 

of the concepts used here).
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First Pcpt Mod.of.proc Process Second.Pcpt Circumstce
believed

British
troops

to be moving on Goose 
Green

air attacks end lull in
fighting
shot
down

six Argent
ine jets

in
raids on
invasion

War cabinet orders
taking of

Stanlejy
Galtieri offers truce for 

talks

Table 4.3 Distribution of participants and processes in T l  Guardian 24-5-1982)

Another table containing only the information needed for the analysis is set up with 

the three categories acting in a transactive relation.

Participant Process Participant
***o believe

British troops move

air attacks end lull

fight

shot down six Argentine jets

raid invasion force

War cabinet orders ***Q

take Stanley

Galtieri offers truce for talks

Table 4.4 Distribution of participants and processes in T1 (Guardian24-5-1982)
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4.6.2 K ey to Categorisation

Before I move on to the analysis of T2 and T3, I need to establish a clear legend of 

the different expressions and categories used in this work.

KEY: X Argentinians as participant

Y British as participant

W Weapons as participant

Z Property as participant

0 Other as participant

**o Unidentified as participant

T Transactive process

NT Non-transactive process

+ a Positive process

- a Negative process

o a Neutral process

A table showing the possible distribution of the above categories is set up as follows:
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Positive Negative Neutral
Process Process Process
Y + X Y - X Y o  X Argent, as Affected
Y + Y Y - Y Y o Y British as Affected
Y + W Y - W Y o W Weapons as Affected
Y + Z Y - Z Y o Z property as Affected
Y + **0 Y - **() Y o **() Unident.as Affected
Y + 0 Y - 0 Y o  0 Other as Affected

X + X X - Y X o X Argent, as Affected
X + Y X - Y X o Y British as Affected
X + W X - W X - W Weapons as Affected
X +  Z X - Z X o Z Property as Affected
X + **0 X - **0 X o **0 Unid as Affected
X + 0 X - 0 X o 0 Other as Affected

*0 + X **0 - X **0 o X Argent, as Affected
*0 + Y **0 - Y **0 o Y British as Affected
*o +  w **o - vv **0 o W Weapons as Affected
*0 +  Z **0 - Z **0 o Z Property as Affected
*0 + **0 **0 o **0 Unid. as Affected
*0 + 0 **0 - 0 **0 o 0 Other as Affected

Y +  NT Y - NT Y o NT British related to process
X + NT X - NT X o NT Argent, related to process
*0 + NT **0 - NT **0o  NT Unid. related to process
W + NT W - NT W o NT Weapons related to process
Z + NT Z - NT Z o NT Property related to process
O +  NT O - NT 0  o NT Other related to process

Table 4.5 Potential distribution of participants in terms of connotative values of 
processes

4.6.3 Application on T l ,  T2, T3

Following the above schemata of analysis, I once again consider the different tables 

of T l, T2, T3, starting by discussing the value of the processes in T l table two. 

I have already explained in sections 4.2/1 and 4.4.1 the motivations for evaluating 

verbs as positive, negative or neutral. Thus I consider believe , move , end , take as



because they do not carry any positive or negative value in their basic meaning; 

whereas fight , shot down , orders would be carrying a negative value and offers , 

a positive value (cf. Chapter 3 of this thesis).

Therefore, I consider that in T1 table 4.4 we have:

One Neutral process with Unidentified as Agent/NT 

One Neutral process with British as Agent/NT 

One Neutral process with Others as Agent/T (**0)

One Negative process with Unidentified as Agent/T (W)

One Negative process with Unidentified as Agent/T (X)

One Negative Process with Unidentified as Agent/T (X)

One Neutral process with British as Agent/T (**0)

One Neutral Process with unidentified as Agent/T (Z)

One Positive Process with Argentinians as Agent/T (**0)

The terms in the extreme right after the stroke /  are the affected in transactive 
structures.

Hence the following annotations are given to T1 (Table 4.4 ):

**0 o /  NT (unidentified neutral non-transactive)

Y o / N T (British neutral British non-transactive)

0  o /  0 (others neutral others)
**0 - /  **0 (unidentified negative unidentified)
**0 - /  X (unidentified negative Argentines)

**0 - /  X (unidentified negative Argentines)
Y - /  **0 (British negative unidentified)
**0 o /  Z (unidentified neutral property)
X +  /  **0 (Argentines positive unidentified)

I proceed in the same way for T2 (Sun) for the distribution of categories of partici-
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pants, modification of process, and circumstance.

It has been mentioned in section 4.1.4. that the following table represents the phase 

one of Trew’s Analysis.

First
participant

Modification 
of process Process

Second
Participant Circumstance

Key Argentine 
base

Falls

To the Task 
Force

Now

We take Goose Green

Hard-hitting
British
troops

last night

captured Goose Green in another 
vital Falkld. 
battle

Jittery
Junta

faces split

Table 4.6 Distribution of participants and processes T2 (Phase one— Sun 24-5-1982)

As I did for T l , I select the information just needed in another table.

First participant Process Second Participant

Task Force (cause) falls key Argentine base
We (British) Take Goose Green
Hard-hitting 
British troops Capture Goose Green
Jittery Junta split

In T2 table 4.7, I consider ‘falls’, ‘capture’, ‘split’ as negative processes, and ‘take’ 

as a neutral process. Therefore, in T2 we have:
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one Negative process with British as Agent/ T (Z) 

one Neutral process with British as Agent/ T (Z) 

one Negative process with British as Agent/ T (Z) 

one Negative process with Argentinians as Agent/ NT

These are symbolically reproduced with the terms in brackets above as the Affected 

participants.

Y - Z /  T 

Y o  Z /  T 

Y - Z /  T 

X - Z /  NT

Before discussing the results of the above tables I proceed to the analysis of T3 start

ing with the distribution of categories: First Participant, Modification of Process, 

Second Participant and Circumstance, as I did for T1 and T2.

First
Participant

Modifica
tion of 
Process

Process Second
participant

Circumstance

Junta ‘do
die’

attack
Navy downs six more 

jets

at least

six more
Argentinian
aircraft

were shot down yesterday 
. . .  beach
head.

Table 4.8 Distribution of participants and processes in T3 (Phase one— Daily Mirror 

24-5-1982)
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I select only the information needed in Table 4.9 below.

Participant Process Participant

Junta attack **o
Navy downs six more jets
**o shot down six more Argentine 

aircraft

Table 4.9 Distribution of participants and processes in T3 (Phase two- m Daily 

Mirror 24-5-1982)

In table T3. (4.9), there are only three negative processes ‘attack’, ‘downs, ‘shot 

down’, thus we have the following distribution:

One Negative process with Argentinians as Agent/T (**0)

One Negative process with British as Agent/T (W)

One Negative process with Unidentified as Agent/T (W)

The symbolization of the above operations are as follows:

X - **0/ T 
Y - W /  T 

*0 - W / T

4.6.4 Stage Three of the Analysis

The third stage of the above analysis is to set up a matrix to account for the 

distribution of agency in T l, T2, T3 respectively Guardian, Sun, and Daily Mirror.

4.6.4.1 D escrip tion  o f M atrices T l ,  T 2 , T3

In Matrix T l. (Fig 4.2) the Unidentified is the most active participant with five 

processes. Two are directed at the Argentinians, one is directed at Property, and
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one at weapons and one in a non-transactive construction.

The British come in the second position with one transactive process directed at 

Unidentified and one Non-transactive process.

The Argentinians and the Other participants come in the third position with one 

transactive process directed at Unidentified for the former and one Transactive pro

cess directed at Other participants for the latter.

In matrix T2 (Fig 4.3) the British are the most active participants with three trans

active processes.

Three are directed at Property, one is directed at Argentinians.

Argentinians come at the second place with one Non-Transactive process.

In matrix T3 (Fig 4.4) Argentinians come first with one transactive process directed 

at Unidentified, and one Non-Transactive process.

The British and the Unidentified come in the second position with one transactive 

process directed at Property for the former and one transactive process directed also 
at Property for the latter.

4.7 R esu lts, D iscussion  and C onclusions

The differences in the distribution of T ’s (transactives) in the matrices show how 

for instance in T1 the social entity most engaged in relations and processes of action 

is unknown therefore abstracting the effectiveness of the processes in the way they 

affect the participants.

In T2 the British are the most engaged in processes of action, but affecting only 

an inanimate entity like Property, a third order entity (Lyons 1977). However in 

reality the property does belong to either the British or the Argentinians the two
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entities engaged in the conflict. Logically if Argentinian property or British property 

behaves as the participant whether affected or agent it implies that the first order 

entities are the real concerned by the actions supposedly performed by their instru

ments. However in this analysis I assume that it is easy to recover from context and 

background knowledge of the conflict the animate entities of the conflict, the point 

here is whether there is a deliberate move on the part of the papers to delete the 

animate entities in some particular episodes of their stories, and how often they do 

it hence my quantifications.

In T3 there seems to be an equal distribution and the same degree of effect is 

produced by the two social entities engaged in processes of action, the British and 

the Argentinians.

The processes, from my point of view, seem to have an empty value since the affected 

entity by the British is also the inanimate entity Property, while the Argentinians 

affect the unknown entity Unidentified.

The third entity engaged in action is the Unidentified affecting also the inanimate 

entity Property.

My purpose in this form of analysis is also to attempt to determine to what extent 
the distribution of processes in terms of their values as Positive, Negative or Neutral 

(as explained in the previous sections of this chapter) is significant in the way they 

affect social entities and abstract entities which are present or absent in the text, 

therefore giving me some indications as to the positive, negative or neutral value 

action’s effect.

An evaluation of T l, T2, T3 might reveal the degree of involvement of each paper 

in its ordering and classification of the entities or categories as well as the processes 

involved. However, I need to look at reports from the three newspapers for a more 

extensive and significant analysis. Thus, in Chapter 5 of this thesis I have attempted 

to analyse some reports randomly selected from the Guardian, the Sun and the 

Daily Mirror, which appeared on the same day. The general conclusions are given 

in Chapter 8 of this thesis.
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British Argent. Weapons Property Other Unident.

British

Argent.

Weapons

Property

Other

Unident.

N T

T

-
T

TT T T N

Fig. 4.2 Matrix T1 (The Guardian headlines 24-5-1982)



British Argent. Weapons Property Other Unident.
T T T  I

British

Argent.

Weapons

Property

Other

Unident.

N

Fig. 4.3 Matrix T2 (The Sun headlines 24-5-1982)



British Argent. Weapons Property Other Unident.

Fig. 4.4 Matrix T3 (The Daily Mirror headlines 24-5-1982)



C h a p te r  5

A n aly sis  o f R e p o r ts

5.0 Introduction

This chapter is an extension of the pilot study, partially based on the Trew model, 

performed on the headlines in Chapter 4 of this work and looks at the full reports 
of the same event, the battle of Port Stanley. The reports appeared on May the 
18th, 1982, in the three newspapers investigated: The Guardian, the Sun and the 

Daily-Mirror respectively labelled T l, T2, T3 whenever I refer to the texts them
selves and not to the newspapers. I first listed all the clauses of the three texts 

Investigated except the attributive or ecpiative clauses listed in appendix 2 (Table 

5.1a, 5.1b, 5.1c), and which, being relational, do not fit in the transactivity system.

Under each element of interest composing each clause 

I put the following labels: (an) for animate, (in) for inanimate, T (P) for a transac

tive and physical process, T (M) for a transactive and mental process, NT (P) for 

a non-transactive physical process, NT (M) for a non-transactive mental process. 

The entities involved with these processes (i.e. agents or affected) are numbered 

from 1 to 6 representing respectively the British, the Argentinians, as human par

ticipants in the conflict, and Weapons, Property, as instrumental actors and Others 
and Unidentified as both instrumental or human by implication for the latter. The 

clauses are numbered at their extreme left. The above description corresponds to
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the semantic structures of T1 (Guardian), T2 (Sun) and T3 (D.M).

It is argued in this thesis that the instrumental actors are a strategical move to 

replace the real participants who are the performers of the actions/ processes listed 

in the clauses of the texts studied. My prime interest is to see which text and 

therefore which paper displays more of these instrumental actors. My hypothesis is 

that there is some homogeneity in the ‘ideological competence’ of the newsreports of 

the three newspapers when it comes to the choice of participants in the transactivity 

system as seen in the results of this analysis.

The texts of the reports (appendix 2) studied are further on looked at in order to 

extract the categories of participants which are abstract entities, nominalizations, 

compounds and noun phrases. These entities are further classified according to their 

distribution with verbs of material or mental processes. The processes are further

more given a semantic value in terms of their basic meaning (Positive, Negative and 

Neutral) as defined in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

The purpose of this part of the study is to evaluate the frequency of the entities used 

as participants and their occurrence in the different position of agent and affected in 
relation to the two types of processes (Transactive and Non-transactive) in each text 
and the value of their distribution across the three texts as shown in the graphs at 

the end of this chapter. Various forms of noun phrases such as generic expressions, 

complex compounds characterized by their non-liuman nature are studied in then- 

roles of participants. Their distribution in relation to the semantic variables (agent 

of or affected by a physical or mental process) is assessed in the tables drawn and 

shown at the end of this chapter. Some of these noun phrases have been analysed as 

nominalisations because they can be thought of as being derivative of verbal phrases. 

Verbal phrases can semantically encode actions/processes-hcnce the noun phrases 

include a ‘submerged’ action/process semantic. The aim of the study of these forms 

is an attem pt to recover the possible effects or meanings they infer.
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5.1 Sem antic C lause Structure o f T1

In this section I am listing the clauses from Text 1 taken from the Guardian. 

Clause

1. (an) Royal Marines storm the mined beaches of Port Stanley.

1 (an) T (P) 4 (in)

2. (an) Raids destroy six of the Argentinian Pucara Ground aircraft

5 (in) T (P) 3 (in)

3. (an) A complex operation chop up the defending forces

5 (in) T (P) 2 (an)

4. (an) Attackers concentrate on pieces

5 (an) NT (M)

5. (an) The British use their helicopter’s mobility

1 (an) T (P) 5 (in)

6. (an) Argentinian aircraft bomb and strafe our troops

3 (in) T (P) 1 (an)
7. (an) Our Sea Harriers bomb and strafe the defenders

3 (in) T (P) 2 (an)
8. (an) Sea Harriers caught the Bahia Buen Suceso

3 (in) T (P) 4 (in)

9. (an) Sea Harriers attacked airstrip

3 (in) T (P) 4 (in)

10. (an) British forces stop short frontal assault on town

1 (an) T (P) 5 (in)

11. (an) British Forces draw their line

1 (in) T (P) 5 (in)

12. (an) Assault on town give military commanders some choice

5 (in) T (P) 1 (an)

13. (an) Assault on town give some diplomats some further opportunity

5 (in) T (P) 5 (an)
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14. (an) Invasion opposed further raids

5 (in) T (P) 5 (in)
15. (an) **0 dominate the local situation

6 T (P) 5 (in)

16. (an) **0 support and supply the men

6 T (p) 1 (an)

17. (an) The military assess operation

1 (an) T (M) 5 (in)

18. (an) **0 fight **0

6 T (P) 6

19. (an) Royal Marines recapture the island

1 (an) T (P) 4 (4)

20. (an) Two Royal Navy helicopters crashed

3 (in) NT (P)

21. (an) **0 learned

6 NT (M)

22. (in) Information emerged

5 (in) NT (P)
23. (an) Defence Ministry comment

1 (an) NT (M)
24. (an) The Defence Ministry confirm report

1 (an) T (M) 5 (in)

25. (an) The two aircraft carry teams

4 (in) T (P )l (an)

26. (an) The two aircraft spot Argentine position

4 (in) T (P) 4 (in)

27. (an) Light cruiser Antrim bombard the shore

3 (in) T (P) 4 (in)

28. (an) Frigate II.M.S. Plymouth cause casualties

3 (in) T (P) 2 (in)

29. (an) The assault troops land

1 (an) NT (P)
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30. (an) The ships’ force pin down the defenders

1 (an) T (P) 2 (an)
31. (an) British Sea Harriers attack the second of the two Argentine supply ships

3 (in) T (P) 4 (in)

32. (an) The Ministry of Defence identify the second of the two Argentine supply ships

1 (an) T (M) 4 (in)

33. (an) One report suggests that she was set on fire

5 (in) NT (M)

34. (an) British bombs and cannon fire set on fire the second of the two Argentine supply shi

3 (in) T (P) 4 (in)

35. (an) War crew abandon the second Argentine supply ship

5 (an) T (P) 4 (in)

36. (an) Presence indicates scale of the blockade running operation

5 (in) T (M) 5 (in)

37. (an) The Argentinians mount operation

2 (an) T (P) 5 (in)

5.1.1 Analysis of T l

The first stage of the analysis consists in setting up the first table 5.1a (appendix 2) 

which includes the Transactive and Non-transactive clauses which are of a special 

interest in this work.

Firstly, I have looked at the causal transactions covering those clauses that may be 

Physical, Mental and Speech acts. The selection of information shows the distribu

tion of participants and processes.

Secondly, Table 5.1b shows the result of the above operation on Table 5.1a (appendix 

2). Table 5.1a contains all the details of phase one, section 4.2 in Chapter 4 of this 

thesis. 5.1b as specified in section 4.2 contains only the information needed for 

this analysis following Trew’s model (Chapter 4 of this thesis). For example, where
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there was pronoun or ellipsis in the original text, the original term expressing the 
participant or process is inserted; and where a process is presented as involving a 

participant which is nevertheless non identified this unidentified is indicated by the 

symbol (**0). Thus, in Table 5.1b, I have numbered thirty seven clauses of which 

twenty nine are Transactive (T), and eight Non-Transactive (NT).

Thirdly, following the distribution of the categories (1 to 6) in terms of Agents and 

Affected, a matrix including the six categories outlined in Chapter 4, is worked out 

(Fig. 5.1) This matrix shows which category acts transactively or non-transactively 

depending on the type of process (Transactive or non-Transactive) in interaction 

with the representation of these categories as Agents or Affected. The number of 

processes in each case will be significant later on in the discussion of the degree of 

participation of each category in either an active or a passive way.

Participant Process Participant
Royal Marines storm the mined beaches of Port Stanley
Raids destroy six of the Argentinian 

Pucara Ground
Complex operation chop up the defending forces
Attackers concentrate on pieces
The British use their helicopter’s mobility
Argentinian aircraft bomb and strafe our troops
Sea Harriers caught the Bahia Buen Suceso
Sea Harriers attacked airstrip
British forces stop short frontal assault on town
British forces draw their line
Assault on town give (choice) military commanders
Assault on town give some diplomats
Invasion opposed further raids

~**0 dominate the local situation
**o support and 

supply
the men

The military assess operation
**0 fight **o
Royal Marines recapture the island
two Royal Navy 
helicopters

crashed

**0 learned
Information emerged
Defence Ministry comment
Defence Ministry confirm report
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two aircraft carry teams
two aircraft spot Argentine position
light cruiser Antrim bombard the shore
frigate H.M.S. Plymouth cause casualties
Assault troops land
ships force pin down defenders
British Sea Harriers attack the second of the two 

Argentine ships
Ministry of Defence identify the second of the two 

Argentine ships
One report suggests
British bombs and cannon fire set on fire the second Argentine 

supply ship
War crew abandon the second Argentine 

supply ship
presence indicates scale of the blockade 

running operation
the Argentinians mount operation

Table 5.1b T l :  Distribution of participants and processes ( Guardian 18-5-1982)

British Argent. Weapons Property Other Unident.
N

N T TTT TTTT
British N

N

Argent. T

Weapons T TT N

Property T T

NTTT
Other T T T T N

Unident. T T T
N

Fig 5.1 Systematization of T l  analysis (Guardian 18-5-1982)
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5.1.2 System atization of T l

The description of the matrix shows :

A. The British acting as an Agent

1. Four Non-Transactive processes.

2. Three Transactive processes with Property as Affected.

3. Four Transactive processes with Other participant as Affected.

4. One Transactive process with Argentines as Affected.

B. The Argentinians acting as Agent

1. One Transactive process with Other participant as Affected.

C. Weapons acting as Agent

1. One Transactive process with British as Affected.

2. Two Transactive processes with Argentinians as Affected.

3. Five Transactive processes with Property as Affected.

4. One Non-Transactive process with Weapons as Affected

D. Property acting as Agent

1. One Transactive process with British as Affected.

2. One Transactive process with Property as Affected.

E. Other participant as Agent

1. One Transactive process with Weapons as Affected

2. One Transactive process with British as Affected

3. One Transactive process with Argentinians as Affected

4. One Transactive process with Property as Affected

5. Three Transactive processes with Others as Affected
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6. Two Non-Transactive processes with Others as Affected

F. Unidentified as Agent

1. One Transactive process with British as Affected

2. One Transactive process with Others as Affected

3. One Transactive process with Unidentified as Affected

4. One Non-Transactive process with Unidentified as Affected.

5.1.3 Interpretation and Discussion of the Results of T1

In this section the matrix reads firstly as it stands by by looking at the position 

of each participant in section 5.2 and table 5.1b. Secondly, I looked at the other 

categories which implicitly represent either the British or the Argentines at large 

whether animate or inanimate entities. The matrix (Fig.5.1) shows ‘the British’ as 

the most active participant with a totality of twelve processes affecting the different 

categories as follows:

Three Transactive processes affect Property 
Four Transactive processes affect Others 

One Transactive process affect the Argentinians 

Four Processes are Non-Transactive

Weapons and Others come in the second position as active participants with nine 

processes each, but Weapons occur with more transactive processes and one non- 

transactive one distributed as follows:

Five Transactive processes affect Property 

Two Transactive processes affect Argentinians 

One Transactive process affect the British 

One Non-transactive process
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Others occur with seven Transactive processes against two Non-transactive dis

tributed as follows:

Three Transactive processes affect Others 

One Transactive process affects the British 

one Transactive process affects Weapons 

One Transactive process affects the Argentinians 

One Transactive process affects Property 

Two processes are Non-transactive.

The category Unidentified comes in the fourth position as an active participant with 

four processes:

One Transactive process affects the British 

One Transactive process affects Others 

One Transactive process affects Unidentified 

One process is Non-Transactive

The category Property comes in the fifth position with two processes:

One Transactive process affects the British 

One Transactive process affects Property

The last active participant are the argentinians with one Transactive process affect

ing Others.

It appears that, from the distribution of the various categories in terms of their 

transactive and non-transactive roles, that the Guardian does not normally refer 

to the Argentinians as initiators of action as in (B) and they figure as affected 

participants as in (C) and (E) above. I noticed that basically the interaction is 

made between the British, Property and Others, weapons with property and Others
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with every category which could signify that the paper is more interested in what 

is happening outside the conflict. The above results will be discussed later in my 

account of the neutrality of the Guardian.

I now go on to consider T2 (the Sun), T3 (the Daily-Mirror) in the same way as for 

T1 above, and conclude with a comparison of all three.

5.2 Sem antic C lause Structure o f T2

Clause

1. (an) **0 tell Britain’s Falklands Task Force

6 T (P) 1 (an)

2. (in) Britain’s Falklands Task Force invade **0

T (P) 6 1 (an)

3. (in) + *0 flash the message

6 T (P) 5 (in)

4. (an) Six thousand Royal Marines commandos and paratroops go into action

NT (P) 1 (an)

5. (an) Tony Snow the Sun reporter switch to the Fearless and the Intrepid

1 (an) T (P) 4 (in)

6. (an) **0 put on alert the troops

6 T (P) 1 (an)

7. (an) **0 decide

6 NT (M)

8. (an) Task Force Harriers attack Argentine merchant ship

3 (in) T (P) 4 (in)

9. (an) Harrier fighters strafe the ship

3 (in) T (P) 4 (in)
10. (an) **0 report **0

6 T (P) 6
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11. (in) **0 damage the vessel

6 T (P) 4 (in)
12. (an) Harriers attack **0

3 (in) T ( P )  6

13. (an) Premier Margaret Thatcher warn the Argentine junta

1 (an) T (M) 2 (an)

14. (an) Premier Margaret Thatcher orders Task Force commander Admiral Woodward

1 (an) T (M) 1 (an)

15. (an) **0 fail settlement

6 NT (M)

16. (an) **0 tell Task Force commander

6 T (M) 1 (an)

17. (an) Task force commander destroy the enemy

1 (an) T (P) 2 (an)

18. (an) Task Force commander launch offensive

1 (an) T (P)
19.(an) The 9000 strong Argentine force hold the islands

2 (an) T (P) 4 (in)
20.(an) **0 bombard military installations

6 T (P) 4 (in)
21.(an) **0 soften up the 9000 strong Argentine force

6 T (M) 2 (an)

22.(an) The conscripts soldiers of president Galtieri wait for **0

2 (an) T (P) 6

23.(an) British assault **0

1 (an) T (P) 6

24.(an) Admiral Woodward tell Mrs. Thatcher

1 (an) T (P) 1 (an)

25.(an) Admiral Woodward start war

1 (an) NT (P)

26.(an) The sailors, soldiers and pilots wait for **0

1 (an) T (P) 6
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27. (an) **0 instruct the sailors, soldiers etc.

6 T (P) 1 (an)

28. (an) The sailors, soldiers and pilots attack **0

1 (an) T (P)6

29. (an) **0 fight **0

6 T (P) 6

30. (an) **0 use **0

6 T (P)6

31. (an) The fleet report no contact with Argentine sea and air forces

1 (in) T (P) 2 (an)

32. (an) **0 land

6 NT (P)

33. (an) Fifth Harrier attack Port Stanley airfield

3 (in) T  (P) 4 (in)

34. (an) **0 wound the two Marines

6 T (P) 1 (an)

35. (an) *+0 assault Pebble Island airstrip

6 T (P) 4 (in)

36. (an) **0 treat the two marines with injuries
6 T (P) 1 (an)

37. (an) **0 soften up thirteen other remote airstrips

6 T (P) 4 (in)

38. (an) **0 spot six unidentified Argy aircraft

6 T (P) 3 (in)

39. (an) Six unidentified Argy aircraft head for Task Force

3 (in) T (P) 1 (an)

40. (an) The carrier Hermes engage six unidentified Argy aircraft

3 (in) T (P) 3 (in)

41. (an) The planes return

3 (in) NT (P)

42. (an) Warships and RAF Nimrods hunt for Argentines submarines

3 (in) T (P) 3 (in)
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43.(an) Argentina’s two submarines strike British fleet

3 (in) T (P) 4 (in)

5.2.1 Analysis of T2

Following the same method used for the Guardian report above, I first looked at 

the distribution of categories of Participants, Modification of Process, Process, At

tribute, and circumstance as shown in Table 5.2a (appendix 2), and then the dis

tribution of Agency and the interaction between the participants. As for T l , the 

second stage in this analysis of T2 consists in selecting only the information about 

processes and participants from Table 5.2a (appendix 2), ignoring the original se

quence of the text and the various modifications and circumstances. As I did for 

T l , I left out the attributive clauses to avoid complications (cf. appendix 2 ) The 

result of the above operation is illustrated by Table 5.2b which contains only the 

categories of participants and processes.

Participant Process Participant
"**0 tell Britain’s Falklands Task force

Britain’s Flkds Task Force invade **0
**0 flash the message
Six thousand Royal Marine 
commandos and paratroops

go into action

Tony Snow the Sun’s, reporter switch to the Fearless or the Intrepid
**0 put on alert the troops
**0 decide
Task force Harriers attack Argentine merchant ship
Harrier fighters strafe the ship
**o report **0
**o damage the vessel
Harriers attack
Premier Margaret Thatcher warn the Argentine junta
Premier Margaret Thatcher orders Task force commander 

Admiral Woodward
**o fail settlement
**o ~teli Task force
Task force commander destroy the enemy
Task force commander launch offensive (**0)
The 9000 strong Argentine force hold the islands
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The conscripts soldiers of 
president Galtieri

wait for * * o

British assault
Admiral Woodward tell Mrs. Thatcher
Admiral Woodward start war
The sailors, soldiers and pilots wait for **0
**0 instruct the sailors, soldiers etc.
The sailors, soldiers and pilots attack **0
**0 Fight,forget **0
* * o use **0
The fleet report

(no contact)
with Argentine sea 
and air forces

**0 land
Fifth Harrier attack Port Stanley air field
**0 wound the two marines

"**0 assault Pebble Island airstrip
“**0 treat the two marine’s minor injuries

soften up thirteen other remote airstrips
**0 spot six unidentified Argy aircraft
Six unidentified Argy aircraft head for Task force
The carrier Hermes engage six unidentified Argy aircraft
The planes return
Warships and RAF Nimrods hunt for Argentine^ two German 

built submarines
Argentina’s two submarines strike British fleet

Table 5.2b T2 Distribution of participants and processes 

( The Sun 18-5-1982)
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British Argent. Weapons Property Other Unident.

British

N TT 
N

TTT T TTTTT

Argent.
T T

Weapons
T N TT TTTT T

Property

Other

Unident.

T T T T T T T T TTTT T 3N TT 
T

Fig. 5.2 Systematization of T2 analysis (Sun 18-5-1982)

5.2.2 System atization of T2 analysis

I numbered forty three/Agents and thirty seven Affected, and thirty seven Transac

tive processes, and six Non-transactive processes. A matrix (Fig 5.2) with the six 

categories I have selected is set up. As seen previously in T1 analysis, the terms on 

the side of the matrix represent the causers or Agents and the ones along the top 

the Affected by the action of the causers (cf. Chapter 4 of this thesis).

I proceed in the same way as I did for T l, i.e. describing the categories behaviour 

as Agents or Affected and the types of processes (Transactive or Non-transactive) 

they occur with. The description of the Matrix shows:
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A. British acting as Agents

1. Two Transactive processes with British as affected

2. Three Transactive processes with Argentinians as affected

3. One Transactive process with Property as affected

4. Five Transactive with Unidentified as affected

5. Two non-Transactive processes with the British as affected

B. Argentinians acting as Agents

1. One Transactive process with Proprety as Affected

2. One Transactive process with Unidentified as Affected

C. Weapons as Agent

1. One Transactive process with British as Affected

2. Transactive processes with Weapons as Affected

3. four Transactive processes with Property as Affected

4. One Transactive process with Unidentified as Affected

5. One Non-Transactive process with Weapons as Affected

D. Unidentified as Agent

1. Six Transactive processes with British as Affected

2. One Transactive process with Argentinians as Affected

3. One Transactive process with Weapons as Affected

4. Four Transactive processes with Property as Affected

5. One Transactive process with Others as Affected

6. Three Transactive processes with Unidentified as Affected

7. Three Non-Transactive processes with Unidentified as Affected
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5.2.3 Interpretation and Discussion of the Results of T2

The matrix (Fig. 5.2) shows that the Unidentified is the most active participant 

with a total of nineteen processes of which eighteen are transactive affecting the 

British (six), affecting property (four), affecting Unidentified (three), affecting the 

Argentinians (one), affecting weapons (one), affecting others (one), and three where 

Unidentified is affected in a Non-transactive construction.

The second most prominent active participant is the category ‘British’ with thir

teen processes of which eleven are transactive and distributed as follows: affecting 

Unidentified (five), affecting Argentinians (three), affecting British (two), affecting 

property (one); and finally two are Non-transactive.

The category in third position of active participant is Weapons with nine processes 

of which eight are transactive affecting Property (four), affecting weapons (two), 

affecting British (one), affecting Unidentified (one), and one Non-transactive.

The Argentinians follow in the fourth position with two Transactive processes, one 

affecting Unidentified and the other one affecting Property.

from the results above it seems already clear that there are differences from T1 such 
as the importance given to the Unidentified as the main actor interacting with all the 

categories, and the absence of Others as an active participant which probably means 

that the Sun is not interested in what is happening outside the conflict, such as for 

instance the diplomatic interventions by other parties. A number of similarities with 

T l are however present such as the importance of the British and Weapons as actors. 

The implications of these differences and similarities will be further discussed at the 

end of the analysis of the third report (T3) from the Daily-Mirror (see below).
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5.3 Sem antic C lause Structure o f T3

Clause

1. (an) Premier M. Thatcher gave the Argentinians

1 (an) T (P) 2 (an)

2. (an) **0 withdraw

6 NT (P)

3. (an) Premier M. Thatcher invade

1 (an) T (P)
4. (an) Premier M. Thatcher said

1 (an) NT (P)

5. (an) Premier M. Thatcher holds hope

1 (an) T (M)

6. (an) **0 settle

6 NT (P)

7. (in) Britain know

1 (in) NT (M)
8. (an) Peaceful means solve the problem

5 (in) T (M) 5 (in)

9. (an) Premier M. Thatcher added

1 (an) NT (P)

10. (an) The Prime Minister said
1 (an) NT (P)

11. (an) The Prime Minister accept

1 (an) NT (P)

12. (an) **0 wins back the islands

6 T (P) 4 (in)

13. (an) The Prime Minister said

1 (an) NT (P)

14. (an) General Galtieri’s vow bewilder

2 (an) T (M)
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15. (an) He lose 40.000 Argentine troops

2 (an) T (P) 2 (an)

16. (an) **0 fight **0

6 T (P) 6

17. (an) She speak

1 (an) NT (P)

18. (an) She said

1 (an) NT (P)

19. (an) I thought

1 (an) NT (M)

20. (an) She added

1 (an) NT (P)

21. (an) You fight these battles

5 (an) T (P) 5 (in)

22. (an) I live with a problem

1 (an)NT (M)

23. (an) She said

1 (an)NT (P)
24. (an) The Argentinians pulled back

2 (an) NT (P)
25. (an) Statesmanship act

5 (in) NT (P)

26. (in) **0 benefit the Argentine people

6 T (P) 2 (an)

27. (an) Opposition leader Michael Foot urged Mrs. Thatcher

1 (an) T (P) 1 (an)

28. (an) Mrs. Thatcher escalate the conflict

1 (an) T (P) 5 (in)

29. (in) The UN negotiations break down

5 (in) NT (P)

30. (an) He said to the Premier

1 (an) NT (P) 1 (an)
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31. (an) The House of Commons judge *+0

1 (in) T (M)6

32. (in) **0 happen

6 NT (P)

33. (an) The Commons made national commitments

1 (in) T (P) 5 (in)

34. (an) **0 fight **0

6 T (P) 6

35. (an) UN Secretary General Perez de Cuellar met British Ambassador

5 (an) T (P) 1 (an)

36. (an) The British ambassador returned

1 (an) NT (P)

37. (an) His cabinet discuss

1 (in) NT (P)

38. (an) A British spokesman said

1 (an) NT (P)
39. (an) **0 change position

6 T (M)5 (in)
40. (an) Sir Anthony returned

1 (an) NT (P)
41. (an) Britain put a deadline of howls

1 (in) T ( P )  5 (in)

42. (an) **0 invade **0

6 T (P) 6

43. (an) **0 maintained EEC’s joint front on Trade sanctions

6 T (P) 5 (in)

44. (an) All 10 foreign ministers renew restrictions

5 (an) T (P) 5 (in)

45. (in) The inner ring of Britain Falkland blockade act
4 (in) NT (P)

46. (an) A patrolling frigate pounced on Argentine supply ships

4 (in) T (P) 4 (in)
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47. (an) The frigate’s 4.5 inch gun shelled the ship

3 (in) T (P) 4 (in)
48. (an) **0 believed

6 NT (M)

49. (an) **0 damaged **0

6 T (P) 6

5.3.1 Analysis of T3

I proceed in the same way as for T1 and T2 for the distribution of participants, 

modification of processes, processes, attributive and circumstance as shown in Table 

5.3a (appendix 5c) In forty nine clauses, I numbered forty nine participants classified 

as Agents and twenty four Affected illustrated in Table 5.3b. I have also counted 

forty nine processes acting either Transactively (twenty four), or Non-transactively 

(twenty five). As I have proceeded for T1 and T2 above, a Matrix (Fig 5.3) shows 

which categories act in Transactive clauses and which ones act in Non-Transactive 
clauses.

___ Participant Process Participant
Premier

Thatcher
gave the Argentinians

JM q withdraw
J>he (P.M.) made
4 j-e (p -M-> holds out hope

settle
Britain know
Peaceful means solve the problem
She_(l>.M.) added
■the Prime Minister said

_§he (P.M.) accept British casualties
_3*o ------------------------ win back the islands
She said

„general Galtieri’s vow bewilder she
_he lose 40.000 Argentine troops

................ fight **0
3 h e  (P.M.) speak
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She (P.M.) said
I (P.M.) thought
She (P.M.) added
You fight these battles
I (P.M.) live

"Shi" (P.M.) said
The Argentinians pulled back
Statesmanship act
**o benefit the Argentine people
opposition
leader

urged Mrs. Thatcher

_Mrs. Thatcher escalate the conflict
The U.N. 
negotiations break down

Jle" ----------------------------- said
The House of 
Commons

judge

_**o happen
The Commons made national commitment

2 * 6 fight **o
U.N. Secretary 
General Perez 
de Cuellar

met
British U.N.
ambassador
Sir Anthony Parsons

(ambassador) returned
_His cabinet discuss
_A British spokesman said
**0 charge position

_air Anthony returned
Britain put a deadline

^ 0—1----- invade **o++0 maintained EEC’s joint front 
on trade sanctions

10 foreign 
^Ministers

renew restrictions

The inner ring of 
Britain Falkland 
blockade

act

A patrolling 
Jrigate

pounced on Argentine supply 
ships

The frigate’s 4.5 
inch gun

shelled the ship

------------------------- believed
2 2 [ --------------------------- damaged **o

Table 5.3b T3: Distribution of participants and processes 
(Daily Mirror 18-5-1982)
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British Argent. Weapons Property Other Unident.

British

17N TTT T TTT T

Argent.
N T

Weapons
T

Property
N T

Other
TT N TT 

N

Unident.
T T TTT 4N TTT 

T

Fig 5.3 Systematization of T3 analysis (Daily Mirror 18-5-1982)

5.3.2 System atization of T3 Analysis

The description of the matrix gives the following results:

A. British as Agent

1. Three Transactive processes with Others as Affected

2. Three Transactive processes with British as Affected

3. One Transactive process with Argentinians as Affected

4. One Transactive process with Unidentified as Affected

5. Seventeen Non-Transactive processes with British as Affected
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B. Argentinians as Agents

1. One Non-Transactive with argentinians as Affected

C. Weapons as Agent

1. One Transactive process with Property as Affected

D. Property as Agent

1. One Non-Transactive process

E. Other participant as Agent

1. Two Transactive processes with British as Affected

2. Two Transactive processes with Others as Affected

3. Two Non-transactive processes with Others as Affected

F. Unidentified as Agent

1. One Transactive process with Argentinians as Affected

2. One Transactive process with Property as Affected

3. Three Transactive processes with Others as Affected

4. Four Transactive processes with Unidentified as Affected

5. Four Non-Transactive processes with Unidentified as affected

5.3.3 Interpretation and Discussion

Fhe matrix (Fig 5.3), shows the British as the most active participant with twenty 

five processes distributed in eight Transactives and seventeen Non-Transactives. 

Within the Transactives, three affect the British, two affect Others and One affects 
the Argentinians.

The second active participant is the Unidentified with thirteen processes of which 

nine are Transactives and four are Non-transactives. Within the Transactives four
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affect the Unidentified, three afTect Others, one affects Property, and one affects the 

Argentinians.

The third active participant is Others with six processes of which four are Transac

tive which affect the British (two) and Others (two) and two are Non-transactive.

The fourth active participant is Weapons with one Transactive process afTecting 

Property.

The fifth position is occupied by both the Argentinians and Property as the less 

active participants with only one Non-Transactive process each.

5.4 C oncluding R em arks

Following the above results identified for T3 (DM) (Fig.5.3), they are clearly different 

from those obtained for T1 (Guardian) (Fig 5.1), or T2 (Sun) (Fig. 5.2), but 

for the distribution of the most active categories there are both differences and 

similarities; thus, for T3 above, the two first active categories are the British and 
the Unidentified, and the less active categories are the Argentinians and Property.

In T2, the most active categories are also the Unidentified followed by the British, 

whereas categories like Property and Others are not used (Fig. 5.2)

%  looking closely at the three matrices (Figs 5.1; 5.2; 5.3) one can therefore see 

some differences and similarities between the three papers in the way they report 

one event. For example they differ in the number of transactives (twenty nine for 

T l, twenty four for T3 and much higher in T2, thirty seven).

Moreover, although there are some similarities in the distribution of the most active 

Participants (e.g. the British), the difference also lies in the type of categories inter

acting with them. I shall be looking at this aspect of interaction in the discussion 

°f the results of the three texts which I now go on to compare.
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5.5 D iscussion  o f R esu lts

As a result of our analysis of T l, T 2, and T3, the frequency of occurrence of transac

tive clauses in the three matrices respectively (29, 37, 24) are significantly revealing 

since for instance they imply that because there are more transactive clauses in the 

Sun text report, it shows more of expressions of causal interaction (Fig. 5.2)

e-g. “Task force Harriers attack Argentine merchant ship.”

Transactivity seems higher in T2, whereas non-transactivity is almost equal to trans

activity in T3. The proportions for transactivity and non-transactivity are respec
tively:

T l (29:8), T2 (37:6), T3 (24:25)

The Daily Mirror seems more inclined to use non-transactive constructions than the 

two other papers; this indicates that the use of one participant (agent or affected) 

ls a systematic feature of the Daily Mirror. It was seen in the previous section that 

the matrices show which participants mainly as agents are prominent; hence in T l 
(Tig. 5.1), the British and Weapons are often acting on other categories; whereas 

ln T2 (Fig. 5.2) it is the Unidentified and the British which are prominent.

la T l for instance the Unidentified occurs only three times transactively acting with 

Mte British , Others and with itself; whereas it is involved with all the categories in 

T2, mainly affecting the British and Property (Figs. 5.1; 5.2)

e-g- **0 put on alert the troops (T l)

**0 tell Britain’s Falklands Task force (T2)

In T3 and T2 the Unidentified is represented as the causer (Actor or Agent) several 

times, which means that the participants are either totally unidentifiable in which 

case the processes are expressed at a level of abstraction since we do not know
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the initiators of action which requires participants to be inferred (cf. Fowler 

1979:131), or they are unidentified but can be inferred because of a backgrou 

knowledge about the events described or identifiable on textual evidence in whi 

case they are elliptical.

Another interesting feature is although there might be some similarities or closeness 

in the number of times the British are active in T l , T2, T3 (respectively 8, 11, 8), 

there are still some significant differences about who is affected by the process in 

a transitive form which implies a relationship which is a kind of action with one 

aspect of the relationship constructed as agent. Mental process clauses are also 

constructed with subject and object or goal (cf. Ilodge 1987:154). For example, In 

T l ( Guardian) Others is the most affected category

e-g- (13)‘Assault on town give some diplomats some further opportunity 

In T2 (Sun) unidentified is the most affected category 

e-g- (23) ‘British assault **0’

In T3 (D.Af.) Others and the British are the most affected categories.

e-g. (43) ‘**0 maintained EEC’s joint front on Trade sanctions’

(27) Opposition leader Michael Foot urged Mrs Thatcher

In the first case (T l), an animate category acts as an affected.

In the second case (T2), the affected is a category which can only be recovered 

from the rest of the text, and one’s knowledge of the entities involved; It seems 

that a first reading would emphasize the action initiated by the British rather than 

the participant affected, inferrable as an animate entity (see clause 23 classified as 

animate in section 5.4).

In the third case (T3), the British interact with themselves or with Others, which
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probably implies that by interacting with themselves they also exclude themselves 

from any involvement with other categories.

It is also perhaps significant to notice tha t when the Unidentified is the initiator 

of action as for example in T2, the British are the affected participant in case of 

interaction between the two as shown by the matrix T2 (Fig. 5.2), whereas in T l, 

the Unidentified is very rare as an actor (matrix T l in Fig. 5.1).

In T3 the Unidentified interacts with itself or with other participants and not at 

all with the British, only once with the Argentinians; again this could suppose that 

the actual participants to the conflict are made secondary to the actions in that 

event and the recipients of these actions are other animate categories (Others, and 

inferable Unidentified).

The analysis above (see Fig. 5.1; Fig. 5.2; Fig. 5.3) is extended in order to proceed 

into the classification of the processes in terms of their semantic value as defined in 

Chapter 4 of this thesis).

A semantic value is given to each process listed in terms of its positive, negative

or neutral value as defined in Chapters 3 and 4 of this project. The value given to

each process is further seen in relation to the categories of participants engaged in

the transactive structure of the clause studied and their variability as animate or

inanimate entities; the basis for the study of this variability is presented in appendix
2.

The purpose of this operation is to attem pt an evaluation of the different actions 

carried by different agents on different patients. Thus, Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 show the 

attribution of the values to the processes respectively of T l , T2, T3.

A more effective method for evidencing my findings in this analysis has been ap- 

Phed. The first stage is the quantification of the various variables I mentioned 

above, these are: firstly, the two variables agent/affected, their distribution in T l, 

T2 and T3 as the categories (1-6) defined in Chapter 4. Secondly, the variables ani- 

mate/inanimate which show how the entities acting or acted upon in the clauses are
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Process Positive Negative N eutral

storm -

destroy -

chop up -
concentrate o
use o
bomb .strafe -

catch -

attack -

stop short +
draw o
give o
oppose +
dominate -

support .supply +
assess o
fight -
recapture -
crash -

learn +
emerge o
comment o
confirm o
carry o
spot o
bombard -
cause -

land o
pin down -

attack -

identify -
suggest +
set on fire -

abandon -

indicates o
mount -

Table 5.4 T l: Evaluation of processes



Process Positive  

tell
invade
flash
go into
action
switch
put on
alert
decide
attack
strafe
report
damage
attack
warn
orders
fail
tell
destroy
launch
hold
bombard 
soften up 
wait for 
assault 
tell
start war 
wait for
instruct +
attack
fight
use
report
land
attack
wound
assault
treat +
soften up
spot
head for
engage
return
hunt for
strike

N egative N eutral

o

o

o
o

o
o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o
o

o
o

o

Table 5.5 T2: Evaluation of processes



Process Positive N egative N eutral

gave
withdraw 
made 
holds out

o
o
o

hope
settle
know
solve
add
said
accept
win back
said
bewilder
lose

+
+
+

o
o

+
o
o

fight
speak
said
thought
add

o
o
o
o

fight
live
said
pull back 
act
benefit 
urge 
escalate 
break down

o
o

+
o

+
+

said
judge
happen
made
fight

o
o
o
o

met
return
discuss
said
change
return
put
invade

+
o
o
o
o
o
o

maintain
renew
act

o
o
o

pounce on 
shell 
believe 
damage

o

Table 5.6 T3: Evaluation of processes



actually ‘endowed with consciousness’, from their use with mental verbs processes 

and how these are distributed within and across the three texts studied. Thirdly, the 

variable nominalization (in its broader sense as defined in Chapter 4 of this thesis), 

ln the role of agent/affected characterizing the six categories selected previously for 

this analysis. That is how the categories can be inferred, from these nominal expres

sions effecting the semantic roles of agent/aifected. Furthermore these variables are 

studied in their interaction with the physical and mental processes in the clauses 

studied within and across the texts studied. The last variable I looked at is the 

value of the process as positive, negative, or neutral, its distribution within the six 

categories in their roles of agents/affected is evaluated.

For all these operations of variability study, crosstabulations showing the different 

Patterns for all the variables I have looked at are undertaken. The SPSSX package 

Was used to quantify and compare (Butler 1985). On the whole 129 clauses have 

been studied for this case. The results of this analysis are reproduced in tables and 

graphs of a comparative study of the three texts (T l, T2, T3) taken form the reports 

which appeared on the 18-5-1982;

hr the following section I am going to extract and redefine (cf. Chapter 4 of this 
study) in detail the types of nominalizations and compounds from the three texts 

studied in this chapter. The reason for including compounds and noun phrases 

ln the listing of nominalizations is motivated by their similarity in their semantic 

r°les as participants in the transitivity system of clause structure and their function 

as agents and affected of verbs of physical and mental process, as well as their 

derivation from a source phrase. In fact I argue in this work that nominalizations 

are not just one lexical item derived from a full sentence but could also be a noun 

group usually pre-modified by items which are grammatical themselves such as the 

following examples:

Patrolling troops — ► troops are patrolling 

hard-hitting British troops — ► British troops hit hard

These constructions may have the function of making an action a fact true for all
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times or give an information either already mentioned before in the report and these 

are condensations of the information; or the information is new but not important 

and represent just a background for other actions which are full sentences since 

they renew information. My argument is that these are reduced propositions which 

are actions themselves to be analyzed as thematic structures (see Chapter 6 of this

5.6 N om inalizations, T y p e l, T ype2 , T ype3

I start this section by looking at the different nominal phrases which occur as ac

tionals in clauses. Basically three types of constructions are considered:

Type 1 refers to nominalizations which contain a verb argument.

Type 2 refers to various compounds and noun phrases.

Type 3 refers to derivations such as cases where a verb is converted into a noun or 
a process into a participant.

Tor the purpose of this part of analysis which looks at the function of some gram

matical devices and the stylistic effects of their use in the three newspapers studied, 

I have also included ordinary nouns (abstract or concrete) which have a functional 

structure as well as a referential one. By functional structure I mean that they can 

take a subject and an object as part of lexical entry.

e,g- ‘The Sun's report of the war’

The Sun reports the war

Clausal relations restituted from a source clause are associative not intrinsic.

Other forms of nominal phrases do not have genuine concrete reference as a semantic
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underpining:

e-g- the UN negotiations — ► The UN negotiate something with someone.

Some constructions although abstract generalizations have a referential relation: 

e-g- teams, casualties, the military, the Commons, cabinet, injuries etc.

Types of Nominalizations in T1 (18-5-1982)
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

^(operator nomináis) (compounds & NPS) (derivations)
attackers assault troops raids
defenders Defence Ministry operation
defenders the Defence Ministry information

the ships force assault
the Ministry of Defence invasion
British bombs report
helicopter’s mobility operation
war crew operation
3 defending forces situation
military commanders position
Argentine supply ships injuries
the 2 Argentine supply ships

— the second Argentine supply ship

—  Types of Nominalizations in T2 (18-5-1982)
*ype 1
(operator nomináis)

Type 2
(compounds & NPS

Type 3 
(derivations)

commander Britain’s Falkland’s Task Force 
Task Force
Task Force commander 
military installations 
9000 strong Argentine force 
task force
Britain Falkland Task Force 
task force Harriers 
Harrier fighters 
Task force commander 
war ships

offensive
settlement
injuries

abstractions: message, fleet.
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Types of Nominalizations in T3 (18-5-1982)
Type 1
(operator nomináis)

Type 2
(compounds & NPS)

Type 3 
(derivations)

peaceful means 
argentine supply ships 
general Galtieri’s vow 
opposition leader 
a British spokesman 
a patrolling frigate 
the UN negotiations 
trade sanctions

hope
conflict
restrictions
act
commitments
position

abstractions: problem, battles, statesmanship, The Commons, cabinet, Britain

The next stage is to list the frequency of occurence of these nominalizations as 

agents/aifected in T l , T2, T3 with physical or mental processes. I use the term 

Physical instead of material for some processes to avoid a confusion with the abbre

viation M standing for mental. Speech acts are also labelled as physical or mental 

intuitively and consistently, being of little importance to this analysis.
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Nominalizations in T1
clause agent affected process
1 0 0 storm (P )
2 raids destroy (P)
3 operation 0 chop up (P)
4 attackers 0 concentrate (p)
5 0 0 use (P)
6 0 0 bomb, strafe (P)
7 0 defenders bomb, strafe (P)
8 0 0 caught (P)
9 0 0 attacked (P)
10 0 assault stop (P)
11 0 0 draw (P)
12 assault commanders give (P)
13 assault 0 give (P)
14 invasion raids opposed (P)
15 0 situation dominate (P)
16 0 0 support, supply (P)
17 0 operation assess (M)
18 0 0 fight(P)
19 0 0 recapture (P)
20 0 0 crashed (P)
21 0 0 learned (M)
22 information 0 emerged (P)
23 0 0 comment (P)
24 0 report confirm (P)
25 0 0 carry (P)
26 0 position spot (P)
27 0 0 bombard (P)
28 0 0 cause (P)
29 0 0 land (P)
30 0 defenders pin down (P)
31 0 0 attack (P)
32 0 0 identify (P)
33 report 0 suggest (M)
34 0 0 set on fire (P)
35 0 0 abandon (P)
36 presence operation indicates (P)
37 0 operation mount (P)

In some clauses where the place of the agent or the affected is indicated by 0, I find 

s°me nominal compounds classified as forms of nominalizations because they seem 

to be reduced forms of propositions; they are either different types of noun phrases 

SUch as generic expressions ‘Galtieri’s vow’ or complex nominals such as ‘Argentine 

supply ships’. For the purpose of this analysis I have included a list of inanimate en- 

tities which occur with physical or mental processes cognitively suitable for animate
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entities, abstract nouns behaving as concrete and generalizations metaphorically 

used (details in Chapter 7 of this thesis), processes made participants of events on 

a relational basis such as ‘war’, ‘conflict’ etc. Thus a series of inanimate entities 

pre- or post-modified are heavily acting as potential agents or affected. These forms 

seem to be recurrent as I wish to show from the following tabulations.

Compounds, NPS, Generalizations in T1
clause agents affected
1 Royal Marines mined beaches
2 Argentine Pucara Ground aircraft
3 defending forces
5 helicopters mobility
6 Argentinian aircraft
7 Sea Harriers
8 Sea Harriers
10 British forces
11 Royal marines
17 The military
20 two Royal Navy helicopters two Royal Navy helicopters
23 Defence ministry
24 Defence ministry
25 the two aircraft teams
26 the two aircraft
27 light Cruiser Antrim
28 Frigate IIMS Plymouth casualties
30 the ships force
31 British Sea Harriers the two Argentine supply ships
32 The ministry of defence the two Argentine supply ships
34 British bombs the two Argentine supply ships
35 war crew the second Argentine supply ship
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Nominalizations in T2
clause agent affected process
1 0 0 tell (P) SPA
2 0 0 invade (P)
3 0 0 send (P)
4 0 action go (P)
5 reporter 0 switch (P)
6 0 0 put on alert (P)
7 0 0 decide (M)
8 0 0 attack (P)
9 0 0 strafe (P)
10 0 0 report (P)
11 0 0 damage (P)
12 0 0 attack (P)
13 0 0 warn (M) SPA
14 0 0 orders (M) SPA
15 0 settlement fail (M)
16 0 0 tell (P) SPA
17 0 0 destroy (P)
18 0 offensive launch (P)
19 0 0 hold (P)
20 0 0 bombard (P)
21 0 0 soften up (P)?
22 0 0 wait (P)
23 0 0 assault (P)
24 0 0 tell (P) SPA
25 0 0 start (P)
26 0 0 wait (P)
27 0 0 instruct (P)
28 0 0 attack (P)
29 0 0 fight(P)
30 0 0 use (P)
31 0 contact report (P)
32 0 0 land (P)
33 0 0 attack (P)
34 0 0 wound (P)
35 0 0 assault (P)
36 0 0 treat (P)
37 0 0 soften up (P)?
38 0 0 sp o t(P )
39 0 0 head for (P)
40 0 0 engage (P)
41 0 0 return (P)
42 0 0 hunt for (P)

L43^ 0 0 strike (P)
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Compounds, NPS, Generalizations, in T2
clause agents affected

1 Britain’s Fklds task force
2 Britain’s Falklands Task Force
3 message
4 Royal Marines commandos 

and paratroops
8 task force Harriers Argentine merchant ships
9 Harrier fighters
13 Argentine junta
14 task force commander
16 task force commander
17 task force commander
19 9000 strong Argentine force
20 military installations
21 9000 strong Argentine force
22 the conscripts soldiers
25 war
31 Argentine sea and air forces
33 Port Stanley airfield
35 Pebble island airstrip
38 six unidentified Argy 

aircraft
39 six unidentified Argy aircraft task force
40 The carrier Hermes six unidentified Argy aircraft
42 warships and RAF Nimrods Argentine submarines
43 Argentine’s two submarines British fleet
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Nominalizations in T3
clause agent affected process
1 0 0 gave (P)
2 0 0 withdraw (P)
3 0 0 invade (P)
4 0 0 said (P) SPA
5 0 0 hope (M)
6 0 0 settle (P)
7 0 0 know (M)
8 0 0 solve (M)
9 0 0 added (P) SPA
10 0 0 said (P) SPA
11 0 0 accept(P)
12 0 0 wins (P)
13 0 0 said (P) SPA
14 vow 0 bewilder (M)
15 0 0 lose (P)
16 0 0 fight (P)
17 0 0 speak (P) SPA
18 0 0 said (P) SPA
19 0 0 thought (M)
20 0 0 added (P) SPA
21 0 0 fight (P)
22 0 0 live (M)
23 0 0 said (P) SPA
24 0 0 pulled (P)
25 0 0 act (P)
26 0 0 benefit (P)
27 opposition leader 0 urged (M)?
28 0 0 escalate (P)
29 negotiations 0 break down (P)
30 0 0 said (P) SPA
31 0 0 judge (M)
32 0 0 happen (M)
33 0 committments made (P)
34 0 0 fight(P)
35 0 0 met (P)
36 0 0 returned (P)
37 0 0 discuss (P)
38 0 0 said (P) SPA
39 0 position change (P)
40 0 0 returned (P)
41 0 0 p u t(P )
42 0 0 invade (P)
43 0 Trade sanctions joined (P)
44 0 restrictions renew (P)
45 0 0 act (P)
46 0 0 pounced (P)
47 0 0 shelled (P)
48 0 0 believed (M)

[49_ 0 0 damaged (P)
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Compounds, NPS, generalizations in T3
clause agent affected

~8~ peaceful means
21 battles
26 statesmanship
31 The House of Commons
33 The Commons
37 cabinet
41 Britain
43 EEC’s joint front
45 the inner ring of Britain 

Falkland blockade
46 a patrolling frigate Argentine supply ships

l_47_ the frigate’s 4.5 inch gun

Tables are set up to determine the distribution of these nominalizations, generaliza

tions, and noun phrases in their semantic roles of agents and affected in the three 

Sports (T l, T2, T3). Thus in T1 (Tables 5.7 and 5.10) I have numbered 24 agents 

and 19 afTected with verbs of physical/material processes; 3 agents and 2 affected 

with verbs of mental processes (these can be recovered from the lists above). Nom

inalizations which correspond only to Types 1 and 3 have a frequency of 8 agents 

and 9 affected with verbs of physical process and 1 agent and 2 affected with verbs 

°f mental process (see appendix 2).

Ti T2 (tables 5.8 and 5.11) 17 agents and 14 affected occur with verbs of phys- 

ical/material process and 0 agent and 1 affected with verbs of mental process. 

Nominalizations of Types 1 and 3 represent 1 agent and 3 affected with verbs of 

Physical/material process and 0 agent and 1 affected with verbs of mental process 

(appendix 2).

T3 (tables 5.9 and 5.12) I have numbered 19 agents and 7 affected with verbs of 

Physical/material process and 2 agents and 0 affected with verbs of mental process. 

Nominalizations of type 1 and 2 are represented by 1 agent and 4 affected with 

verbs of physical/material process and 2 agents and 0 affected with verbs of mental 

Process (appendix 2).

From these nominalizations, compounds, noun phrases and generalizations I have 

established their distribution in agent and affected position in representing the 6
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count physical
1.0

mental
2.0

row total

no 0.0 3 7 10
27.0

yes 1.0 24 3 27
72.9

column 27 10 37
total 73 27 100

Table 5.7 The Guardian: agent as abstraction or nominalisation by VERB PHYSI

CAL or MENTAL

count physical
1.0

mental
2.0

row total

no 0.0 24 2 76
60.4

yes 1.0 17 0 17
39.5

column 41 2 43
total 88.4 11.6 100

Table 5.8 THE SUN  Agent abstraction or nominalisation B Y VERB PHYSICAL or

m e n t a l

count physical
1.0

mental
2.0

row total

no 0.0 21 7 78
57.1

yes 1.0 19 2 21
42.8

column 40 9 49
total 81.6 18.4 100

Table 5.9 Daily Mirror Agent as abstraction or nominalisation by VERB PHYSICAL

°r m e n t a l



count physical
1.0

mental
2.0

row total

no 0.0 3 13 16
43.24

yes 1.0 19 2 21
56.75

column 22 15 37
total 73 27 100

Table 5.10 The Guardian Affected abstraction or nominalisation by VERB PHYSI

CAL or MENTAL

count physical
1.0

mental
2.0

row total

no 0.0 24 4 28
65.1

yes 1.0 14 1 15
34.8

column 38 5 43
total 88.4 11.6 100

Table 5.11 THE Sun Affected abstraction or nominalisation by VERB PHYSICAL 

° r MENTAL

count physical
1.0

mental
2.0

row total

no 0.0 36 9 42
85.7

yes 1.0 7 0 7
14.2

column 40 9 49
total 81.6 18.4 100

Table 5.12 Daily Mirror Affected abstraction or nominalisation by VERB PHYSI

CAL or MENTAL



categories selected in Chapter 4 of this thesis, i.e. a difference is drawn between

the occurences of these categories as nominalizations or non-nominalizations. This
■

Part of the study relies on the table of distribution (appendix 2) which serves as the 

basis for the number of crosstabulations undertaken as stated in the begining of this 

section. These graphs represent all the various variables so far discussed, quantified 

and interpreted and their positioning as they interact. The results are discussed in 

sections 5.7 and 5.8. The study concerning the distribution of processes (physical 

and mental) with nominal phrases (referred to as nominalisations) is represented by 

tables only. Section 5.9 describes the graphs mentioned above, in section 5.9 below.

5*7 In terpretation  o f G raphs Show ing th e  P attern  in 

V ariation

A. Agents and Affected

The three graphs (Fig. 5.1a, Fig. 5.2a, Fig. 5.3a), show a pattern in the 

frequency of occurence of the categories of Agents (a) and Affected (*) in the 
three texts analysed.

Fig. 5.1a shows that the category that occurs more as Agents is the category 

‘British’ 30%, closely followed by the category ‘Others’ followed by weapons. 

The remaining categories vary between 0 to 10% in their occurence as Agents.

As for the Affected the category ‘Property’ has the highest frequency of oc

curence just under 30% immediately followed by the categories ‘Others’ and 

‘Weapons’. We notice an equal distribution of the category ‘Others’ as Agent 

and Affected (+  and are at the same level).

Fig. 5.2a shows that the category mostly used as an agent is the ‘Unidentified’ 

with 50%, followed by the category ‘British’ (30%), followed by ‘Weapons and 
‘Argentinians’.

There is an even frequency of occurence of the categories ‘British’, ‘property’ 

and ‘Unidentified’ as Affected (20%); whereas ‘Argentinians’ and ‘Weapons’ 
occur less (0-10%).
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Fig. 5.3a shows that the category ‘British’ has the highest frequency of oc

curence as Agent ( 50%); while the category ‘Unidentified’ reaches 30%, the 

other categories vary between 0 to 10%.

The distribution of the Category ‘Others’ both as Agent and Affected is almost 

the same (15-20%); the ‘Unidentified’ and the ‘British’ have an equal frequency 

of occurence as Affected.

B- Variables Animate and Inanimate controlling for Agent.

The three following figures (Fig. 5.4b, 5.5b, 5.6b) show how Agents are repre

sented either as Animate or Inanimate entities . These figures are interpreted 

from the tables in appendix (2). I am interested in the way these two variables 

are attributed to the different categories, the pattern in the three figures shows 

that the category ‘British’ has the highest percentage of Animate Agents:

Fig. 5.4b shows 90%; Fig. 5.5b and Fig. 5.6b show 85%. The category 

Argentinians represents 15% in fig. 5.5b, 10% in Fig. 5.6b and 5% in Fig. 

5.4b; while the animateness of the category Others represents 10% of the 

Agents in Fig. 5.6b and Fig. 5.4b, it seems to be absent in Fig. 5.5b

The variable Inanimate is highly represented for the category ‘Weapons’ in Fig. 
5.5b at 90%, whereas for the same category , the same variable represents 

45% in Fig. 5.4b, and only 10% in Fig. 5.6b. 35% of the category ‘Others’, are 

Inanimate Agents in Fig. 5.6b, and 45% in Fig. 5.4b, whereas this variable 

is hardly found for the categories ‘Property’, ‘Others’ and ‘Unidentified’ in 

Fig. 5.5b. It occurs at 10% of its distribution as ‘Weapons’ Fig. 5.6b and 

‘Property’ Fig. 5.4b, whereas it represents 20% of ‘Property’ in Fig. 5.6b.

C. Variables Animate and Inanimate controlling for Affected

The pattern shows that the category ‘British’ has the highest frequency of 

occurence of Animate Affected (see appendix 2): Fig. 5.8c shows 70%, Fig. 

5.9c shows 60% and Fig. 5.7c displays 50%.

The Argentinians represent 45% of Animate Affected in Fig. 5.9c 30% in Fig. 

5-8c and 40% in Fig. 5.7c.
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The category ‘Others’ represents only 10% of Animate Affected and only in 

Fig. 5.7c.

The variable Inanimate represents 80% of the category ‘Others’ in Fig. 5.9c, 

40% in Fig. 5.7c, and only 5% in Fig. 5.8c;

It represents 70% of the category ‘Property’ in Fig. 5.8c, 50% in fig. 5.7c, and 

30% in Fig. 5.9c.

The inanimateness of ‘Weapons’ represents 20% in Fig. 5.8c, 10% in Fig. 5.7c 

and absent in Fig. 5.9c. Finally the ‘Argentinians’ as Inanimate Affected 

represent 5% and only in Fig. 5.7c.

D. Variable Nominalization: its Distribution as Agent

These graphs are based on the analysis done in section 5.6 above and the 

distribution of this variable as shown in appendix 2. Fig. 5.10d shows that 

45% of the Agents in the category ‘British’ are Nominalizations; 60% of Agents 

in the category ‘Others’;

Fig. 5.l id  shows that 80% of Agents in the category ‘British’ are Nominaliza

tions; 10% of Agents in the category ‘Argentinians’; and they represent 10% 

of the category ‘Weapons’.

Fig. 5.12d shows 50% of Nominalizations as Agents for the category ‘British’; 

40% represent ‘Others’ as Agents; and 10% for the category ‘Unidentified’ and 

5% for ‘Property’.

the other pattern ( )  shown in the graph represent cases of Non-Nominalizations 
in each category of Agent.

Variable Nominalization: its Distribution as Affected

Fig. 5.13e Nominalizations occuring as Affected represent 50% of the category 

‘Others’; 30% of the category ‘Argentinians’, whereas they represent only 15% 

of the ‘British’; and 5% of the category ‘Property’.

Fig. 5.14e There are 40% of cases of nominalizations for the category ‘British’; 

30% of Affected in the Category Argentinians; 20% for the category ‘Property’; 

and just under 10% for the category ‘Others’.
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Fig. 5.15e The highest percentage of Nominalizations represent 80% of the 

category ‘Others’; and 10% for the category ‘Argentinians’.

The other pattern ( )  shown in the graph represent cases of Non-Nominalizations 

in each category of Affected.

F. Variables Positive, Negative and Neutral controlling for Agents

Fig. 5.16a (T l) shows that the frequency of occurrence of the category ‘British’ 

as agents acting in a positive way is evaluated at 20%, compared to 0% for 

the category ‘British’ in Fig. 5.16b (T2); whereas Fig. 5.16c (T3) indicates 

that ‘British’ seem to act in a more positive way in 45.5% of cases including 

of course cases where there is no affected (see appendix C for tables showing 

details of the interactive categories).

Fig. 5.16b (T2) shows the highest percentage 36.8% of the category ‘British’ 

acting negatively followed by 23.1% in Fig. 5.16c (T3) and 16.7% in T l.

Fig. 5.16c (T3) shows the highest percentage in the category ‘British’ acting 

neutrally 68.0% against 57.1 in Fig. 5.16a (T l) and 30.0% in Fig. 5.16b (T2).

Fig. 5.16b (T2) shows that the ‘Unidentified’ is the only category acting in a 

positive way in the Sun report 100.0%. In Fig. 5.16c (T3) the ‘Unidentified’ 
as a positive agent is represented by 27.3% and in Fig. 5.16a (T3) only 20.0%

Fig. 5.16c (T3) shows the ‘Unidentified’ as the most active category with a 

negative value 46.2% and Fig. 5.16b (T2) follows with 31.6% whereas Fig. 

5.16a shows only 11.1% of cases where ‘Unidentified’ acts negatively.

Fig. 5.16b (T3) shows the highest case of neutral activity of the category 

‘Unidentified’ represented by 45.0% followed by 16.0 in Fig. 5.16c (T3), 

whereas it is inexistent in Fig. 5.16a (T l)

The rest of the categories acting positively are summarized as follows: Fig. 

5.16c (T3) shows the category ‘Argentinians’ acting at 27.3, whereas in Fig. 

5.16a (T l) and Fig. 5.16b (T2) this category is not present as a positive agent.

The other categories behaving negatively are ‘Weapons’ in Fig. 5.16a (T l) 

44-4% , in Fig. 5.16b (T2) at 31.6% and Fig. 5.16c (T3) at 7.7%; The 

category ‘Others’ is represented by 16.7% in Fig. 5.16a (T l), 7.7% in Fig
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5.16c, this category does not act negatively in Fig. 5.16b (T2). The category 

‘Argentinians’ acting negatively represent 7.7% in Fig. 5.16c (T3) and 5.6% 
in Fig. 5.16a (T l); this category does seem to occur as a negative agent in 

Fig. 5.16b (T2).

The rest of the categories behaving as neutral agents are Others with 28.6% 

in Fig. 5.16a (T l) followed by ‘Property’ at 14.3%; in Fig. 5.16b (T2), the 

category ‘Weapons’ gathers 15.0%, the ‘Argentinians’ figure is 10.0%, whereas 

no neutral activity with the categories ‘Property’ or ‘Others’ is noticed.

G. variables Positive, Negative, and Neutral controlling for Affected

This section attempts to explain how the different categories are affected by 

the values of the processes.

Fig. 5.17c shows a high case of absence of Affected shown by the first column 

in the graph due most probably to cases of non-transactive activities (see 

Chapter 4 for Clarification) where the affected does not occur; whereas in 

such constructions the value of the processes is still given. However in this 

description only cases showing the presence of the six categories as affected by 

the values of the processes are dealt with.

Fig. 5.17b (T2) for instance shows how the ‘British’ are highly affected in a 

positive way 50%, the ‘Argentinians’ 25.0%, ‘Property’ 25.0%; the rest of the 

categories are not affected positively in this case. The categories affected neg

atively are first the category ‘property4 with 36.8%, followed by ‘Unidentified’ 

26.3%, and equally the ‘British’ and the ‘Argentinians’ with 10.5% each, the 

category ‘Weapons’ comes last with 5.3%. The categories affected in a neu

tral way are the ‘unidentified’ and the ‘British4 with 25.0%, followed equally by 

‘Weapons’ and ‘Property’ with 10%, the last categories to be affected neutrally 

are the ‘Argentinians4 and ‘Others’ 5%.

Fig. 5.17a (T l) shows the category ‘Others’ with the highest percentage of 

frequency of occurrence 40.0%, as positively affected followed by the ‘British’ 

and the ‘Unidentified’ with 20%. The categories negatively affected are ‘Prop- 

erty’ with 44.4%, the ‘Argentinians’ with 22.2% followed by ‘Weapons’ and 

‘Others’ with 11.1% each and the ‘British’ and the ‘Unidentified’ with 5.6%
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each. The categories affected in a neutral way are rated as follows: ‘Others’ 

with 35.7% followed by the ‘British’ and ‘Property’ with 14.3% each; the three 

categories which are not neutrally affected are ‘Argentinians’, ‘Weapons* and 

‘unidentified’.

Fig. 5.17c (T3) shows that ‘Others1 is the category mostly affected in a positive 

way with IS.2% followed by the ‘British’ , the ‘Argentinians’ and ‘Property’ 

with 9.1% each. The categories affected negatively are the ‘Unidentified’ with 

30.8% ‘Others’ with 23.1% , ‘Property’ with 15.4% followed by the ‘Argen

tinians’ and the ‘British’ with 7.7% each. The category ‘Weapons* is the only 

one not to be affected negatively. The category ‘Others’ represents 12.0% of 

the categories affected in a neutral way followed by the category ‘British’ with 

8.0% and the categories ‘Argentinians’ and ‘Unidentified’ with 4.0% each, here 

as well the category ‘weapons’ does not show as an affected category.

C onclusions

Tliae Use of instrumental participants as well as unspecific ones such as nominal- 
nations, compounds & noun phrases in the syntactico-semantic roles of agents and 

affected is an indication of a tendency of the newspapers studied to distancing them- 

Selves in the event reported, it also obscures the roles of the real actors in the event 

described. Of course the nature of the event reported is determinant, and although 

Ulformation content should be the same for one each event reported, it is likely that 

toPicalization of certain linguistic elements reflect differences of localization which 

ay express the order of organization of discourse of each paper in each context. 

^ ll Gxample of these differences is that the Daily Mirror in the above study tends 

to use less nominalizations or compounds and noun phrases in position of affected 

^ an position of agents, whereas the Sun and the Guardian tend to use both.

Examples;

The Guardian 18-5-1982
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T l presence indicates scale of of the blockade running operation 

war crew abandon the second Argentine supply ship 

The Sun 18-5-1982

T2 task force Harriers attack Argentinian ship 

Harrier fighters strafe the ship 

The Daily Mirror 18-5-1982

T3 his cabinet discuss

the UN negotiations break down

I have also noticed less derivations of type 3 in T2 than in T l and T3.

The category 5 (Others) includes also participant processes such as ‘raids’ (cl 2) 

from which the real agent of the process ‘destroy’ which is ‘the British’ in this case 

can be recovered. The nominal phrase ‘complex operation’ (cl 3) is probably a 

euPhemism for the act of attacking by the ‘British forces’ in that case. This type of 

nbstract construction acting as agent dismisses the actual actors who ‘operate’ and 

consequently ‘chop up’ the ‘defending forces’ in the surface structure of the clause.

The category ‘property’ (4) stands for either the British (1) or the Argentinians (2), 

same holds for the category weapons (3); How much these instrumental cate- 
Sories are replacing the real agents of the conflict reveals the tendency of the three 

newspapers to disseminate the actions normally performed by human agents behind 

rich categorization of sophisticated weaponry as a result of high technology. 

Weapons do not fail, as they are highly precise and well targetted, indeed ‘science’ 

ls unquestionable because objective. Human beings acting instead of weapons are 

Iil°re fallible because more ‘subjective’. Such constructions give a sense of distance 

and impersonality to the conflict and they seem to be a recurrent feature in the 3 

texts analyzed with minor differences as seen below. Thus in T l I found 18 instances 

where the actions of the British are done or undergone by either abstract categories 

SUch as nominalizations or by weapons. And found 5 cases where the actions of 

^ le -Argentinians are done or undergone by nominalizations, weapons or property. 

Cases where the British actions are represented by instrumental or abstract agents 

are in clauses 2, 3, 9, 4, 7, 8, 9, 17, 20, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35, and cases
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for affected are in clauses 5, 12, 14, 17, 25). cases where the Argentinians actions 

are represented by instrumental or abstract agents or affected are in clauses 2, 13, 

14, 35 for the former and 2, 3, 7, 8, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37 for the latter.

In T2 I found 12 cases where the British are represented by weapons or nominal 

Phrases (1, 2, 8, 9, 12, 31, 33, 39, 40, 41, 42,43) and 6 cases where the Argentinians 

are represented by the same type of entities, these are in clauses (8 9, 12, 33, 40, 41, 

42, 43 for the ‘British’ and (33, 38, 40, 42, 43) for the ‘British’. Out of 43 clauses 

m T2 it seems clear that the personal/institutional entities are more frequent as 

Participants than in T1 above given the number of clauses with instrumental and 

nnspecific participants.

In T3 I have 5 cases of inanimate entities acting for or acted upon by the ‘British’ 

and 3 cases where the inanimate entities act for or are acted upon the ‘Argentinians’. 

These are found in clauses 25, 33, 45, 47 for the ‘British’ and clauses 43, 46, 47 for 

the ‘Argentinians’.

Cases where the unidentified is elliptical but recoverable from the text: clause 15 

m T l where the agent of ‘dominate’ is to be inferred from the following sentence 
which refer to the ‘military in London’. The same indirect reference to British 
f°rces is implied by the unidentified agent, in clause 16, of processes ‘to support 

artd supply’. In clause 18 the agent of fight is only recoverable by pressuposition i.e. 

°ne’s knowledge of the participants to the conflict, therefore ‘those who fight’ is not 

recoverable directly from the text in this particular instance. The process ‘learned’ 

ls attributed to an impersonel pronoun ‘i t ’ but in fact the real beneficiary is not 

°hvious although one can infer it from the general context in which case it is the 
British at large.

n T2 in the first clause the speech act ‘tell’ is attributed to an unidentified entity 

Which is not recoverable from the text. However one’s knowledge of the participants 
allow us t0 jnfer the ‘government’ as the agent of this speech act. The unidentified 

a*focted by the process ‘invade’ is to be inferred from the background knowledge of 

^he conflict; in this case I assume it is the ‘Falklands islands’. The same inferrence
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can be made about the process ‘flash’ which pressuposes the ‘government’ as the 

agent, the unidentified agents of the process ‘pu t’ and ‘decide’ in clauses 6 and 7 

are also to be inferred by background knowledge although the text coherence seems 

1° indicate that it is ‘the government’ through ‘London’. In clause 10 the agent of 

report is not specified and can only be recovered by previous knowledge of agents 

mvolved in reporting about the actions of the two participants to the conflict. The 

agent of the action of ‘damaging’ is also to be inferred by background knowledge 

°f the participants. It is less obvious to recover who ‘thought it was the Bahia 

Zoron’ although logically one would infer the attackers of the vessel as the ‘British 

task force’. The affected by the process ‘attacked’ is recoverable from the previous 

sentence i.e. ‘the Bahia Zoron’, stressing therefore sentence coherence. In clause 

15, the agent of ‘fail settlement’ is inferred from background knowledge of who is 

Evolved in the united nations in the action of settling the conflict. The reference 

ls therefore indirectly implied rather than explicit. This possibly indicates some 

cautious warning even to the United Nations on the part of the Prime Minister. 

The agent of ‘tell’ is obviously inferred from the text in the previous reference to 

the Prime minister ordering the ‘task force commander’. The agent of the process 

bombard’ is implicit by background knowledge about the Task force being the 

Participant in the conflict which is also the indirect agent of ‘soften up’. The affected 
by the process ‘assault’ in clause 23 is recoverable from the previous sentence as ‘the 

9-000 strong Argentine force’. The nominalization ‘instruction’ as the unidentified 

afFected which is recovered in the following sentence as the agent of the process 

^ s tru c t’ in clause 27 is inferrable from the previous sentence as ‘Mrs Thatcher’. 

The affected by the process ‘attack’ are the pilots, soldiers, and pilots. The agent of 

Ihe processes fight and forget is inferred as the nominalization ‘diplomatic options’ 

which in fact implies the ‘British’, the same is true for the process ‘used’ which also 

lrnplies the agent as the British and the affected as the British options. The agent

land (participant-process in clause 32) is recoverable from previous knowledge in 
Previous reports.

cUuse 34, unidentified can only be recovered from background knowledge and by 

recovering the agent of the process assault. The agent of the participating process
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treat ‘treatm ent’ is presupposed to be the British (nurses or any medical personnel).

The agent of ‘softening up’ seems to be attributed to a general nominalization 

‘attack’, in reality it is again the ‘British forces’ that are implied. The agent of 

‘spotting’ although elliptical refers to the ‘British’.

In T3 The unidentified in clause 2 is mentioned in the previous sentence as ‘they . 

In clause 12 the agent of the process ‘to win’ is inferred from previous knowledge, 

here it refers to the ‘British’; in clause 16 the unidentified is also retrievable from 

the context, here the ‘Argentinians’ fighting the ‘British’; in clause 26 the agent of 

benefit is here stated as the act of statcmanship on the part of the Argentinians; 

in clause 32 what should happen is unknown and not inferrable; in clause 39 the 

agent of change is recoverable from the context, it refers to the ‘British change of 

position; in clause 42, the agent of invade is not specified but it is also inferrable 

from context as well as the affected; in clause 43 the agent of ‘maintain is also 

indirectly mentioned in the following clause as ‘all 10 foreign ministers’, in clause 

49 the unidentified is not recoverable from text.
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C h a p te r  6

A C o m p a ra tiv e  S tu d y  in  G ra m m a r , 

T h e m a tic  S tru c tu re  a n d  S em an tic  

R oles in  R e p o r ts

6.0 Introduction

In this chapter, I want to evaluate the degree in which the three newspapers studied 
vary in their use of abstract entities ( including nominal!zations, compound nouns, 

subjects of passives) versus concrete (human or institutional) entities, and what 

Possible meanings could be inferred by probe readers of newspapers, bearing in 

mind that the surface form of language is perceived as neutral by most discourse 

analysts in their analysis of uttcrances-propositions as objects (cf. Chapter 3 of this 

thesis). Bolinger (1980) states that ‘the revealing side of language is what has always 

concerned linguists, because visible docs not require probing’. On observation of 

my data, I have been struck by the abundance of, among other syntactic examples, 

suppressed propositions which I want to argue in this study are transformed into 

single words or compound nouns. I also believe that these forms of reduction may 

contribute to conceal some aspects of meanings that would be recoverable from the 

Proposition. In the light of this hypothesis I refer to Bolinger’s claim (1980:88) that
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‘languages differ in what they force speakers to be frank about’ and his suggestion 

that if there were no passives in English, the agent would have to be named for every 

action in English is interesting. Thus for example in the Chemistry department at 

Sheffield University students are told not to use the passive such as ‘the Trypsin was 

spilt’ because this form dismisses the responsible of the action. Bolinger also claims 

that expressions such as ‘conflict’ to depict that in fact two people are responsible 

in a fight or the frequency of empty nouns such as ‘phase’ ‘seem convincingly true- 

to-life and scientific just by being there’.

The purpose of Chapter 6 is to classify from the transitive constructions of the 

sentences extracted the variability of the possible expressions that are first prominent 

in the thematic position based on llalliday’s definition of theme which can fulfill 

the function of a subject/agent of verbs both of physical action or mental process 

as well as speech act verbs. The paradox 1 want to investigate following Kress’s 

work (1983:47) is the attribution of the role of agent to the constructions labelled as 

abstractions (nominalizations and generalizations) defined in Chapter 4 of this thesis 
as unspecified categories of participants (cf. Rolfe 1984). I particularly focus on the 

way the events in the Falkland conflict are expressed through these expressions in 
all their varieties, and whether there is a significant variation in the transitivity of 
their occurence with the types of verb processes mentioned earlier across the articles 

from the three newspapers studied. The result of this analysis, if positive, would 

show in case of action giving way to the reification in nouns (nominalizations used 

as active participants) that the verbs are lexically empty (cf. Kress 1983). I shall 

Proceed by comparing the styles of some reports taken from the Guardian (T l), the 

Sun (T2), and the Daily Mirror(T3). The three first reports appeared on the same 

day May 24th, 1982; they are dealing with the same event, the Falkland battle and 
the ‘probable’ capture of Goose Green.

Section 6.1 of this Chapter examines the syntactic structure in its broad sense (cf. 

Halliday 1978:44) of the first paragraphs drawn from the three texts. In section 6.2,

I attem pt to answer a few questions as to, firstly, what kind of participants occur 

111 subject and object roles, i.e. as semantically agents or patients (or beneficiaries) 

(billmore 1968; Foley & Valin 1984) and by studying the thematic structure of the
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texts investigated. A controversial account of the notion of theme is also given in the 

begining of section 6.2. Secondly, what types of verbs are the various nominalizations 

and compound nouns used as participants associated with. A methodological model 

is set up for this purpose.

As an illustration to section (6.2) I have selected twelve texts, three for each paper, in 

order to have more information on the thematic structure in relation to the function 

of agency. The aim is to investigate the semantic roles likely to be performed by 

the stylistic devices of foregrounding and topicalization (Garvin 1964). Section 6.3 

describes and comments on the results of the analysis performed in section 6.2.

In section 6.1 below, I am introducing 10 sentences from each report investigated 

(full reports are in appendix 3), which will represent part of the corpus I am working 

°n in this chapter.

6.1 L inguistic Structure: G ram m ar and Style

In a preliminary exercise, I first looked at the first paragraphs in each text. On obser

vation, these texts show some stylistic (ordering of information units, lexicalizations, 

foregrounding etc.) and grammatical differences (transformations, connectives, ad

verbial constructions, complex versus simple clause structure etc.) described succes

sively in the following sections. These variations, which are quantified for the parts 

°f the reports studied (Sentence 1 -  Sentence 10) are assumed in this study to have 

different semantic functions (cf. Chapter 4 of this thesis) and pragmatic functions 

through the topicalization of the thematic positions of some linguistic devices (e.g. 

nominalizations in their broad sense as defined in Chapter 4 of this thesis).

Sentences

T l  Guardian

British troops believed to be moving on Goose Green as air attacks end week end
\
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lull in fighting

Six Argentine jets shot down 

in raids on invasion force 

S 1

The second phase of the battle for East Falklands got under way last night with the 

main British bridgehead round San Carlos water once more under heavy Argentine 

air attack and unconfirmed reports that some British troops had already moved 

forward to capture the strategically placed airstrip at Goose Green.

S 2
The latest air attacks began at about 6 pm London time and found the Royal Navy’s 

defences supplemented by Rapier anti-aircraft missile batteries on the surrounding 

hills.

S 3

Five Mirage III fighter bombers and one Skyhawk were shot down, according to the 
Ministry of Defence.

S 4

Another Mirage and two Skyhawks were “probably” shot down.

S 5

Ouly one of the British frigates was damaged -  how badly was not immediately 

known -  and there were no initial reports of British casualties.

S 6

The attacks ended a week end lull in fighting.

S 7

The week end respite from air harassment -  apart from two Skyhawks which ap
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proached the bridgehead on Saturday but turned back without pressing home their 

attack -  was especially welcome to the Royal Navy ships that supported the land

ings and suffered serious damage.

S 8

Three unexploded bombs, two in one ship, had to be defused and dumped.

S 9

The 30 men injured in the multiple attacks that sank the frigate HMS Ardent were 

moved to a sick bay on one of the ships -  probably the P&O liner Canberra.

S 10

Another damaged frigate was clear of Falkland Sound repairs and all the more am

phibious assault

T2 Sun

KEY ARGENTINE 

BASE FALLS TO 

Th e  TASK FORCE 

NOW WE TAKE

g o o s e  g r e e n

s  1
Hard-hitting British troops last night captured Goose Green in another vital Falk
land battle.

S 2
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Sea Harrier jets led the attack on the Argentinian military base which is about 20 

miles from the British bridgehead at San Carlos.

S 3

Several Pucara turbo prop ground-attack aircraft were seen ablaze near the airstrip. 

S 4

But the full extent of damage at Goose Green was not known, said the Defence 

Ministry in london.

S 5

Goose Green has always been a prime target for the British invasion forces.

S 6

And it was the scene of the first British Harrier loss from 1IMS Hermes a few days 

after the Task Force moved into the war zone.

S 7

Now the Task Force has been ordered to move as speedily as possible to recapture 

the rest of the Falklands.

S 8

And the prime target for the 5,000 troops ashore is Port Stanley.

S 9

The “push on order” is a clear warning to Argentina’s jittery junta boss Leopoldo 

Gultieri that this is our big bopper -  the crunch attack on the island’s capital.

S 10

And it will be the vital battle for the freedom of the islands.
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T3 Daily Mirror

Disaster for jun ta  in ‘do or die’ attack 

NAVY DOWNS 6 MORE JETS 

S 1
AT LEAST six more Argentine aircraft were shot down yesterday in a new battle 

over Royal Navy ships off the Falklands beachhead.

S 2
Five Mirage jets and one Skyhawk fighter bomber were definitely destroyed.

S 3
And the Ministry of Defence said another Mirage and two more Skyhawks were 

“probables” .

S 4
The losses spell disaster for the Argentine military junta in their efforts to counter 

the success of the British landings.

S 5
The Argentine planes were hit by missiles from Navy ship Rapier missiles fired by 

troops ashore and by Sea Harrier jump jets.

S 6
The latest battle brings the known total of Argentine aircraft shot down since Fri

day's landings to 22.

S 7
And yesterday’s losses must have been all the more stunning because they had been 

sent in on Argentine’s official Air Force Day.
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s  8
During the attacks a Royal Navy frigate sustained some damage-but there were no 

early reports on its extent or of casualties.

S 9

“We have had no reports of other damage to British ships or aircraft” said Ministry 

spokesman Ian McDonald in London.

S 10

In a separate incident earlier-Sea Harriers spotted two Argentine Puma helicopters 

and one Bell helicopter in the Falkland Sound just off the coast of West Falkland.

6*1.1 Contrast in some Parts of Grammar in T l ,  T2, T3

On observation (see above, and appendix 3 for the whole reports), one can notice 

that T l ( Guardian) has a more complex structure than T2 (Sun) or T3 (Daily 

Mirror). Thus, in T l the use of connectives (coordinators, prepositions etc.) to 

show relations between compounds and between propositions is more important:

e-g- in S 1: /or, with, round, under, and, at

ln T2, connectives such as coordinators are more scarce,

e-g- and is used mostly at the begining of a sentence as in S 6, S 8 and S 10.

In T3, the number of coordinators is greater than in T2, they are found mostly 

between words or phrases (S 2, S 3, S 4, S 10) and at the begining of a sentence (S 
3> S 7).

In T3 (above), and is mostly used to coordinate nominals at a group rank; a differ- 

ence can be drawn between T l, T2, T3 from the use of the coordinator and when 

c°nipared;
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In T l and is often interclausal as in SI, S 2, S 5, S 7, S 8, or linking noun-groups as 

in S 3, S 4, S 10.

In T2 and is at the begining of a sentence as in S 6, S 8, S 10.

In T3 and is both at the begining of a sentence as in S 3, S 7, or linking noun-groups 

as in S 2, S 3, S 10.

Adverbs are more important in T l:

already (S 1), strategically (S 1), probably (S 4, S 9), badly (S 4),

There are hardly any adverbs in T3 (see text above), therefore differentiating it from 

the complex structure of T l; only two are noticed in T3, they are early (S 8) and 

earlier, (S 10)

Differences at clause structure are also noticed: There are fewer dependent clauses 

(boundary marked by ( || )) in T2 than in T l or T3; in T3 they are dependent 

elliptical clauses or non-finite complements or modifiers:

e-g- || to counter the success of the British landings ||

II Rapier missiles fired by troops ashore ||

Dependent clauses are frequent in T l, there are different kinds of dependent clauses, 
the first is fully verbal,

e,g* || unconfirmed reports ||

the others (parts of complex clauses with boundary marked by ( ||| ) are respectively 

relative and infinitive:

S 1

(Rel.) I that some British troops had already moved forward (Inf.) || to capture 

the strategically placed airstrip at Goose Green |||
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S 7

(Rel.) I which approached the bridgehead on Saturday || but turned back without 

pressing home their attack Q

(Rel.) ¡1 that supported the landings || and suffered serious damage |||

S 9

(Rel.) || that sank the frigate H.M.S ||

In T2 they are rare:

S 7

(Inf.) I to move as speedily as possible (Inf.) || to recapture the rest of the Falklands

S 9

(Rel.) || that this is our big bopper -  the crunch attack on the island’s capital ||

There are also grammatical differences at clause structure: For example T3 contains 

^ore  linked noun-groups (3) subjects or complements as well as prepositional-groups 

(3) introduced by the connective by as seen in the examples on coordination above. 

The noun-groups are linked by the coordinator and.

Tor more clarity, examples of coordinated noun groups and prepositional groups 

ln subject or object position in T3 are respectively formally represented as fol

lows: S (subject) NG (noun-group), V (verb), 0  (object), C (complement), PG 

(prepositional-group).

e-g- Sea Harriers spotted Argentine Puma helicopters and one Bell helicopter 

S (NG) v O (NG) O (NG)
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or

e.g. Rapier missiles fired by troops and by Sea Harriers. 

C (NG) S (NG/PG) S (NG/PG)

I argue that the differences in the use of noun-groups are some of the ways whereby 

texts vary in their grammar and subsequently in their meanings. I have for instance 

noticed that newspaper style of texts is generally marked by a dominance of items 

coordinated at noun-group level. Thus in the three texts investigated the propor

tions are not highly variable: They differ slightly when I compare T3 (3) to T1 (2) 

and T2 (0).

The above analysis is not intended to be exhaustive. The purpose is to show some 

differences in the grammatical structure by a contrastive analysis of some parts of 

the reports which could be generalized to other forms of constructions to the whole 

texts of T I, T2, and T3.

These differences affect the linguistic presentation of the events and by extension the 
Meanings conveyed also vary, as I attem pt to show by looking at different elements of 

the same texts T l, T2, T3 studied above, by deconstructing them in a way that may 

show more variation between them in the ordering of information units (Halliday,

1976:27)

6*1.2 Linguistic Deconstruction

In this section I am looking more closely at the contrast between ‘information units’ 

and ‘grammatical units’ in the light of the analysis above.

The main point in this discusión is that the same facts may be described from a 

different perspective under different propositional attitudes. The pragmatic prop- 

nrties of connectives (in terms of language users’ expectations) together with the
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information distinction are part of the grammatical devices.

Thus, Van Dijk (1977:120), has studied the different ways of expressing the same 

information about an ordered sequence of facts, where therefore, presupposition is 

relevant even though the different expressions are semantically equivalent in the 

sense that they have the same truth conditions.

I start by taking a close look at the first two pieces of information of each text (T l, 

T2, T3) above. A discussion on the different information content is needed after 

having looked at the grammatical contrasts (see 6.1.1 above).

Firstly, I proceed by considering the opening sentence of each report to see how the 

different information content is conveyed linguistically; and which linguistic terms 

function to convey something about the event, as for example the use of a verb, and 

the selection of appropriate modality and how it is expressed etc.

Secondly, how the use and position of some connectives relating some propositions 

°r facts, could have a semantic signification and a pragmatic interpretation (cf. Van 

£bjk 1977; 1985b). For example Van Dijk (1985b: 112) claims that

“pragmatic uses are often signalled by sentence initial position in inde

pendent new sentences, whereas the semantic use of the connectives may 

also be interclausal” .

e -1.2.1 M ethod  of S orting  ou t In fo rm atio n  un its

I first determine what I mean by ‘a piece of information’ and how it is analysed 

into ‘information units’. By piece of information I refer to a reported event, state, 

Uction, singled out among others in the whole report, which can be realized by cer- 

tain choices from a number of lexico-grammatical and discourse systems (narration 

ubout people, exposition about topics or issues etc.). These pieces of information 

aru analysed into idea units or information units as I prefer to call them in the 

c°ntext of journalistic language. These are ‘propositions each of which includes a
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predicate and its arguments’ (Johnson 1985:247). Van Dijk 1985b argues that at 

each point of the discourse there should be at least more new information appropri
ately linked with old information which may be textual or contextual. This part of 

my analysis takes account of both Van Dijk (1985a) and Van Leeuwen (1987) work 

on schematic structure of news (see Chapter 2 of this thesis). From the former I 

borrowed the classification of a piece of news into ‘events and episodes’, and from 

the latter I adopted her choice of ‘topic’ to refer to ‘themes realized by abstract 

nouns, nominalizations, people, places and things generically referred to ’ (see Van 

Leuwen 1987:203). In the texts studied states and events are typically expressed as 

sentences or clauses in the surface structure of a story. The information units sorted 

out in each one of the first paragraphs are categorized as (A), and (B) or (C) in 

each text. Thus, we have the following layout:

T l  Guardian

Event 1 (main episode, narrative)

A. The second phase of the battle for East Falklands got under way last night 

with the main British bridgehead round San Carlos water once more under heavy 
Argentine air attack

Event 2 (disjunction from T2 event 1 main episode)

E- and unconfirmed reports that some British troops had already moved forward to 

capture the strategically placed airstrip at Goose Green

Event 3 (second episode, narrative and expository)

The latest air attacks began at about 6 pm London time and found the Royal 

Navy’s defences supplemented by Rapier anti-aircraft missile batteries on the sur
rounding hills.

^ 2  Sun

Event 1 (main episode)
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A. Hard-hitting British troops last night captured Goose Green in another vital 

Falkland battle.

Event 2 (details on main event + location )

B. Sea Harrier jets led the attack on the Argentine military base which is about 20 

miles from the British bridgehead at San Carlos.

T3 Daily Mirror

Event 1 (main event & same information unit as in T2 main episode and details)

A. AT LEAST six more Argentine aircraft were shot down yesterday in a new 

battle over Royal Navy ships off the Falklands beachhead, five Mirage jets and one 

Skyhawk fighter bomber were definitely destroyed.

Event 2 (episode 2, new information unit attributed to an authority)

B. And the Ministry of Defence said another Mirage and two more Skyhawks were 

'‘probables” .

Event 3 (expository and mental assessment)

The losses spell disaster for the Argentine military junta in their efforts to counter 

the success of the British landings.

Classification of Information Content

The order in the sequences of the events reported differ in the three texts. And 

seems that some information given as certain in T2 is not so in T l. Hence 

Information A in T2 is denied in information B in T l , while both information A 

and B in T2 is given in T3 (A).

Information B in T2, comes in third position (C) in T l.
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Information A in T l, comes much later in the report of T3 (see appendix 3 (May 
24th)):

The bloody and bitter battle which raged around Britain’s beachhead 

at Port San Carlos could well prove a last ditch “do or die” offensive to 

try to smack Britain’s successful counter-invasion.

The attribution of information B in T3 to an authority comes later in 11 (see S 3 

in T l  above).

These differences in order show therefore the way each paper presents the sequences 

of events linguistically following a different evaluation in their classification of facts 

(cf. Kress 1983:43-57). The Sun (T2) starts its report by a lead which gives promi

nence to Argentinian losses without a direct mentioning of the agents responsible 

lor these losses.

The Daily Mirror also starts with Argentinian losses as a lead and the second infor

mation (S 2) is not attributed to the Ministry of Defense (institutional authority) 
as in the Guardian (S 3). The ‘probability’ of the third information in T3 S3 which 

comes in S4 in T l is attributed by both reports to the ‘expert authority’ (Van 
Leuwen 1987), and whereas the information in S 2 T3 is endorsed by the reporter 

ln T l S3 the same information is attributed to the same expert authority. In T2 

$4 the only information attributed to the same authority is more general and in S 

7 the reference to the authority is recoverable by pressuposing that the ‘order to 

move speedily’ comes also from the authority mentioned earlier. There is a sense of 

confusion in what is the source of the Sun's report and what is attributed to another 
s°urce.

Unlike both the Sun and the Daily Mirror, the Guardian starts its report with 

the British positions under Argentinian attack and dismisses the British capture 

°7 Goose Green which was attributed to some ‘report’ with no precision as to the 
source of this report.
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The Daily Mirror seems to put the emphasis on the Argentinian disarray. T3 (A) 

refers only to the number of Argentinian weapons destroyed; even the Ministry of 

Defence commented on the Argentinian losses. The stress is therefore directly put on 

the British successes (see T3 (B) above). The Guardian seems to be more cautious 

in its reports of some events. For example the action of the British Forces ‘moving 

to capture’ is attributed to a participating process ‘reports’ without involving a 

specific responsible for them and these unattributed reports are themselves subject 

to another participating process ‘battle’ which ‘unconfirmed’ them.

More details are seen through the linguistic variation in the syntax. Subsequently, 

the use of the verb captured in T2 (A) conveys a certainty that something happened; 

whereas in T1 (B) the expression moved to capture has only a certain degree of 

certitude, i.e. the goal for the ‘capture of Goose Green is the same but the action is 

in the process of happening. One can perhaps infer that the author is more reluctant 

to be specific about an event reported by another source, this can also be seen in 

the use of the nominal phrase reports.

In T2 (B) the expression led on the attack indicates something that happened, an 

notion has taken place, done by someone; but in T1 (A) we have a begining of a 

Process, a notion of a happening with a certain duration in the expression:

The . . .  battle . . .  got under way last night

There is an emphasis on the process itself without mentioning the instigator of the 
action.

There are also differences in the use of prepositions to localise places; For instance 
*n T l (A) we have:

the main British beachhead round San Carlos

(B) seems to show more certitude as for the setting which is expressed by the 
Preposition at in
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the British beachhead at San Carlos

whereas T1 (A) denotes a certain vagueness by the use of a less precise preposition 

round, to indicate the same location; and the absence of a verb to express tense and 

modality makes it more vague.

Still, the overall effect of the two utterances (A) and (B) may appear to be the same 

in meaning, but the analysis reveals that there is a difference to be explained as we 

shall see in the discussion on syntactic transformations below (cf. Kress 1977:45)

6*1.2.3 Transformations and Functional Analysis

The purpose of this section is to look at another form of variation of categories 

°f structure mainly stylistic and syntactic. This variation is seen through some 

Knguistic devices which are listed here initially with illustrative examples and then 

dicussed each in turn in their use in T l , T2, T3 in the same reports of the previous 
sections above.

i Nominalization 

T2 (A) hard-hitting troops 

T l (B) air attack, reports

T l (C) air attacks, Royal Navy’s defences, surrounding hills 

T3 (A) fighter bomber 

T3 (B) the losses, landings

11 Breaking up of complex sentences

T2 (B) Sea Harrier jets led the attack on the Argentine military base which is 

about 20 miles from the bridgehead at San Carlos.

T2 (B) is presented in a more complex structure in T l:
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T l (A) The second phase of the battle for East Falklands got under way last 

night with the main British bridgehead round San Carlos Water once more 

under heavy Argentine air attack.

It is less complex in T3:

T3 (A) At least six more Argentine aircraft were shot down yesterday in a 

new battle over Royal Navy ships off the Falklands beachhead.

di Re-ordering of information units

T2 (A) becomes T l (B) and becomes T3 (A) to a certain extent (see above) 

iv Rewording or Relexicalisation

------- T2 (A) . . .  British troops . . .  captured . . .

------- T1 (A) . . .  British troops moved forward to capture

------- T2 (A) . . . in  another Falklands battle

------- T1 (A) . . .  the second phase of the battle got underway

------ T2 (B) . . .  Sea Harriers led the attack on the Argentine
base . . .  about 20 miles from the British bridgehead

------- T1 (A) . . .th e  main British bridgehead under heavy
Argentine air attack

. . .  six more Argentine aircraft were shot down
-----T3 (A) yesterday in a new battle over Royal Navy ships off the

Falklands beachhead

Process i: Nominalization
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The examples above show which actions/events are reported in verbal or in nom

inal form, for example T2 (A) starts with a nominal hard-hitting which can be 

represented with the dual arrows as follows:

hard-hitting British troops -—+ British troops hit hard

The arrows show that the first phrase on the left is the transformation of the latter 

which is the underlying proposition. In this example, the reference to the object 

of the verb hit is deleted as a result of the nominalisation; the action of hitting (a 

physical process), is expressed by an abstract word (or an abstraction of a process), 

in this case ‘hitting’. The nominalisation put the process in a situation where it can 

signify something the British troops have as a quality or property (as for example 

they always hit hard no matter who they hit), which could be either a permanent or 

a temporary one; it is more something they do in the course of the event, therefore 

Jt is taken out of time;

Process ii: Breaking up of complex sentences

This process shows how T l, T2, and T3 differ in their complexity.

The I symbol indicates clause complex in the sentence, the || symbol indicates 

dependent and independent clauses within the clause complex.

Embedded clauses are indicated by double square brackets.

The expressions inside the round brackets mark the prepositions, coordinators and 
°ther forms of connectors. Single square brackets contain condensed expressions 
which can be nominalisations, reductions of propositions to compounds etc. The 
!ess these items occur in the texts, the more sentences are broken up.

T2 (A,B) and T3 (A,B) are more simplified in their linguistic structure than T l
(A,B):
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T2 (A) || [hard-hitting British troops] last night captured Goose Green 

(in) [another vital falklands battle] ||

T2 (B) I [Sea Harrier jets] led the attack on [the Argentine military 

base] [[which is (about) 20 miles (from) [the British bridgehead (at) San 

Carlos]] I

T l (A) If [the second phase of the battle] (for) East Falklands] got under 

way last night (with) [the main British bridgehead] (round) San Carlos 

Water once more (under) [heavy Argentine air attacks] ||

T l (B) and unconfirmed [reports][[that (some) British troops had already 

moved forward to capture [the strategically placed airstrip (at) Goose 

Green]] |||

T l (c) I [The latest air attacks] began (at) (about) 6pm London time, 

|| (and) found the [Royal Navy’s defences] [[supplemented (by) [Rapier 

anti-aircraft missile batteries] (on) the [surrounding hills]] |||

T3 (A) IJ [(at) least six more Argentine aircraft] were shot down yesterday 

[(in) a new battle (over) Royal Navy ships] [off the Falklands beachead]

T3 (B) I [(And)the Ministry of Defence] said || [(another Mirage ) (and) 

(two more Skyhawks) were “probables”] ||| ||| .[The losses] spell [disaster] 

(for) [the Argentine military junta (in) their efforts ] [to counter [the 

success (of) the British landings] |||

I have noticed in the paragraphs above that the subject NPs are sometimes complex 

(with phrases acting as modifiers). For example, T l is syntactically more complex 

than T2 and T3 (to a lesser extent); it contains more connectives which link a 

“umber of propositions (or facts) (cf. Van Dijk 1977 for the pragmatic inference of 

c°nnectives)

T l (A) I observe two embedded clauses; one is introduced by a relative pronoun
that:
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|| that some . . .  forward ||

One is an infinitive clause (elliptical) introduced by to

|| to capture the strategically ...G oose Green ||

as well as a number of complex nominal groups such as the following noun phrases:

T l (A) [the second phase of the battle for East Falklands], [the main British 

Bridgehead], [Argentine air attacks], [reports], and a noun preceded by an adverb 

[the strategically placed airstrip] which are linked respectively by the prepositions 
(for), (with), (round), (under), (some) and (at). In T l (C) the nominal groups are 
[the latest air attacks], [Royal Navy’s defences], Rapier anti-aircraft missile batter- 

les]) [surrounding hills], the prepositions are (at), about, (and), (by), (on).

Hie presence of adverbials (once, more, already, forward, strategically) are a com

mon feature in newspaper reporting, since the reader would expect to find explicit 

details as to the place and time of activities as for example: already for time, stmtegi- 

CQlly for location, forward for distance. For example adverbs may signal subordinate 
Causes which express presupposed propositions.

 ̂1 (Guardian) on the whole tends to be more descriptive by packing a large amount

°f information into a more or less complex structure. The number of prepositions

ln Bl and also the few nominal and adverbial groups (see above) have the function

°f making composite sentences from simple sentences; hence the prepositions some 
if' ° r quantity) and at (for space) and on for place add up to the complex structure 

the article.

B1 I I  (B) a set of processes (cf. Chapter 4 of this work) are closely connected with 

^ lG Hvo identified participants in one complex unit:

that some British troops had already moved forward to capture the strate

gically placed airstrip at Goose Green.
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Thus two processes (move and capture) and two participants (British troops and 

airstrip) in a relation of movement and capture and subject agent and object affected 

(cf. Chapter 4 of this work).

This structure is broken up into a set of more separate parts in T2 (A,B), thus in
T2 (A):

Hard-hitting British troops captured Goose Green in another Falkland 

battle

The structure hard-hitting can be considered as a process (cf. Trew 1978, and 

ln Fowler et al 1979), without the object of the verb of physical action hit being 

specified; this absence results in minimizing the causal relationship between the 

w°rd battle which following Fowler et al. definition (1979), is also a process which 

111 this case behaves as a circumstance; whereas the process capture is in a causal 

relationship with Goose Green and British troops, whereby the former is identified as 

the subject agent of capture and the latter the affected by the same process capture.

In T2 (B) we have one process and two participants which are the following:

Sea Harrier jets led the attack on the Argentine military base which is 

about 20 miles from the British bridgehead at San Carlos.

There are three prepositions for connection (about, from, at) involving notions of 

sPace and a network of relations of an event where actions take place. The subject 

aSent is Sea Harrier jets , the object affected by the process led attack is Argentine 
Military base.

In T3 (A),

Six more Argentine aircraft were shot down
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one participant six more Argentine aircraft which is the object affected by the process 

shot down, however the participant in the role of subject agent is absent. Thus, we 

have the following structure:

Agent Process Affected

**0 shot down six more Argentine aircraft

One can assume that if the agent causer of the action of shooting were present the 

semantico-pragmatic inference of the proposition would look more neutral because 

both the causer and the affected would be evidenced as shown in the following 

example:

Agent Process Affected

British 
Harrier jets shot down six more Argentine aircraft

Whereas in this case, the focus is on the victims (Argentine aircraft) of a negative 

Process (shot down) where the causer is understood not only by context but also 

inferred from background knowledge.

A number of prepositions (at, in, over, off) are interrelating the circumstance (the 
relative clause at the end) to the event of shooting, stressing and strengthening the 
force of the causal effects expressed.

In T3 (B),

and the Ministry of Defence said

The phrase shows one participant subject agent of the speech act ‘said’ in the main 

clause and two participants of the same process in the following attributive clause:

[another Mirage and two more Skyhawks were probables]

This relational structure shows the coordinator and at the begining and also co

ordinating two nominals, in a paratactic relation, which are the subjects of the
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attributive clause above. The following clause:

[the losses spell disaster]

shows a nominalisation acting as the subject agent of a process and an abstract 

noun is the object affected.

The next phrase,

the Argentine military junta (as participant agent) in their efforts to 

counter (a process) the success o f the British landings (which can be a 

participating process behaving as an object affected by the first process), 

a nominalization.

The interrelationships between the different propositions in T3 (B) are made possible 

by connectives (for, in, of), therefore showing more of causal relationships than 

localisation and space.

Process iii: Re-ordering of information units

Tor a more exhaustive study, one needs to look at the full reports of the event in 

the three newspapers to see the organization of the information units (see appendix 

3) I have shown in the examples above, that what comes first in T2 (A, B) would 

occur later in T1 (A, B); the order is also different in T3 (A, B). For instance, 

ln T l ( Guardian) the action of the ‘British troops’ and the probable ‘capture’ of 

Goose Green occurs last whereas it starts with the process of the battle used as a 

Participating process as seen above. And British ‘positions under Argentinian air 

attack’ is another process used as agent; this device seems to switch the focus of the 

whole report wherever the Guardian puts the British action secondary comparatively 
to the Sun for instance.

T3 (D.M) reports first the Argentinian losses in detail and only in the last paragraphs 

a general reference to the battle specific to San Carlos as well as ‘the Argentinian
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offensive in Britain’s beachhead positions on the ground’ is done.

Process iv: Re-lexicalization

Re-lexicalization is defined as ‘the process of coding experience in new ways by 

inventing lexical items’ (Fowler and Kress 1979:33). The most frequent cases of 

re-lexicalization are nominalizations and passivization, but other cases based on 

syntactic structures are common such as for example complex new nominals created 

for the circumstance. Thus in T3 the expression ‘the losses spell disaster’ shows 

a case where a whole sentence seems re-lexicalized by presenting a mental process 

Performed by and affecting abstractions giving the impression that ‘losses’ and ‘dis

aster’ are conscious physical entities in themselves. Theoretically this could mean 

that one could question the use of such categories hiding the real agents of spelling 

the disaster itself a form of re-lexicalization generalizing various states and events 

that might be happening. This form of linguistic reduction ‘disaster’ requires a 

causer and an affected by a physical action to be there. The same type of argument 

Would apply to the complex nominal in T1 ‘The second phase of the battle for the 

Falklands’ which is a transformation of an action performed by at least two partic

ipants and its condensation presents it as one graspable physical entity. The whole 

expression is presented as a complex relation expressed through a series of qualifiers. 

The nominal phrase ‘the latest air attacks’ as the performer of the process ‘began’ 

is also a way of generalizing the whole action without having to specify the real 

actors of the action of begining to attack. In T2 the complex nominal ‘another vital 

Falkland battle’ is also a form of reduction to an entity which in fact requires two 

Participants to justify its use ‘someone is in a battle with someone else’.

6.1.3 Discussion

So far the transformations I have discussed above are cases of nominalisations, re

ductions of full propositions to complex nominal groups, and relexicalisations. the 

syntactic reductions as a result of nominalisations contribute to the process of re- 

^xicalization. Although one may not ascertain what is behind the author’s moti
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vation to write in a certain way and not in another, I fully subscribe to Halliday’s 

statement (1978:143) that:

“ .. .it is interesting though to see what characterizes the field, the tenor,

mode of the text studied”.

Whether this view means that ‘linguistic processes and forms could eventually cor

respond to some psychological reality’ (Kress and Hodge 1979:34) seems to be a 

difficult fact to confirm. However, some aspects in the analysis of my corpus seem 

to confirm the pressuposition of real connections of grammatical processes with the 

potentiality of the possible ‘concrete interpretations’ (cf. Van Dijk 1985b) that 

could be made, the consideration of a disjunction between two different forms re

lating the same event could be treated as a disjunction between surface forms and 

implicit meanings; the semantic implications could be distortion and mystification 

of the message (cf. section on Barthes in Chapter 1 of this work). Thus it is worth 

quoting Van Dijk’s remark (1985b:106) that:

“ . . .  individual users may also generate opinions that is, evaluative beliefs

about individual objects or facts, based on their attitudes and ideologies”

He also argues that the fact denoted by the discourse, for example, states of affairs, 

actions or events, have spatial, conditional (e.g. causal) or temporal organization, 

which therefore justifies the importance for a writer to represent these relations 

between the facts as relations between propositions and to express these again in 

the linear ordering of words, phrases and sentences whereas ‘the reader has the task 

°f establishing these relations the other way around with the additional knowledge 

about the usual ordering of facts’ (Van Dijk 1977).

Throughout the analysis of T l, T2, and T3 above, I noticed that a comparison of 

the two first opening sentences already showed a different mode of mediating the 

Same event; although the T2 report starts with the nominal phrase ‘hard-hitting 

British troops’, I however notice that this form of complex nominal group in general
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is more frequent in the T1 report. The syntactico-semantic position of these nominal 

expressions in the clause structure can reveal some strategic moves which whether 

intentional or not may play some roles in the textual interpretation of the reports. 

It is worth quoting Fowler and Kress (1979:41) who in fact argue that ‘syntax may 

also reverse the distribution of rights and duties’. Their example ‘rioting blacks shot 

dead’ shows according to them that ‘someone who has something done to him by 

another can be made responsible for his own suffering’; linguistically this is effected 

by thematization. The position of theme is normally associated with agent and there 

is ‘a high probability for subject to correlate with theme’ (Huddleston 1988:150). For 

example, the heavily post modified noun phrase ‘phase’ in ‘the second phase of the 

battle for the Falklands’ has the thematic position through its foregrounding in the 

first sentence of T1 and is the subject/theme of the main clause || The second phase 

• •. air attacks || ; it is also the agent of the coordinated clause [and unconfirmed 

reports]. The Agent of the nominalisation reports is not disclosed in the following 

subordinate clause || that some British troops had already moved forward || , a clause 

which is also the object of the previous clause. T1 ( Guardian) therefore chose to 

make a nominal group thematic and also gives it the agent role and generalizing it 

to the event rather than the causers of the event itself.

In T2 Sun although it starts with a nominalization, it is however a human entity 

that is made the subject of the opening sentence making therefore the actual par

ticipants in the conflict thematic by giving them the agent role. Hence in T2 clause 

II Sea Harrier jets . . .  base || the subject is also a nominalization which is the sub

ject agent of the clause; the affected participant is also a nominal group ‘Argentine 

military base’; Here again the participants to the conflict are not human partici

pants who normally would collocate with the action of leading an attack, but rather 

giving the role to an inanimate object therefore making the verb lexically empty; a 

characteristic not always specific to T l.

■Another element is the use of transitive verbs of material/physical processes in T2 

(capture, led) expressing some transactivity (cf. Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis) 

whereas T l uses mostly intransitive verbs (got, moved). It has previously been 

established (Chapter 4) that constructions with intransitive verbs mean that with
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any action clause there is one inherent role which is that of the participant affected 

by the process in question; Fillmore (1968) describes this as the semantic neutral 

function and the objective one, where the affected is the goal in a transitive clause 

and the actor in an intransitive clause (cf. Chapter 3 and chapter 4 of this work).

It is interesting also to notice the attribution of the action of moving to capture to 

some report,

and unconfirmed reports that some British troops had already moved 

forward to capture the strategically placed airstrip at Goose Green.

therefore showing that in T1 the paper distances itself from the report itself (see 

example above); whereas in T2 there is a direct involvement in the reporting since 

the source of attribution of the information of capturing and leading seems to be the 

Paper itself,

Hard-hitting British troops last night captured Goose Green in another 

vital Falklands battle.

Sea Harrier jets led the attach on the Argentine military base.

Iu T3 (D.M) the first sentence opens up with the main clause

[at least six more Argentine aircraft were shot down . . .  beachhead]

where the subject theme is a nominal group (see section 6.2) and the subject agent 

ls absent. The process shot down is a verb of physical action requiring an animate 

agent; once more the real participants taking part in the conflict are absent or 

deleted,

At LEAST six more Argentine aircraft were shot down yesterday in a 

new battle over Royal Navy ships of the Falkands beachhead.
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In the next sentence, the clauses

|| the losses spell disaster for the Argentine military junta in their efforts] 

and || to counter the success of British landings ||

show that participants are abstract nominalizations: the losses, success, landings 

and the verbs spell, counter, succeed would normally go with animate subjects.

6.1.4 Concluding remark

An exhaustive analysis of T1 [Guardian), T2 (Sun) and T3 ( Daily Mirror), might 

show more ideological effect and content of the two forms of mediation (cf. Kress

1983), by pointing out the way the significant actions are presented (nominal- 

ized/nominal group or full sentence form) in each report.

6.2 T hem atic  structure and M ethodology

th e  method I am going to apply to analyse the thematic structure of some reports 

requires some clarification of the notion of theme itself following some critical as- 

sessement of the Hall dayan definition (1985) on which I have relied so far. Halliday 

states that ‘every clause has a topical theme, this being the first element in the clause 

lhat has some function in the ideational structure’ (1985:56). The initial position 

°f theme is questioned by Huddleston who sees it as ‘difficult to accept that all 

initial elements can be assigned a common function, called theme, interpretable as 

indicating what the clause is about’ (1988:158). Huddleston, unlike Halliday (1985), 

w°uld not consider for instance deictics such as ‘there’ as thematic even if it is in 

initial position in the clause as in the following phrase:

There’s a fallacy in your argument



where he argues that ‘it is impossible to make sense of the idea that the validity 

of the information is made to rest on there? In this study I shall consider the 

most topical element which correlates with the subject/agent as the theme of the 

sentence or the clause studied. This position can be filled by animate or inanimate 

dominais of various forms so long as they occupy that position. This limitation of 

the thematic structure to specific elements is motivated by first, the controversy over 

an exact definition of theme which is applied either purely to linguistic expressions 

°r to both linguistic expressions and referents or meanings and secondly my interest 

in investigating some specific foregrounded expressions playing an important role in 

the functioning of the clause as an interactive event. I am interested in this study 

in what Fowler sees as the ‘effects of transitivity’ and which he defined as

the fundamental part of the linguistic constitution of reality (Fowler

1985:70)

6-2.1 Them atic function of agency

Theme is the expression used by a speaker/writer for what he announces as the 

bnsic topic of his utterance i.e. the thematic subject; thus Halliday (1970) defines 
it as :

The peg on which the meaning is hung

The thematic subject is identified by way of using a passive. The subject/agent and 

subject/theme can coincide sometimes.

e-g- industrial action seems certain to hit the Nation’s telecommunications network. 

(Kress 1983)

The phrase industrial action is subject agent of the process hit.

e-g- Telecom employees are likely to reimpose work bans on strike within a week 

‘••(Kress 1983)



where Telecom employees is both subject/theme of main clause and subject/agent 

of embedded clause [to reimpose work bans on strike]

Throughout this analysis, the same terms already seen in this chapter and in Chapter 

5 will be used.

6.2.2 M odel of analysis

Semantic roles and Agency

A list of the nominalizations, nominal groups classified as non-specific participants 

and verbs in each text under analysis will probably show which one expresses any 

significant content in the context of interactivity.

To undertake this analysis, two tables are set up to account for:

First, the type of noun in thematic position in each text

Second, showing the nominalizations and nominal groups and verbs in each text.

This model I want to apply in sections below, has been partly proposed by Kress 

(1983) who applied it successfully in the analysis of two reports on industrial action 

‘strike by telecommunications technicians’ by two Australian newspapers The Age 

and The News.

My hypothesis in this analysis is: if the results are positive, they will show, in 

the case of action giving way to reification in nouns (nominalizations and nominal 

groups used as active participants as seen above), that the verbs are lexically empty 

and the reports indirectly mystified.

The method used for this analysis consists into three stages as described in section 

6-2.3 below.
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6.2.3 Stages of analysis

The first stage is the distribution of the functions of subject/theme and subject/agent 

in sentence clauses of T l , T2, T3 under analysis (May 25th, 1982) followed by a dis

cussion singling out the participants in terms of their animateness or inanimateness, 

showing therefore their value as participants.

The second stage is to set up the tables showing the types of noun in thematic 

position in the three texts, i.e. distinguishing the Personal/Institutional agents 

from the abstract nouns (actions or effects including passive subjects) followed by 

the table showing sentence by sentence the nominalizations and nominal groups and 

the corresponding verbs as stated above.

The third stage extends the analysis of stage 2 to more materiel to test the results. 

The results of the comparative study of Stage 1 and Stage 2 and 3 i.e. the dis

tribution of subject/theme in the role of subject/agent and the types of linguistic 

categories which correspond to these semantic functions are discussed.

These results which are quantified, are meant to identify the differences between the 
three newspapers investigated, the Guardian , the Sun and the Daily Mirror, follow- 
lng the type of grammatical structure used and the possible semantico-pragmatic 

interpretation they imply. The assumption made in this study follows what is con

sidered as the semantic properties of a newspaper story (Van Dijk 1985b: 122). One 

important property is the ‘respect of a relevant structure’. For instance what is most 

important or interesting comes first and details come later so that the reader gets 

fhe most relevant information before going to the details (Van Dijk 1985b:122). The 

Purpose here is to evaluate the types of information that is given prominence in the 

three texts studied and the types of participants in thematic position of agent. The 

Valuation of the relevant information for each text should normally correspond to 

the ordering of clauses denoting those facts reported (facts followed by causes and 

other details follow). The corpus for this analysis is produced in appendix 3.
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Each text (T l, T2, T3) is deconstructed into twelve sentences. Notice the resem

blance in the headlines of T l, T2 and T3 in the front pages (appendix 3), and how 

the reports are developing the news later on (appendix 3).

I have taken sentence by sentence from the three texts in turn, to show the compar

ison, instead of dealing with each text separately.

Tl SI

British ships supporting the San Carlos bridgehead on East Falkland once more came 

under heavy Argentinian air attack yesterday, leaving some of them with unspecified 

damage.

S u b je c t / t h e m e :  ‘British ships supporting the San Carlos bridgehead on East 

Ealkands’.

The agent is ‘Argentinian attack’. The thematic participant ‘British ships’ is the 

°bject of an action performed by an abstraction ‘Argentinian attack’ which is given 
the agent- role. Both participants are inanimate entities acting for implicit animate 

°nes as the former are unable to interact without the latter ‘the human agents 

involved in the conflict’. The action of ‘supporting’ and ‘coming’ is done by the 

British ships’ which are according to our knowledge of the world minor actors in 

such an action but still given prominence. Hence transitive verbs of physical action 

occuring witli inanimate entities (cf. Lyons* notion of first order entity and second 

°i'der entity in Semantics 2, 1977).

S°, following this construction, the actual participants to the conflict are ‘British 

ships’ and ‘Argentinian attack’ respectively an ‘Equipment/Property’ and an ‘ab- 

8traction/nominalization, showing therefore an absence of human participants as 

agents of a transitive physical process. The second clause is a consequence of the 

niain one, the relation to the former being a functional one. A certain coherence is 

Marked by the relatedness of facts although the order of propositions is not linear

6.2.3.1 Stage 1: Su b ject/th em e and subject/agent in T l ,  T2, T3
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(logical). First identified participant is the victim (British ships) then the actual 

action (attack) responsible from which the causers are inferred (Argentinians) by 

presupposition; the effect of the action comes last in the sentence (damage).

T2 SI

Seven more Argentine jets were blasted out of the sky yesterday as the enemy 

launched a new attack on our Task Force.

Subject/theme of main clause: ‘Seven more Argentine je ts’.

There is no mention of the agent of the verbal action ‘blast ; the subject/theme 

of main clause is ‘ seven more Argentine jets’ which is the subject of a passive 

of a physical process ‘blast’. Here we also have an instrumental inanimate entity 

made the full participant in the clause, and the transitive verb of physical action 

‘launched an attack’ has a generalization (enemy) as an agent, and a noun phrase 

and generalisation ‘task force’ as an affected. rl he order of the propositions does 

not follow the relatedness of facts since the prominence is given to the consequence 

of an action which is mentioned in a clause connected to the former by a weak 
an ambiguous conjunction of causativity ‘as’. A certain disjunction is noticeable 

between the two clauses as the two actions (blasted) and (launch an attack) are 

Independent and not really related as cause and effect; however a careful reader 

Would connect the two events as interrelated by inference, the relation is a functional 

0lm by introducing further participants.

T3S1

Seven more Argentine warplanes were shot down yesterday in a desperate new battle 

with the Task Force.

Subject/theme: ‘Seven more Argentine war planes’

which is also subject of a passive with the physical process ‘shot down’.

1 here is no mention of the agent role with the verb of physical action ‘shot’, al
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though one may consider ‘task force’ in the text as the agent. The agent is not 

directly mentioned but rather buried in the circumstance ‘in a battle with the ‘task 

force’. The thematic subject is an inanimate participant ‘seven more Argentine war 

planes’ an instrumental category of participant ‘Weapons’ again hiding the human 

participant as the real entity in the process.

T l S2

But the British anti-aircraft missile and gun crews claimed to have shot down seven 

°f the attacking aircraft.

Su b ject/th em e is both the instrumental and the human generalized entity which 

form a complex compound: ‘the British anti-aircraft missile and gun crews’ as is 

subject/agent of the embedded clause ‘to have shot down seven of the attacking 

aircraft*

The agent role is given to an animate participant the nominal group ‘Ihe  British 

anti-aircraft missile and gun crews’, the process is a verb of physical action ‘shot 

down’ which is a transitive verb; the second participant is a nominal group repre

senting a second order entity ‘seven of the attacking aircraft’ and inanimate affected 
by the physical process ‘shot down’.

T2 S2

Waves of Skyliawks and Mirages screamed down on warships patrolling near Port 

San Carlos, where British troops staged their D-Day invasion.

Subject/them e: ‘Waves of Skyhawks and Mirages’ also subject/n gen t of the 

main clause.

The subject/agent of the intransitive verb of movement ‘to scream down’ (used 

here metaphorically) are inanimate participants ‘waves of Skyhawks’ and ‘Mirages’; 

the affected participant is also an inanimate entity, here a nominalization ‘warships 

Patrolling near San Carlos’; also in this sentence, we have a reification of a nomi-
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T3 S2

The Mirages and Skyhawks, were destroyed during repeated attacks to prevent ships 

unloading men and weapons onto the beachhead.

S u b je c t/th e m e : ‘the Mirages and Skyhawks’ also a passive subject of main clause 

[were destroyed]. The agent of the physical process ‘destroyed’ is not evident and in 

the embedded clause ‘repeated attacks’ is a nominalization agent of the transitive 

verb of physical action ‘to prevent’

T l S3

In particular the Rapier missile batteries deployed on the surrounding hillsides scored 

their first ’’kills.”

S u b je c t / t h e m e :  ‘The Rapier missile batteries deployed on the surrounding hill

sides’ and s u b je c t / a g e n t  of process of physical action ‘scored’.

An inanimate agent ‘Rapier missile batteries’ of a verb ‘scored’ which normally 
ini plies an animate agent, a nominalization/abstraction ‘kills’ is the affected partic

ipant of the action of scoring.

T2 S3

The ships hit back with missiles and rapid-fire guns as Harriers zoomed in to take 

°n the Argy planes

S u bject/th em e and subject/agent of main clause: ‘The ships’

The subject agent of a. transitive verb of physical action ‘h it’ is an inanimate entity 

ship’ and the affected participant is omitted. In the subordinate clause another 

Inanimate agent ‘Harriers’ of a transitive verb of physical action ‘take on’ has an 

inanimate afFected participant ‘Argie planes’; ‘Harriers’ is also agent of the intran-

nalization ‘D.Day invasion’ by a transitive verb of movement ‘staged’.
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T3 S3

At least three times the Argentinian planes braved a steel curtain of flak and missiles 

to reach the vital unloading point.

S u b j e c t / t h e m e  and s u b je c t / a g e n t :  ‘the Argentinian planes’ is also subject/agent 

of the embedded clause ‘to reach the vital unloading point’

An inhuman inanimate entity ‘at least three times the Argentinian planes’ is agent 

of the verb of action ‘brave’ (used metaphorically) with an inanimate affected par
ticipant ‘a still curtain of flaks and missiles’; we also have an inanimate entity 

‘Argentinian planes’ as agent of a verb of movement ‘reach’, again a reification of 

noun here.

T l S4

First reports of the latest air attacks suggested that the damage on the British side 

could also turn out to be serious, although no details were available.

S u b j e c t / t h e m e  of main clause: ‘First reports of the latest air attacks’ also s u b 

l e t / a g e n t  of a transitive verb of mental process ‘suggested’ in the main clause.

The agent ‘first reports’ is also a nominalization. The abstract nominal ‘damage’ 

is agent of verb of mental process ‘turn out’ in the embedded clause. The object 

being the embedded clause [that .. .damaged], for the first case and the coordinated 

clause [but . . .  details] for the second case.

T2 S4

British troops on the bridgehead let rip at the marauders with Rapier missiles 

S u b je c t / t h e m e  and s u b je c t / a g e n t :  British troops on the bridgehead

sitive verb of movement ‘zoomed’, again reifying an inanimate entity.
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The agent is a human animate entity ‘British troops’ of a verb of physical action let 

rip’ the affected participant is a nominalization/generalization ‘marauders’ which 

also stand for an animate entity.

T3 S4

The Defence Ministry in London admitted that some ships may have been damaged, 

but said there were no firm details

Subject/theme: ‘Defence Ministry’ also subject/agent of main clause [The De

fence Ministry admitted] and of the coordinated clause [but said ...details].

An authority is made an institutional agent. ‘Defence Ministry’, is agent of a verb 

°f mental process ‘adm it’. The object being the embedded clause [that warships 

•••damaged]; the same entity is agent of a verb of physical process and speech act 

'said’, the object of which is the coordinated clause [but . . .  details].

T l S5

One eye witness, the BBC’s correspondent Brian Hanrahan spoke of three Skyhawk 
fighter bombers “racing the full length of the anchorage, dropping their bomb loads 

as they went; one went off with a terrible blast between two store ships, rocking 

both of them in the water” .

Subject/theme: ‘ One eye witness’, also subject/agent of main clause.

The object of the main clause is the nominal group ‘three Skyhawk fighter bombers’ 

^so agent of the embedded clauses || racing the full length of the anchorage || and 

II dropping their bomb loads|| ‘bomb loads’ is agent of ‘went off’ and ‘rocking both 

°f them in the water’ A nominal group ‘three Skyhawk fighter bombers’ is agent of 

Verbs of physical action ‘racing’, ‘dropping’; a nominalization ‘bomb loads’ is agent 

of a verb of physical action ‘went off’

T2 S5
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Some task force ships may have been damaged but no details were available 

Subject/them e: ‘some task force ships’

Su bject/agent : omitted.

An inanimate entity ‘task force ships’ is the subject/theme of main clause and is 

subject of the passive, with the physical process ‘damaged’. The agent of the clause 

- no details were available------where a participant process is nominalized, is

omitted .

T3 S5

And it was disclosed that the frigate Antelope was devastated when a lone Navy 

hero lost his struggle to defuse an unexploded bomb on board.

S u b ject/th  eme: ‘it’

also a subject of a passive ‘was disclosed’ the object being the embedded clause || 

that the frigate antelope was devastated|| The agent of ‘disclosed’ is omitted in this 
Passive construction.

Tl S6

Outside the anchorage in Falkland Sound, the Royal Navy’s Type 21 frigate II.M.S 

Antelope was meanwhile lying abandoned, her engine room wrecked when an unex- 

Ploded 500 lb bomb went off as a naval bomb disposal team tried to defuse it.

Su bject/th em e of main clause: ‘the Royal Navy’s type 21 frigate II.M.S. Antelope’

also made the subject of a passive ‘lying abandoned’ the agent of the process ‘aban- 

don’ is omitted. So an inanimate entity ‘the Royal Navy’s type 21 frigate H.M.S. 

Antelope is subject/theme associated with verbs normally used for animate entities 

lying’, ‘abandoned’; a nominalization ‘an unexploded 500 lb bomb’ is agent of a 

Vcfb of physical action ‘went off’, and a generalization ‘a naval disposal team’
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is agent of verbs of action ‘tried’, ‘to defuse’.

T2 S6

An eighth Argentinian plane was seen limping away from the battle zone trailing 

smoke

Subject/them e: An eighth Argentinian plane also Su b ject/agen t of ||limping 

away from the battle .. .smoke|| and also subject of a passive ‘was seen’ with the 

agent unspecified.

Here also an inanimate entity ‘an eighth Argentinian plane’ is agent of a verb of 

Movement ‘limping’ which requires an animate entity.

T3 S6

He died instantly in the blast and last night the £28 million ship was abandonned 

and in danger of sinking.

Subject/them e: ‘he’ and the agent of the process ‘abandon’ is omitted, the ship 

is made the subject of the passive and agent of the process ‘sinking’.

An inanimate entity is made an affected participant therefore a passive subject.

T l S7

One man died seven were injured 

Subject/them e: ‘one man’

and the causer of the death and the injury is not specified. An animate entity is the 

ob ject/them e ‘one man’ of an intransitive verb ‘died’,

T2 S7

^  Was the third big blitz in four days by the Argies.
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Subject/theme:

‘i t ’ also the subject of the passive.

The agent is an animate entity, ‘Argies’ of a nominalized process of physical action 

‘the third big blitz’

T3 S7

The Argentine air force is paying a terrible price for its attacks on the Task Force. 

Subject/theme: ‘ The Argentine air force’

also subject/agent of [is paying a price] and of the nominalized process ‘attacks’ 

the affected being the ‘task force’

T l S8

They had been lifted aboard by helicopter — one of several teams working with the 

task force — when the bomb smashed into the engine room on Sunday.

Subject/theme: ‘They’

which is also the subject of the passive ‘had been lifted’ the agent is ‘helicopter — 

°ne of several teams’ also agent of ‘working with the task force’

An inanimate entity ‘helicopter’ is agent of a verb of physical action ‘lifted’, the 

affected is the personal pronoun ‘they’ (the seven); ‘one of several teams’ is a gen- 

eralization, agent of a verb of action ‘working’; the ‘bomb’ is an inanimate agent of 
a verb of physical action ‘smashed’

T2 S8

They have now lost a massive total of 47 planes.

Subject/theme: ‘They’
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The agent of the verb ‘lost’ is also the personal pronoun ‘they’ which stands for 
‘Argies’, an animate entity ‘metaphorically’ used for ‘Argentinians’; the object is an 

inanimate entity ‘a massive total of 47 planes’

T3 S8

It is now estimated they have lost well over 70 aircraft.

Subject/theme: ‘it’ a neutral participant made a subject of a passive.

The agent of the verb ‘estimated’ is omitted whereas the agent of ‘lost’ is still ‘they’ 

which stands for ‘Argentinian air force’

T l S9

Whether Antelope can now be salvaged remains to be seen but as a fighting asset 

she certainly has to be written off.

Subject/theme: 1 whether Antelope’ also made the subject of a passive ‘be sal

vaged’ the agent is omitted as well as the agents of [to be seen] and [to be written 
off].

An inanimate entity is reified by the use of the verb ‘salvaged’ and also reified by an 

abstraction through a nominalization ‘a fighting asset’ which is the object of [has to 

be written off]

T2 S9 TV news man Michael Nicholson gave a dramatic live account of yesterday’s 

raid reporting from one of the task force ships

Subject/theme: ‘TV news man Michael Nicholson’ also Subject/agent of [gave 

a dramatic account] and [reporting]

An animate agent ‘TV newsman Michael Nicholson’ is agent of a transitive verb 

gave’, and ‘reporting’, the object is a nominalization ‘a dramatic live account of 

yesterday’s raid’;
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T3 S9

BBC TV reporter Brian Hanrahan was in a helicopter when yesterday’s air attacks 

began.

Su bject/them e: ‘TV reporter Brian Hanrahan’

A nominalization ‘air attacks’ is agent of a verb of action ‘began’.

T l S10

H.M.S. Ardent burned and sank in the sound after being hit during the initial 

landings.

Subject/them e: ‘II.M.S. Ardent’

An inanimate entity is an affected participant of the actions of ‘sinking’ and ‘burning’ 

which are verbs used intransitively here; the agent of the verb of physical action ‘h it’ 

18 omitted, the affected participant is also ‘H.M.S Ardent’.

T2 SlO

Viewers heard him fling himself to the deck as Mirages hurtled overhead. 

S u b ject/th  erne:

viewers’ also su b ject/agen t of [heard him .. .deck]

A nominalization ‘generalization’ is agent of a verb of mental process ‘heard’. An 

lnanimate entity ‘Mirages’ is agent of an intransitive verb ‘hurtled’

T3 SlO

Apparently they were willing to accept heavy losses to get at the Task Force”, he
said
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S u b ject/th em e of main clause: ‘they’ which is also subject/agent of embedded 

clauses ||to accept ...force|| and ||to get at the task force|| the agent of said is 
an animate entity ‘he’ (BBC, TV reporter . . . th e  object of the main clause is a 

nominalization ‘losses’; the affected participant of the second embedded clause is a 

generalization.

T l S ll

The Navy has eight Type 21s in all, each armed with Exocet anti-missiles, a 4.5 inch 

gun, Seacat short range anti-aircraft missiles and a Lynx anti-submarine helicopter.

Subject/them e: ‘ the Navy’ also su b ject/agen t of the clause [has . . .  helicopter]

an institutional agent is used here in a generalized way, the agent of the process 

‘armed’ is not specified;

T2 S ll

There was gunfire and Nicholson could be heard shouting: “keep down, John, for 

God’s sake.”

Su bject/them e: ‘gunfire’

and the agent of ‘shout’ is ‘Nicholson’.

The agent o f ‘shouting’ is a personal subject ‘Nicholson’; also the subject of a passive 

in the coordinated clause of the mental process ‘could be heard’. The theme being 

an abstraction ‘gun fire’ and the object of ‘shouting’ being a proposition ‘keep down, 

John, for God’s sake’

T3 S ll

From a dip between the two hillcoks we watched two waves of planes come through. 

Su bject/them e: ‘we’ also su b ject/agen t of main clause [we watched .. .through]
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The agent of a verb of physical action ‘come’ is an inanimate entity ‘two waves of 

planes’ and ‘we’ a personal agent of verb ‘watched’

T l S12

To loose two of them in such a short period is obviously a blow to the task force 

commander, Rear Admiral John “Sandy” Woodward, but in London the Defence 

Secretary, Mr John Nott moved quickly to reassure MPs that since Ardent sank, 

“the task force has been reinforced by the arrival of more highly capable warships 

more than compensating for those damaged or lost in action so far.”

S u b je c t/th e m e : ‘to loose two of them’

and ‘Defence Secretary is the agent of the coordinated clause ||but in London the 

Defence Secretary, Mr. John N ott’ moved|| and of the embedded clause || to reassure 

MPs|| the agent of the process ‘sank’ in the relative clause||that since Ardent sank|| is 

omitted. The agent of ‘reinforced’ and ‘compensating’ is a complex nominal phrase 

[The arrival of more ...warships], the affected is ‘the task force’ and the agent of 

‘damaged’ omitted.

A number of institutional agents follow ‘the Defence Secretary’ ( of process ‘re
assure’) the afTected being ‘MPs’; a generalization ‘the task force’ is an affected 

Participant, the agent being a nominalization ‘the arrival’ and inanimate entities 

and abstractions ‘warships’, the verb being ‘reinforced’ ; these abstractions are also 

agent of the verb ‘compensating’ ; the nominalization ‘action’ is an abstract agent 

of a verb of action ‘damaged’, the affected being the indefinite pronoun ‘those’

T2 S12

The ITN reporter added: ”A 1000 lb was dropped near us.”

S u b je c t/th e m e : ‘ The ITN reporter’ also su b je c t/a g e n t of process‘added’.

A nominalization ‘the ITN reporter’ is subject/agent of the verb ‘added’; the agent 

°f ‘dropped’ is omitted
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T3 S12

“As the second wave turned away the red trails of missiles followed them and there 

were two loud explosions,” said Hanrahan.

Subject/them e: ‘the second wave’ also subject/agent of ‘turned away’ and ‘red 

trails of missiles’ is agent of the process ‘followed’ ‘Hanrahan’ is agent of the process 

‘said’

An abstraction ‘the second wave’ is both the non-transactive agent of a verb of 

movement ‘turned away’ and the affected by the process ‘followed’, the agent of this 

process being ‘the red trails of missiles’. A human entity is agent of the speech act 

‘said’ in the main clause || said Hanrahan|| .

In section 6.2.3.1,1 attempted to give an explanatory interpretation of the linguistic 

and functional distribution of su b ject/th em e and su b ject/agen t described above 

either as a nominalization ( including noun phrases, compounds, generalisations), 

°r personal or institutional entities. In the next section 6.2.3.2, I extend in a more 

schematic way the analysis in order to test quantitatively the above description. 

These quantifications are illustrated by tables for each report as specified in the 
begining of section 6.3. This constitutes stage 2 of the analysis.

6-2.3.2 Stage 2: Types of nouns in thematic position in tables

The first table shows the distribution of personal/institutional agents i.e. the specific 

Participants in the conflict including the institutions which will occur in thematic 

Position. More personal/institutional agents or in thematic position would imply 

toore direct reporting because the participants are animate and human.

The table also shows figures for the agents represented by abstractions/generalizations 

aad the subjects of passives (objects) in the three texts (T l, T2, T3) analysed. 

Abstractions and generalizations show a tendency to either use of unspecific partic

ipants which mystify the true ones or omit them. The result of the prominence of
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these constructions would make the text less informative.

The second table lists the nominalizations, noun phrases, or complex nominals with 

the verbs they occur with in the same texts studied in the first table. Nominaliza

tions may present problems of comprehension for the reader of the newspaper as 

explained in Chapter 4 of this thesis. This table will try to show how the three 

newspapers present the significant actions in nominalized rather than in full sen

tence form, which leads also to the personification of abstract concepts making 

them agents of physical action verbs which is a metaphorical way of presenting the 

event, the result if positive would be that the verb processes used with do not ex

press any significant content and would show how the paper’s role is to attach its 

own evaluation to the mediation already performed.

Illustrative material 1

The Guardian T l , the Sun T2, the Daily Mirror T3 

Date: 25-5-1982

Eleven paragraphs of each report (appendix 3) are reproduced here, 3 texts are 

studied (twelve sentences for each text).

T l T2 T3

Personal/Institutional Agents 7 5 7

Abstract nouns (Action or effects 
including passive subjects) 12 7 6

Table 6.1 : Type of Noun in Thematic Position

In the next table the nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominals, and the 

corresponding verbs are accounted for in each report.
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Text 1

Sentence Nominalizations, NPS, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 British ships, 
Argentinian air attack 
unspecified damage

came, leaving

2 British anti-aircraft missile claimed, have
and gun crews, attacking aircraft shot down

3 The Rapier missile batteries 
the surrounding first ’’kills”

deployed,scored

4 first reports, latest air attacks, suggested,
damage, no details turn out, were

5 Skyhawk fighter bombers, anchorage, 
bomb loads, store ships

racing, dropping, 
went, went off, rocking

6 U.N.’s type 21 frigate 1IMS Antelope, 
engine room, unexploded 5001b bomb 
a naval disposal team

was lying abandonned 
wrecked, went off, 
tried, to defuse

8 one of several teams, task force, working,
the bomb smashed

9 a fighting asset salvaged,
has to be written off,

10 initial landings burned, sank, being hit
11 the Navy, Exocet anti-ship missiles 

a 4.5 inch gun, Seacat short range 
anti-aircraft missiles, a Lynx 
anti-submarine helicopter

has, armed

12 a blow, task force commander,
arrival, warships,
action

is, move, reassure, sank 
has been reinforced, 
damaged, lost, 
compensating

36 37

Table 6.1a Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominals, and Verbs in T1 text 

1
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Text 2

Sentence Nominalizations, NPS, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 attack blasted out
2 warships, D.Day invasion screamed down, 

patrolling, staged
3 rapid fire guns hit back, zoomed, 

take on
4 marauders let rip
5 task force ships, 

details
may have, been damaged 
were

6 battle zone, trailing smoke was seen 
limping away

7 third big blitz was
8 a massive total have lost
9 live account, raid reporting, gave
10 viewers heard, fling, hurtled
11 gun fire was, heard, shouting
12 ITN reporter, 1000 lb. bomb added, was dropped

17 25

Table 6.1b Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominals and verbs in T2 Text 
2
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Text 3

Sentence Nominalizations,NPS, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 Argentine war planes, 
battle

were shot down

2 repeated attacks were destroyed, 
prevent, unloading

3 a steel curtain of flak 
and missiles, unloading point

braved,reach

4 The Defence Ministry, no firm details admitted, have been 
damaged, said, were

5 struggle, unexploded bomb was disclosed,
was devastated, lost
defuse

6 blast, £28 million ship, 
danger of sinking

died, abandonned

7 Argentine air force, price, 
attacks

is paying

8 70 aircraft is estimated 
have lost

9 BBC TV reporter, air attacks was, began
10 heavy losses were willing, get 

said
11 trails of missiles, 

two loud explosions
turned away, followed 
were said

12 ITN reporter,
a dramatic recording, bombings

played back 
fling on

~2T~ 27

Table 6.1c Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nomináis and verbs in T3 Text 

3
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6.2.3.3 Stage 3: E xtension o f stage 2

The following study of more material from the three newspapers is undertaken in 

order to support our analysis of the three texts above and attem pt to show if we can 

have a general rule for the three newspapers in the way they report events. For that 

purpose, more texts from each paper are examined. These are from the following 

dates 26-5-1982, 26-4-1982, 27-4-1982. A totality of 9 texts are looked at for this 

part of the study.

Illustrative material 2

The Guardian T l, the Sun T2, theDaily Mirror T3 

Date: 26-5-1982

Ten sentences from each each report are selected

T l T2 T3

Personal/Institutional Agents 3 10 7

Abstract Nouns
(action or effects including passive subjects) 12 7 9

Table 6.2 Type of Noun in Thematic Position
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Text 1

Sentence Nominalizations, NPS, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 losses, destroyer has suffered,
said, believed to be,
damaged

2 television interview, 
no details, the severity 
of Argentinian attacks

gave, acknowledged

3 three Argentinian Skyhawk 
fighter bombers, renewed 
attacks

were brought down, 
marked

4 raids were
5 second raid, attackers, 

ship missiles, programme 
of patrols, military stores

were brought down 
were, continuing, 
unload, brought

6 warships, air attacks, 
fighter bombers, damage, 
raid

have been stationed, 
break up, coming, 
repairing, transferring

7 support ships confirmed, get stronger, 
lying

8 requisitioned civilians 
freighters

were damaged

22 25

Table 6.2a Nominalizations, NPS, complex nominals and Verbs in T1 text 1

Text 2

Sentence Nominalizations, NPs, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 sentence of death,
500 lb unexploded bomb, 
air raid

had been, was lodged

2 the high explosive shell, 
bomb disposal expert

went off, tried, remove

__ H5~ ~5

Table 6.2b Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominals, and verbs in T2 text 
2
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Text 3

Sentence Nominalizations, NPS, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 practice flights made
2 officers were steering
3 air attack came,
4 hits, fires suffered, was set, save, 

become abandonned
5 500 lb unexploded bomb died, tried, defused, 

lodged
6 the frigate’s end bomb came, exploded, ripping

7 14

Table 6.2c Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominals and verbs in T3 text 3 

Illustrative material 3

The Guardian T l, the Sun T2, the Daily Mirror T3 

Date: 26-4-1982

I have selected 13 sentences in each report

T l T2 T3

Personal/Institutional Agents 11 11 9

Abstract Nouns 13 9 7

Table 6.3 Type of Noun in Thematic Position in T l , T2, T3
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Text 1

Sentence Nominalizations, NPS, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 a swift operation 
Argentinian surrender

have recaptured, forced 
announced

2 British casualties were said
3 small defending force 

limited resistance
put up, was not known

4 settlement, British troops landed
5 control have taken
6 announcement was made
7 reporters, questions 

statement, sailors
cutting ofF, called 
congratulate

8 Argentine forces 
British forces

surrendered

9 Argentine forces, 
limited resistance

offered

10
t

our forces, warships added, were landed 
were supported

19 17

Table 6.3a Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominals and Verbs in T1 Text 
1
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Text 2

Sentence Nominalizations,NPs, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 Britain counter invasion 
forces, stolen island

swept on

2 battling royal marines, 
advance guard, landing

followed up, made

3 Britain’s task force lurked in, strafed 
were said, wounded

4 spokesman, torpedoes 
the commander

said, fired, was armed, 
thought, could fire

5 British task group 
operations

engaged, detected

6 39 Argentinian scrap merchants, 
whaling station,

landed, dismantle, 
sparked off, raising

7 provisions, surface
whaling station, scrap metal
merchants

attacked, was, unloading, 
dismantle

18 22

Table 6.3b Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominals, and verbs in T2 it 
Text 2
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Text 3

Sentence Nominalizations, NPS, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 Royal marine commandos 
dramatic dawn attack

recaptured

2 a hail of rocket, 
machine gun fire

swept, attacked 
lurking

3 the operation began
4 the defenders’ noses slipped, launched
5 task, assault force was, reconnaître
6 plan did not know, had been 

approved
7 military risks, full landing 

worsening weather
decided, were

8 the battle, rocket attack 
the surface

opened, had been spotted

9 leading elements, Britain’s 
task force

found, trapped

n 8 ~ 17

Table 6.3c Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominaJs, and verbs in T3 text 
3

Illustrative material 4

The Guardian T l, the Sun T2, the Daily Mirror T3 

Date: 27-4-1982

I have selected 15 sentences for each Text

T l T2 T3

Personal/Institutional Agents 13 10 14

Abstract nouns (actions or effects, including passive subjects) 20 14 10

Table 6.4 Type of Noun in Thematic Position in T l, T2, T3
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Text 1

Sentence Nominalizations, NPS, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 defending garrison is brought
2 main assault,

troops carrying helicopters, 
settlement

brought forward 
took off, land

3 an account of subsequent 
battle, press briefing, 
planning staff

was given

4 hurried timing, operation had been prepared, 
conducted

5 the naval bombardment, 
the defenders,

was directed, 
to impress,

known positions are avoided
6 a position of some 

superiority, the Argentinian 
opposition, attackers, 
defenders

overlooking, is found 
limited, are numbered

7 approaches to Argentinian 
main positions, surrender

had been mined, 
is accepted

8 a leading seaman was wounded
9 radio contact could be made

21 18

Table 6.4a - Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominals, and verbs in T l  
Text 1
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Text 2

Sentence Nominalizations, NPs 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 incredible blunder allowed
2 reinforcements, 

threatened attack
ferrying, to flight off

3 a reconnaissance flight, flashed
4 the chopper pilots, message, 

sub’s location
is received

5 Argentine artillery position, 
ack-ack fire

came

6 commander in charge of the decide, advance,
coming assault, attack, 
helicopters signals

receiving

7 battle ordered, commence, 
to be fired

8 the two helicopters pilots, 
message

had, engage, flashed

9 headsets, blunt order cackled, attack
10 armour piercing bullets, riddled, returned,

aerial bombardment blasted, had, order, 
fire back

11 plans, the taking of the had been drawn up,
wind, approved, was taken,
sudden sighting, bring forward
H hours attacks

12 marine ops commander said
13 our spotting, lucku break was, miss, was
14 invasion force commander, had, bringing,

hesitation, operation, 
a result

recapture, hoist

31 35

Table 6.4b Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominals, and verbs in T2 Text 
2
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Text 3

Sentence Nominalizations, NPs, 
complex nominals

Verbs

1 the battling Britons, 
dinner

got down

2 the opposing commander passed round, talked about,
had gone

3 the civilized scene,
British warship, perfect end, 
gentleman at arms, wrecked 
submarine

4 Argentine officers, gratitude left, recorded, said
5 details, conference, gave, leading

recovery, invaders
6 operation, landing said, had been arranged,

avoiding, were involved
7 a naval bombardment, was aimed, to miss, decided,

Argentinian defenders, minds to fight, were shown, could 
put, given, change, surrender

8 operations revealed, needed ending, 
had claimed

9 British assault group said, was fired
10 machine guns, reconnaissance 

helicopters
were directed

11 reinforcements spotted, to land
24 30

Table 6.4c Nominalizations, noun phrases, complex nominals, and verbs in T3 Text 
3

6.3 Sum m ary and R esu lts

Chapter 6 attempted to extend the analysis performed in Chapter 5 on the trans- 

activity roles and the distribution of the six categories of participants described in 

relation to the threefold division of processes into positive, negative and neutral. In 

this chapter the distribution of the processes is further looked at in order to estab

lish the degree of effectiveness carried out by their actions meanings whether they 

are physical/material verbs, mental processes as well as speech acts within their in

teraction with the peripheral participants defined in Chapter 4 as nominalizations, 

abstractions and generalizations etc. I am interested in, for instance, trying to see to
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what extent the argument posited by Halliday (1985) that the participant engaged 

in a mental process is ‘endowed with a consciousness’ as a semantic requirement and 

how this is not always directly visible in the texts studied. Halliday would consider 

some constructions like ‘the fifth day saw them at the summit’ as metaphorical (cf. 

Huddleston 1988:325) and Bolinger (1980) argues that the use of such construction 

is not devoid of bias or ideology (cf. Bolinger 1980, Chap.13). For example items 

such as nominalizations (e.g. negotiations failed) or phrases presenting instruments 

as actors (e.g. Harrier jets downed one Argentinian airplane) are the main partici

pants in the reports of the Falkland conflict.

The results of the quantifications in tables 6.1 (a, b, c), 6.2 (a, b, c) 6.3 (a, b, c), and

6.4 (a, b, c) show that in general the three newspapers studied have a tendency to 

use artificial participants both with mental processes as well as material processes. 

Thus in Table 6.1a (T l) I have numbered 31 verbs of physical/material process 

(came, leaving, claimed, shot down, racing, dropping, went, went off, rocking, lying 

abandonned, wrecked, went off, tried, defuse, working, smashed, salvaged, written 

off, borned, sank, hit, armed, move, sank, reinforced, damaged, lost, compensating), 

2 verbs of mental process (suggest, turn out) and 1 speech act ( reassure).

In Table 6.1b (T2) I have numbered 16 verbs of physical/material process (blasted 

out, screamed down, patrolling, staged, hit back, zoomed, take on, let rip, damaged, 

seen, limping away, lost, gave, fling, hurtled, dropped), two verbs of mental process 

(heard, heard), and 3 speech acts (report, shouting, added).

In Table 6.1c (T3) I have numbered 20 verbs of physical/material process (shot down, 

destroyed, prevent, unloading, braved, reach, damaged, devastated, lost, defuse), 4 

verbs of mental process (admitted, disclosed, estimated, willing), 3 speech acts (said, 

said, said).

In Table 6.2a (T l) I have numbered 17 verbs of physical /material process (suffered, 

damaged, gave, brought down, marked, brought down, continuing, unload, brought, 

stationed, break up, coming, repairing, transferring, get stronger, lying, damaged), 3 

verbs of mental process (believed, acknowledged, confirmed), one speech act (said).
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In Table 6.2b (T2) I have numbered 4 verbs of physical/material process (lodged, 

went off, tried, remove).

In Table 6.2c (T3) I have numbered 14 verbs of physical/material process (made, 

steering, came, suffered, set, save, become abandonned, died, tried, defused, lodged, 

came, exploded, ripping).

In Table 6.3a (T l) I have numbered 10 verbs of physical/material process (recap

tured, forced, landed, taken, cutting off, surrendered, offered, landed, supported, 

made), 3 verbs of mental process (put up, known, congratulate), and 4 speech acts 

(announced, said, called, added).

In Table 6.3b (T2) I have numbered 18 verbs of physical/material (swept on, followed 

up, made, lurked in, fired, strafed, wounded, fired, armed, fire, engaged, detected, 

landed, dismantle, sparked off, raising, attacked, unloading, dismantle), 1 verb of

mental process (thought) and 2 speech acts (said, said).
*

In Table 6.3c (T3) I have numbered 11 verbs of physical/material process (recap

tured, swept, attacked, lurking, began, slipped, launched, opened, spotted, found, 

trapped), 4 verbs of mental process (reconnoitre, know, approved, decided).

In Table 6.4a (T l) I have numbered 15 verbs of physical/material (brought, brought 

forward, took off, land, given, prepared, conducted, directed, avoided, overlooking, 

found limited, numbered, mined, wounded, made), 2 verbs of mental process (im

press, accepted).

In Table 6.4b I have numbered 23 verbs of physical process (ferrying, flight off, 

flashed, received, came, advance, receiving, commence, fired, engage, flashed, cack

led, attack, riddled, returned, blasted, fire back, drawn up, taken, bring forward, 

miss, bringing, recapture, hoist), 3 verbs of mental process (allowed, decide, ap

proved), and 3 speech acts (ordered, order, said).

In Table 6.4c I have numbered 18 verbs of physical/material process (got down, 

passed round, gone, left, gave, leading, avoiding, involved, miss, fight, shown, put,
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given, surrender, fired, directed, spotted, land), 8 mental verbs of mental processes 

(recorded, arranged, aimed, change, decided, revealed, needed ending, talked about), 

and 3 speech acts (said, said, claimed).

Unspecified or artificial participants in thematic position are represented by com

pounds nouns such as ‘machine guns’, ‘reconnaissance helicopters’ which in most 

cases occur as instrumental agents. Although the three texts display technological 

weaponry as actors the variation is in favour of the Sun and the Daily mirror texts. 

There is also a wide use of subjects of passives expressed by nominalizations ‘main 

assault is brought’ (who brought ?) in T1 (6.4a) or ‘incredible blunder allowed’ (who 

allowed ?) in T2 (table 6.4b), and ‘operation had been arranged’ (who arranged ?) 

in T3 (table 6.4c). Obviously with background knowledge the actors of such partic

ipating processes expressed through the nominalisations are recoverable. However 

it has been argued in Chapter 4 that readers of newspapers generally do not probe 

themselves into interpretation as they read with speed. Questions do not readily 

suggest themselves in cases where the agent /actor is omitted through the process 

of nominalisation. The reproduction of such categories of nominalisations as well 

as complex nominals obscures in some ways the true actors. Thus an ‘operation’ 

requires someone to operate, an ‘assault’ is effected by somebody and a ‘blunder’ 

is caused by someone. The number of noun phrases and complex nominals which 

can have an event interpretation (Levin and Rappaport 1988) and have the agentive 

role such as ‘the second phase of the battle for East Falklands’, ‘the Argentinian 

air attack’, ‘latest air attacks’, ‘Skyhawk fighter bombers’, ‘initial landings’, ‘ar

rival’, action are more frequent in T1 6.1a (7) and (6) in T3 6.1c (battle, repeated 

attacks, struggle, attacks, air attacks, bombings) whereas there are only (3) in T2 

b-lb (attack, D.D invasion, raid). Some -er nominals although they have a nonevent 

interpretation do occur as agentives such as ‘fighter bomber’.

Bias in the use of linguistic elements is also lexical. Membership categorisation 

is one way among others to label actors in the Falklands conflict. The choice of 

alternatives both on the paradigmatic axis (e.g. ‘conflict’, ‘war’, ‘crisis’) and the 

syntagmatic axis (metonymy) is a determiner of the newspaper ideology. The task 

°f Chapter 7 is to invesigate these forms and the social values they carry in the texts
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studied.



C h a p te r  7

C a te g o riz a tio n  as a n  In d ic a to r  o f 

Social V alues

7.0 Introduction

This chapter looks at various linguistic devices used to refer to people in terms of 
categories in the reports of the Falklands/Malvinas conflict in the three newspapers 
studied ( Guardian, Sun, Daily Mirror). The aim is to investigate similarities or dif

ferences in the categorization process and which participants in the events reported 

are given a voice. The texts investigated are from the reports which appeared on 

the 5th April and the 24th May 1982.

Section 7.1 focusses on how different styles of naming are associated with different 

social values and how meaning is inferred in context. The definition of a category by 

a list of criterial attributes contributes to a creation of stereotypes which can acquire 

some referential meanings and reproduce ideological representation of members of 

a category. In this section I shall refer to a background of definitions of the notion 

°f membership category and categorization devices followed by a discussion on the 

significance of the use of these devices in the reports of the Falklands story.

Section 7.2 discusses the importance of background knowledge for readers to decipher
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the possible messages and the meanings intended by their authors and hidden in the 

seemingly naturalized distribution of category bound ideological schemas including 

metaphoric and metonymic mappings. In this section I refer also to the importance 

of institutions in determining what should be said and by whom it should be said 

with a special reference to public discourse and its functioning in context. Section

7.3 is an illustration from my data of the assumptions made in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 

and the conclusions drawn in relation to the reports of the Falklands conflict.

7.1 N am ing, m eaning and con text

Fowler (1987:17) argues that it is a fundamental principle of critical linguistics 

(Fowler and Kress 1979) that there is no invariant relationship between form and 

meaning:

“A linguistic form does not have a single, constant meaning but 

rather a range of potential significances in context.”

He therefore argues that this context dependency is illustrated as follows:

the diminutive form of first name ‘Maggie’ is the standard reference to the Prime 

Minister, Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, in the Right-wing popular press (cf. Sun), but 

H used in the Left-wing press (cf. Morning Star) it might connote casualness or 

disrespect; in both cases they are connotative.

7hus, according to the same author, a newspaper reference to Mrs. Thatcher as 

Thatcher’ might be interpreted as conscious alienation.

7*1.1 Categorization Devices

It is well known that in many fields of social interaction, we routinely use categories 

to refer to people, places, and things.
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Sacks (1974:218-219), defines the categorization device as:

“that collection of membership categories containing at least a cat

egory that may be applied to some population, containing at least a 

member, so as to provide by the use of the rules of application, for 

the pairing of at least a population member and a categorization device 

member; a device is then a collection plus rules of application”

An example of a categorization device is Sex [male, female] where according to Sacks’ 

‘consistency rule’ (1974:220) ‘a single category from any membership categorization 

device can be referentially adequate.’ My corpus shows that a great deal of devices 

are assembled in terms of membership categories in the texts analysed.

They describe a procedure for praising or degrading members, the operation of which 

consists of the use of the fact that some activities are category bound.

These devices are found quite relevant to my study of media representations (sym

bols) of entities. The selection of metaphorical categories for instance ‘can point to 

Geological relations predicated on power relationships in for example instances of 

an international character.’ (Jalbert 1983:286).

Tor example the membership category ‘terrorist’ can contain ‘IRA, Palestinians, 

ba,den-Meinhoff, Basque nationalists, Action Directe, 27th of November, Red brigades, 

ANC etc. depending on who categorizes. In the same way Palestinians could be 

Abu Nidal, Syrians, Lebanese etc. Hence Sacks (1974:225) suggests the following 

viewer’s maxim:

“If a member sees a category-bound activity being done, then if one 

can see it being done by a member of a category to which a category is 

bound then: see it that way. The viewer’s maxim is another relevance 

rule in that it proposes that for an observer of a category-bound activity, 

the category to which the activity is bound has a special relevance for 

formulating an identification of its doer.”
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Jalbert (1983:286) relates this notion to Sacks discussions of category-bound activ

ities where members of a category are recognized as performers of certain activities 

(e.g., voters elect, police officers arrest) although these performative activities may 

not be always stereotypical, i.e., not always intended:

“If one sees a pair of actions which can be related via the operation 

of a norm that provides for the second given the first, where the doers 

can be seen as members of the categories the norm provides as proper 

for that pair of actions, then:

(a) see that the doers are such members.

(b) see the second as done in conformity with the norm.”

Sacks here suggests that viewers use norms to provide some of the orderliness of 

the activities they.observe, to provide the relevant membership categories in terms 

°f which they formulate identifications of the doers of those activities for which 

the norms are appropriate. Jalbert’s discussion (1983) of these maxims is found 

relevant to my discussion of ideological imprints in the reports of the Falklands 
conflict which are discussed in later sections of this chapter. Thus Jalbcrt (1983:286) 
shows how effective the juxtaposition of ‘Palestinian/terrorist’ could be and one 

Can also refer to the juxtaposition of Irish/IRA/terrorist in the same way. Thus 

Jalbert ( 1983:286) reports that following a poll in Time magazine in 1980, asking 

the United States public how they would best describe Palestinians, 30% of the 

U-S. public think Palestinians are best described as ‘terrorists’, 17% regard them 

as ‘displaced persons who will eventually settle in another country’, 19% think of 

them as ‘refugees seeking a homeland’. This shows how the repeated reference 

t° Palestinians as ‘terrorists’ by the media has created this category. However 

Jt is interesting to pursue Jalbert’s remarks that only 66% of the responses were 

rePorted leaving the reader to wonder what were the feelings of the remaining 34% 

and whether a poll’s descriptive preference is given here (see Jalbert 1983:286-288 

t°r more details).

t̂ is also argued that the production of these ideologically powerful images and
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messages is difficult to characterize as purposive but one finds it difficult to dismiss 

some responsibility of the agents of the explicitly formulated messages which do 

have an ideological effect. An evidence of certain practices as to the appropriate 

selection of words allowed by the Press Office of the Third Reich in news reports 

and editorials is given by Mueller (1978:30-32) as quoted by Jalbert (1983:287) an 

example of which is given below:

Date Directive
October, 16, 1941 there should be no more reference to So

viet Russian soldiers. At most they can be 

called Soviet army members (Soviet-armisten) 

or simply Bolsheviks, beasts, and animals.

The images created by these categories affect the meaning conveyed. As for my case 

study, these categories create images which can express tacit beliefs. They show how 

the way of presenting ‘facts’ can elicit or reinforce specific understanding concerning 

what the Argentines represent and what the British represent. A suggestion on 

how the duality of such reports can be disambiguated by employing the reasoning 

Procedure is made by Jalbert (1983:297):

“Where the context of the expression cannot resolve some ambiguity 

choose whichever hearing/reading makes better sense in terms of your 

beliefs and/or the beliefs assignable to the user of the expressions.”

Indeed, socio-political judgements and values which express the interests of certain 

Sroups are implied in most ncwsreports; only if they were explicit would they be 

characterized as propaganda. I therefore agree with the view that juxtapositions of 

categories (see Jalbert’s example above) inevitably build up stereotypes in the public 

PUnd. The way frequently used words pick up associations from the words they are 

c°nrmonly used with can have some strong ideological efTects as quoted above. For 

Sam ple, the association ‘gays-AIDS-plague’ has become almost natural in people’s 

1T1inds because of its overuse by the media. The meaning of some words becomes 

trivialized by their common use, as for instance, the word ‘naughty’, meaning ‘badly 

ehaved’ and once strongly condemnatory, in (S. Johnson, 1600) but now less so
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(cf. J. Firth 1964); another word, ‘indigeneous’ has taken a connotative meaning 

associated with colonialism (see Calvet 1975).

This duality ‘denotation/connotation’ showing two levels of signification is seen pre

viously ( Barthes 1967; 1977) in Chapter 1 of this study). Pateman (1983:196) argues 

that the denotative meanings are not specifiable without reference to contextual (or 

pragmatic) variables.

In this study, I want to show how the categorization devices occur in the texts 

investigated.

7.1.2 M ythical Use of Categories

The historical mythical figures are also part of the strategical way of attributing 

stereotypes and membership categorization devices, especially in the case of reports 

of conflicts, as is the case in my corpus of reports on the Falklands war. I h e  type 

°f categorization and parallelisms drawn are seen in the following examples:

In T2 (Sun 24-5-1982), a woman is reported saying:

—yes I will wed my war hero— (my emphasis)

A war hero can be any soldier here.

In fact, women in general, throughout the Sun’s reports are depicted as females in 

admiration of ‘their heroes’. Females are a degrading categorization device whereas 

heroes are associated with the category of males. They are heavily stereotyped in 

favour of the household consumer and ‘the kind of glamour that impresses men’. 

This is enhanced by the juxtaposition of pictures and captions in the newspapers. 

^Voinen are also exploited economically by being made part of a commercial boycott 

°f Irish products, following a plea to housewives, after the Irish Prime Minister is 

rePorted to have refused the European boycott of Argentinian products. A par- 

^lelism between the Falklands and Malta during WW II is also made hence T2
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suggests that:

M. Thatcher recommends the George Cross for the people of the 

Falklands

This discourse, close to some mythical stories of legendary heroes as opposed to the 

baddies, is often based on racial differentiations as for example, Latin America vs. 

Anglo-Saxon values, in this case study.

In T l  (24-5-1982), the style is different, the text reads as if it were an eye witness 

nccount of the event reported, a quality which may increase the credibility of the 

report; however in other examples the style may seem more impersonal in the sense 

that it shifts responsibilities as seen in Chapter 6 of this work.

I have stressed in the introduction of this chapter how the selection of labels or 

categorization devices affects the meaning of our utterances even when indirectly 

nnplied. It is believed that these devices are quite useful in media language, because 

A is expected that organizations and their representatives also select categories in 

strategic ways (cf. Pecheux 1975).

Some categories are illustrated in the following Guardian examples: The task force 

immediate objective is presented as the restoration of a British governor (see my 

account on euphemisms in Chapters 2 and 4 of this work).

initiative of peace... is received... with a marked tone of dismissive

ness, because it emanated from Latin America in support of Argentina 

whereas international opinion remains on the British side; what we read 

then, is a division of the world into two blocks, Latin America in sup

port of Argentina and the rest of the world Europe in favour o f Britain.

( Guardian 25-5-1982)

° ne may therefore argue that the use of this kind of categorization does affect in 

Various ways the reader’s perception of the reality and can impose some dissemi
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nated meanings on her/him without her/his awareness. For example, a phrase such 

as peace initiative from some authoritative quarter outside the Latin American con

tinent might lessen the credibility of initiatives coming from the Latin American 

continent in the reader’s interpretation of the event and increase the prejudices. 

Such interpretation may assume that Latin Americans in general and Argentinians 

in particular are unable to negotiate for peace. This type of knowledge is inferred 

by the news.

In T 3 (DM 24-5-82), the emphasis is put on the Argentinian losses and the British 

successes in the armed struggle:

success of British landings,... Argentine planes hit by missiles Rapier 

Missiles fired by troops ashore. YVe have had no reports of other damage 

to British ships or aircraft. The bloody ba ttle ... prove a last ditch ‘do or 

die’ offensive to try to smash Britain’s successful counter-invasion... several 

Argentine jets were reported to have been shot down in the first assaults.

The report in T 3 focuses mainly on one side of the parties in conflict, their actions 

are enhanced. It seems from those examples above that the main casualties are 

Argentinian while successes are British. There is a more positive view of what the 

British do as shown by the following processes The British ‘land’ and do not ‘invade’ 

0r at most they ‘counter-invade’.

Through an observation of my data, I noticed a great use of military and politi- 

cal lexicon in the three papers investigated (the Guardian, the Sun and the Daily 

Mirror). A kind of ‘stylistic competence’ seems to reflect the homogeneity ‘of the 

Patriotic lexicon’. Sometimes there are few differences but the vocabulary derives 

from the same stock; it is, however, more investigated in the Guardian as I shall see 

ln the sub-sections below.
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7.1.2.1 Stereotypes and Contrastive Categories

T2 (the Sun) stresses the ‘psychopathological nature’ of Argentinians in the surface 

structure of the text. Hence, some heavily-loaded labels are used such as

unorganized, fighting each other, ferocious, coward.

Some contrastive categories in the qualifiers (adjectives, adverbs, verbs etc.) are 

strongly put: e.g., The wet and bedraggled teenage conscripts as a lost remnant of a 

small force.

The British forces are categorized in a mythical way as opposed to Argentine forces:

e-g-, A reference to a young captain (Commander Alan West) as a hero as opposed 

to: an Argie officer as Captain Torture, Whisky swigging General Galtieri, Junta in 

chaos (The Sun 24-5-1982 p i)

Royal Marines are heroes for British forces, whereas Argentinian ‘navy and air force 

chiefs’ accusing each other of incompetence, where the word chiefs instead of lead- 

ers has obviously a special connotation, which is more ‘primitive’ recalling that of 

‘indigene’ (see Chapter 1 of this thesis). A downgrading category is systematically 

attributed to the Argentinian forces, as for example accused of cowardice by air force 

officers (The Sun 24-5-1982 P2)

On the same page, a Falklands family is well organized.. .is helping the Ministry of 

Defence. . . ,  is reported as saying: . . .  We are just like any other Falklands family 

doing our bit; my crew of courage from the frigate.. .its  men had been superb under 

fierce attack, whereas the chiefs cowardice suffered crippling of the submarine Santa 

Fe and The sinking of the General Belgrano... (Sun 24-5-1982:2-3).

On page 3 of the Sun (5-4-1982), there are more categorizations where Argentinians 

are depicted as conquerors, blighters, invading forces.

On page 6 (Sun 5-4-1982), one reads that Galtieri is a cavalry man with a taste for
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military swagger, whereas Thatcher is the Iron lady, defender o f the realm.

On page 5 the Sun (24-5-82) writes that The British are heroes of D-Day dawn. The 

British man of action to free the Falklands from Galtieri’s grip or Argies churn out 

the lies, Jun ta’s propaganda working overtime, burning more whoppers.., Argentini

ans are oppressors.

In T l  (Guardian), Analytic points are illustrated by the following Guardian excerpt 

about the tumult caused by the Argentinian- British crisis over the Falklands. I 

shall have to look at the various categorizations as I did for T2 above.

On page 1 (Guardian 24-5-82), The Argentinians arc also referred to as invaders-, this 

category implies that its members are not affiliated to the territory under dispute, 

But instead are imposing force on it.

However, T l  refers to British forces as well as to Argentinan forces a label which 

can be classified as more neutral. T l  also uses an extremely polite and diplomatic 

discourse by putting some references such as: Admiral Sandy Woodward, The Task 

force Commander. It could have been the Commander, however by adding the 
name + title, it avoids a familiar or casual style common in T2. which would be 

integrative and more committing for the newspaper.

T3 (D.M.) categorizes the Argentinian government as Military Junta, Argentine 

military chiefs, indicating some element of primitiveness in the use of ‘chiefs’. It 

refers to a British counter-invasion an indication of an implicit acceptation of the 

term ‘invasion’ as the action of the Argentinians, and British armada one potential 

reading being a kind of ironical parallelism to the Spanish term ‘armada’. The 

style in T3 (D.M.) is less direct than in T2 (Sun) and less indirect than in T l  

(Guardian). Unlike T2, it has a more frequent use of nominalisations (see D.M. 

24-5-82 on page 1) which is an indication of deviance from concrete reports by 

abstracting and condensing the elements of interaction in the text.



7.1.3 Discussion

The significance of the conjunction of these categories in the reports of the Falklands 

story is to provide multiple guarantees of the Jun ta’s exclusion from the membership 

categories of the readers, hence the following inclusive categories: e.g., the people, 

ordinary citizens, ordinary senors are widely used in descriptions of public shock, 

outrage and sorrow (cf. Davis and Walton 1983:60-75).

Linguistically they express the consensus from which the Argies, junta are excluded 

by the means described above.

The focus on the categorization of participants is interesting in the sense that they 

are mostly charged with ideological significance because, as Trew (1979) remarks, 

the way people are categorized may involve attributing socially-significant causal 

powers to them, and a place of social relations.

According to Trew (1979:135) the set of terms used in the different discourses form 

0 dispute paradigm, a set of words which are the options available for use in that 

situation, each of which marks an alternative ideological position, which is one 
important form of several kinds of ideological conflict. This is seen in, for example, 

the proliferation of terms like argies, senors in the Sun's reports and the proliferation 

eyen in the editorials, which do not differ from the reports most of the time.

One may argue that ideological position is characterized by the framework of inter

pretation, itself characterized by the institutions, groups, different sources of which 

views are selected or quoted in the papers. The newspaper, therefore, expresses cer

tain forces and its credibility depends on which forces it gives expression to, which 

° rganizations and public figures it takes as valuable sources of information and com

ment. This aspect of distribution can be seen if some importance is given to the 

linguistics of modality (cf. Fowler et al., 1979) in its way of expressing agreement or 

disagreement, adoption of words or rejection of others: e.g., the Sun quotes ‘Mag- 

Sie’s speeches’ more often than the Guardian or the Daily Mirror quotes ‘Margaret 

Thatcher’s speeches’. Therefore the role of the paper in mediation is important.
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Popular papers construct public opinions apart from the media’s own reports. Thus 

this comment by the LAB (1982:105):

The efficiency with which the government mobilized the media in 

the face of the national emergency or the media’s aquiescence, whether 

self- imposed or at the hands of the Ministry of Defence censor..have 

far-reaching implications for the ways in which ‘public opinions’ is con

structed.

Public opinion is constructed via the use of language in a structured way as I attempt 

to show in section 7.2.

7.2 Structure o f P ublic Language Function

An interesting study by the C.C.C.S. Mugging group (1975) stressed the function- 

lng of the media and control culture groups (police, institutions, judiciary, Home 

Office) as opposed to what they refer to as ‘deviants’ (e.g.,the blacks, mobs, miners, 

Creenham women etc.) The media and the control group are said to be in a sym

bolic relationship. Thus Control culture are the primary definers the media are the 

^producers; in the newspapers reports of the Falklands Conflict the MoD were the 

Control Culture since news were briefed, censored at their level. The newspapers, 
to a certain extent are the reproducers, hence the following schemata:

Deviant ------ „ Control culture ____ „ Media
Event as primary definers as reproducers

Transformation 
(as Public Voice)

(Public language idiolect) 
Assumed audience
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Fig. 7.1 Structure of public language function (after C.C.C.S. Mugging group 1975.)

The ‘public’ language according to the C.C.C.S. Mugging group gives a picture of 

the media as operating independently of the primary definers. The result is that 

the primary definers can use the media statements and claims as legitimations for 

their actions and statements by claimimg news via the press, and public support, 

thus leading to the circular

(Power) Control Culture Media

Producers — ► Reproducers

To give a picture of the social significance of linguistic functions as represented in 

newspaper language, I have drawn the following diagram (cf. also Diagram 3 in 

Chapter 1 of this thesis):
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Event
(Deviant or non Deviant)

I
Primary Sender 

(Power control culture)

I
Primary Message 

(Source of statement)

J
Transformation

Newspaper Editorial 
(Primary Receiver)

I
Transformation 

(by suppression of devices)

Secondary Sender___ ,
(Journalist)

Transformation 
public Language

Secondary___ * Secondary
Message Receiver (reader)

Interpretation 
of Event

Meaning

Semantico-Pragmatic

Fig 7.2 Structure and Function of Newspaper Language

A primary message already transformed is sent by those in control via Public lan

guage (newspaper editorial) which vehiculates a secondary message which suppresses 

the social context and any details, circumstances, conditions that might be informa

tive, through the public voice. Linguistically this could be seen as the deletions of 

agents through nominalisations and the use of the passive voice instead of the active 

°ue. The second message is transmitted via the secondary sender, the journalist to 

the reader who interprets it. Each reader of a newspaper would probably interpret 

the message from his/her own perspective, but many others might read denotatively
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and miss the implied meaning, hiding more information, behind the surface struc

ture, where we could have a case of implicit ideology as discussed in Chapter 1 of 

this thesis.

Their perspective is formed by the media and not by relevant experience; the en- 

tailment of the connotative meaning is an operation which requires knowledgeable 

readers. However as argued in chapter 1 of this thesis, knowledge in this particular 

case is drawn from the briefings and reports transmitted by the newspapers. The 

way these are presented undoubtedly affect the readers interpretations who have no 

access to other information. Readers need to be aware of what really is going on 

to be able to read behind the covert meanings. And in this respect one can refer 

to Sharrock and Anderson argument (1979) against drawing conclusions from the 

materials only as done by linguists or Media analysts which they see as ‘discursive 

speculations’ (see Chapter 2 of this study).

I want to point out here that it it is difficult to make an appeal to the intentional 

author of the message following the complex structure shown in the diagram (Fig 

7-2). Although I subscribe to the argument that drawing conclusions from mate

rials is not enough, some studies have been enriching in enlightening us about the 
ideological power of language function in the media discourse as discussed in the 

section below. Another aspect showing the ideological manipulation is the lack of 

consultation of the public opinion which might show different points of view (see 

Gallup International Survey June 1982 ), and where institutions speak for readers.

7.2.1 Institutional Discourse

Claire Lindegreen Lerman (1981) defines institutional discourse as a closed system 

which manifests itself through two of its main elements: the Institutional Voice and 

Topic Transformation. These two elements are metaphors in a system of language, 

and interactive structures through which speakers distance themselves from person

ally responsible ‘I’ (in many forms) and from a given topic, at the sentence level in 

sPontaneous conversation, as it has been discussed in Chapter 3 of this project.
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A model of the Transformational Topic (what one is really talking about) of the 

Institutional Voice (who is speaking) is reflected, for example, by the use of the 

pronoun by politicians as a solidarity device and a dominant reflection of their 

ideology, (cf. Marthaud and Wilson 1987; Rees 1984 in Chapter 3 of this study). 

The general features of institutional discourse according to Lerman (1981) are:

i The absence of individual responsible speaker (I). The inherently fused per

sonal institutional identity of the institutional voice and the personal ‘I’, of self 

and role, are here disjoined. Only the ‘selfless’ institutional voice can speak 

for the nation.

ii Topic Transformation and the deletion of the initial Topic is achieved through 

the shift to the institutional voice.

iii The deletion of the Transformational Topic is from the particular to the gen

eral. Such ritual themes are the exclusive prerogative of the institutional voice 

and they become institutionalized as values (see Lerman 1983:77).

iv The form of statement of the institutional voice is superficially direct.

v There is a double barrier against response; no responsible individual is speak

ing; suppression of initial topic.

There is a commonality of this type of style in the defence of any governmental 

Policy and linguistically this is reflected following Lerman’s study by the use of 

generic constructions such as for example ‘the destruction of the presidency’ where 

the similarity of such statement

lies in their suppression of the Initial Topic of others, which is defined 

as a danger and replaced by a ‘national security’ TT. (Lerman 1983:80)

The example given by Lerman is a fragment of President Nixon’s response to a 

difficult question:
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...and /  will not be a party to the destruction of the presidency of the 

United States

which is a transformed answer to the question

would it not be better that, you resign and...as a private citizen, answer 

all accusationsl

The institutional voice appears also in the following statement by Mrs Thatcher 

during the Falklands conflict debates:

We cannot allow the democratic rights of the islanders to be denied 

by the territorial ambitions of Argentina (Hansard 1982, p 64)

-The ideological power of the personal pronoun put us in a. situation where We are 

left, as put by Holland (L.A.B, 1982:124):

with no language to distinguish between the British government and 

various segments of the British people nor the Argentinian government 

and the Argentinian people.

Therefore, the institutional voice is a dominant and privileged voice; Its themes and 

discourse are uniquely its own, it can be started only by the person who speaks 

for the ‘Nation’ or any institution as seen in both speeches above. Through topic 

transformation, the institutional voice asserts the right to define the terms and the 

level of the discourse, using distancing processes which are built into the language 

system, constitutive of discourse. The institutional voice and topic transformation 

ls relevant to my study of the Falklands discourse of the newspapers as they also 

fond to speak for the nation as shown in the analysis of my data in later sections of 

this chapter. It is also argued that the institutional voice and topic transformation 

are metaphors because they are interactive structures used by speakers to distance
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themselves. In the next section (7.4) I shall define and discuss the importance of 

metaphors and metonymies and their relevance to this study and how they can be 

read in the examples from the reports studied.

7.3 M etaphor and M etonym y

Because of my interest in meaning, metaphor presents the challenge of its incorpo

ration into a theory of meaning. Also Saussure did not consider the relevance to 

syntax of metaphorical ‘environments’. In Chapter 3 of this thesis I discussed prob

lems about synonymy between sentences which on the surface are of different kind. 

There is a challenge of a meaning of a sentence as a meaning of its constituents (see 

section on implicature in Chapter 3). Whether metaphor belongs to langue or pa

role or whether metaphorical meaning is a m atter of linguistic meaning or speaker’s 

meaning is an issue worth developing in future research. It is not yet very clear if 

metaphor is the domain of semantics or pragmatics. It is argued in this study that 

devices such as metaphors and metonymies have another function which has to do 

more than describe. They reify, animate etc. One can refer to metaphors manifested 
through what is called a synecdochic and metonymic reification (as defined below).
In reference to Aristotle’s definition of metaphor (A ‘species’ term substituted for a 

‘genus’ term), Eco (1984:91) states that:

“In order to enliven language, it is possible to use beside common 

words, also foreign words, artificial coinages lengthened, shortened or 

altered expressions, and finally metaphors.”

Jakobson (1985:170), comments on the importance of the distinction between metaphor 

and metonymy as follows:

Not only is the basic distinction between metaphor and metonymy 

essential for delineating the type of information imparted, but it is also 

important for the process of reading (decoding each verbal mode).
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Thus he sees metonymic pole as prevailing in prose, whereas the metaphoric pole 
prevails in poetry; the latter, he argues involves specific structuring of linguistic 

categories.

In this section, it is not my intention to go into the depth of the theory of metaphor 

as it is a complex phenomenon not yet clarified in the number of studies on the 

subject (see Cooper 1986 for a recent study). However, my data shows a great use 

of this device, which lends some justification to my interest in it.

7.3.1 Use of M etaphors, M etonym ies, and Synecdoches

My interest in these devices goes back to their analogy with other systems of sig

nification referred to in Chapter 1 of this work. The binary opposition between 

metaphor and metonymy takes us back to Russian Formalism (see Lodge 1977:73).

For Jakobson and Halle (1956:58), language like other systems of signs, has a 

two-fold operational character, whose use involves two operations: Selection and 

Combination. This distinction recalls the binary oppositions between Langue and 
Parole, Paradigm (system) and Syntagm, between Code and Message already dis

cussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis. Hence, in structural linguistics and semiology, 

Barthes’analogy (1967) o f ‘clothing’ with Langue/Paradigm/System/Code, includes 

the set of pieces, parts or details which cannot be worn at the same time on the 

same part of the body, and whose variation corresponds to a change in the meanings 

°I the clothing, while the ‘garment’ Parole/syntagm/message is the juxtaposition 

111 the same type of different elements, e.g., a girl dressed in teeshirt, jeans, and 

sandals is a message which tells you what kind of person she is, what she’s doing or 

what mood she is in, or all these things depending on the context.

The argument (Lodge 1977:78) is that the process of combination teeshirt-jeans- 

sandals is, in short, a kind of sentence as, for example, ‘sliips/crossed/the sea’ is 

arranged according to the rules of English grammar. The semantic field for ships is: 

craft, vessels, boats. The semantic field for crossed is: went over, sailed across etc.
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The semantic field for sea is: ocean, water. (cf.Katz and Fodor, 1964; see Wootton, 

1975 for criticism).

The selection involves perception of similarity and implies a possibility of substitu

tion, e.g., ‘blouse’ instead of ‘teeshirt’ etc. That is a process by which metaphor is 

generated, hence a substitution based on a certain kind of similarity.

However, one may argue that metaphor is not only a substitute but could also be an 

additive instrument of language (see Eco, 1981:89). There are cases where someone 

who utters metaphors does not speak ‘literally’, he pretends to make assertions and 

J^t wants to assert seriously something that is beyond literal truth.

Subsequently, it seems that a pragmatic semantics from the point of view of con- 

versational maxims is unavoidable (cf. my account of Grice’s maxims in Chapters 

2 and 3 of this thesis). The making of metaphors is a way of flouting the maxim 

of quality, the maxim of quantity, the maxim of manner and the maxim of relation 

(see Grice 1975, for details).

p
Co, however, stresses the fact that if metaphor is seen as a cognitive tool, one should 

not study it in terms of truth values. Writers are divided on this issue (see Cooper 
*986:5). (cf. truth conditioiysemantics, the argument of which is invalidated).

ThUs m saying the ‘ship is a bird’ we know that ship is not bird.

^°r Cooper in ‘my husband is a ‘pig’, by now ‘pig’ has become ambiguous having its 

^r°Per meaning such as ‘greedy person’; ‘pig’ becomes therefore a ‘dead metaphor’ 

(See Orwell 1961 in Chapter 2 of this thesis). For Jakobson (cited by Lodge, 1977:76), 

IilG*aPhors and metonymies are figurative statements of literal statements but they 

are both opposed because generated according to opposite principles. Although 

Dobson defines metaphor as paradigmatic and working by substituting one thingjo
another, he however insists on the awareness of difference, which is not sup- 

^ressed. That difference, as Ullman (1964) claims is essential to metaphor; he 

rSues that there must be distance between tenor and vehicle.



e.g., ‘ships ploughed the sea’

the ‘ships’ movement is the tenor; ‘ploughed’ is the vehicle.

Metaphors are selected in the paradigmatic axis of language, whereas metonymy 

and synecdoche belong to the combination axis (syntagmatic) of language (Jakobson 

1977:76). Jackobson also speaks of contiguity when he deals with synecdoche and 

metonymy use, whereas he uses similarity when dealing with metaphors, e.g., keels 

crossed the deep where keels is a synecdoche which may stand for ship, not because 

it is similar to it but because it is part of it, and deep is a metonymy which may 

stand for ‘sea’, not because of any similarity between them but because depth is a. 

Property of the sea.

Referring to the process of substitution and combination, he suggests the term 

deletion which is to combination as substitution is to selection. For example, the 

sentence above keels crossed the deep is a transformation of a notional sentence, the 

keels o f the ships crossed the deep sea, arrived at by means of deletions (cf. Chapter 

d of this work for details on deletions and transformations). So the basic opposition 

between metaphor and metonymy rests on the basic opposition between selection 
and combination as stated by Jakobson cited by Lodge( 1977:76-77):

. . .  The process by which any linguistic unit at one and the same time 

serves as a context for simpler units and/or finds its own context in a 

more complex linguistic unit.

ARo, metonymy involves a replacement of a term where the relationship from the 

fifst to the second is felt to be more functional: cause/ciFect, actor/action, con- 

tainer/contained. Therefore none can be taken literally and each reflects a substi

tution of one term for another because of some pre-existing relationship (see Fraser 

1979:175). These are non literal devices; e.g., the crown for the king ‘lie hit the 

b°ttle’for ‘he is drinking’. Metonymy, consequently, is spoken of as Eco (1984:92)
notes:
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. . .  a substitution of two terms for each other according to a relation 

of contiguity

Whereas synecdoche carries out a. substitution within the conceptual content of a 

term, metonymy acts outside content. Synecdoche is therefore spoken as a substitu

tion of two terms for each other according to a relation of greater or lesser extension, 

(be., part of the whole, whole for the part, singular for plural etc.)

There are typologies of the various kinds of substitution from animate to inanimate, 

and from inanimate to animate either in a physical or moral sense; or substitution 

°f verbs, names, adjectives, adverbs etc. Holman (1972) quotated by Davis et al. 

1983:522), defines synecdoche as:

a form of metaphor which in mentioning a part signifies the whole or 

the whole signifies the part.

e-g-, hands for manual labour

Other synecdoches create a relationship between the category and what the category 
can represent in that context, e.g., get that smell out of here. This phrase has not 

a literal meaning, it could apply to a variety of circumstances (cf. Grice’s theory of 

implicature in Levinson (1983:100-166)).

^•3.2 Literal and Non-literal M eaning

It is difficult to fit the meaning of metonymical utterances into a semantic theory. 

All metaphors are blatantly ‘false’ if taken at face value. In the following exam- 

ple ‘Washington is angry with the Kremlin’ it is argued that place names are not 

‘based’ on similarity between two things but on ‘spatial contiguity’, but because 

Place names is not literal here others would say i t ’s metaphor. Even in cases of 

Prepositions, where metaphors are not used etymologically, the question of literal 

°r non literal meaning is raised. Thus ‘around’, ‘up to ’, ‘a t ’ are spatial preposi-
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tions derivatively temporal therefore metaphorical, although some critics would say 

temporal is literal. In this study, the recognition of pervasiveness which metaphor 

enjoys in everyday discourse is seen in the following examples of media discourse in 

the case of synecdoche and metonymy.

7.3.3 Synecdoche and M etonymy in M edia Language

I start this section with an example of synecdoche in media language which appeared 

ui Time magazine and reported by Jalbert (1983:289)

. . .  and the White House announced that 18 Air Force C-141 transporters... were 

assisting the French and Belgian operation [TIME 29 May 1978 p 29 col 

2]

Jalbert rightly argues that The White House, the President’s ‘home’, can be seen as 

the container for the President; and the President as the contained. The selection of 

the phrase White House ‘serves to remove the president from personal responsibility 

tor the action, while maintaining the power assignable to the announcement’. The 

same argument is valid if we refer to No 10, a container for the Prime Minister in 

Britain, where the Prime minister is the contained.

There is an open way to think that the use of White House (the building all the 

Presidents of the USA occupy) or No. 10 is ambiguous in the sense that the President 

and the Prime Minister are involved together with all their advisers; therefore it can 

he argued that it is not the President but his advisers who announced even if in 

reality the president and the Prime Minister make the decisions as in the case of 

Thatcher during the Falklands conflict. The importance of the metaphorical ‘I’ 

ls quite obvious following the examples from the Sun’s reports. The effectiveness of 

this strategy also depends on the reification of power by representing a transitory 

historical state of affairs as if it were permanent, natural such as holding ‘war’ 

f°r responsible instead of the antagonists. By using ‘White House’ instead of the 

President’ or ‘advisers’ it is the building, as an institution, that seems to be held
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responsible for actions, therefore lessening the degree of responsibility of the people 

in it; this is a case of reification of power; we know that people can be held responsible 

for actions, buildings cannot.

Another implicit generalization through reification in news reports is the use of 

names of places such as Capital cities as for example in the following excerpt:

‘There are no lingering illusions in Washington, Paris or Brussels about the quality 

of Mobutu’s regime’ (TIME 29 May 1978 p 30 col 1).

These devices not only serve to reify the people in power but also serve to mystify 

power relationships although being subtle, they are hard to recognize.

Metonymies are equally important in media discourse in general and in news reports 

*n particular: e.g., This title in an ABC News special in November 1979, reported 

by Jalbert (1983:290)

The Iran Crisis: AMERICA HELD HOSTAGE.

where Jalbert claims that via the reification of the hostages, the network can make 

the statement that all americans are being held hostages. This is a reifying mech- 

anism the context of which America could be the American dream, ideals, people 

°f America. This context can easily be exploited by the government to legitimate 

any attem pt to free the hostages, justifying it as in the ‘National interest’ as seen 

'vith the American bombing of Libya in April 1986. A similar situation is seen in 

the reports of the Falklands conflict where the British national interest is shown by 

the use of such expressions: e.g., ‘The hope of the B ritish... and of the Americans’. 

An analogy can be made with the Anglo-American action against Libya where the 

Anglo-American interest parades itself as the world interest.

Some phraseology can be ambiguous such as in the reporting of Reagan’s speech 

°Ver the Falklands crisis,
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“The use of force by Argentina would be met by force on Mrs. 

Thatcher’s part.”

In this example, the whole of Argentina is involved as against one member, a leader 

of one country, Mrs. Thatcher, probably a hint of the inequality of force between 

the parties in the conflict.

7.3.4 Reification, Anim ation, Personification

This section looks at the functional relationship between the types of metaphoric 

collocation. Thus Bailey et al., (1969) stipulate that the four properties (abstract, 

concrete, animate and human) provide a basis for characterizing the three types of 

metaphor named above. Thus, reification is exhibited by a collocation containing 

one lexical item specified as concrete, the other as abstract, animation is exhibited 

where one lexical item is marked as animate, the other as concrete or abstract, 

Personification is exhibited where one form is marked human, the other animate, 

concrete or abstract.

The amount, the variety and the types of metaphor would be revealing in judging the 

texts and inferentially the newspapers under study. However, an explicit taxonomy 

Would be needed for such a task which is not my present purpose but to be considered 

I°r a further study. However, an attem pt to show some illustration of the above 

discussion is undertaken below: The reification of weapons is frequent in T2 and 

to some extent is also found in T3 and T l ,  e.g., in T2 (Sun) The little frigate 

Mas hit by at least eleven Skyhawks and Mirage jets-, the words chosen are charged 

With emotional connotations: little, was hit,by at least; the ship becomes an animate 

entity, almost human, categorized as an ‘innocent victim’ which resisted the assault 

heroically untill the end: the tough little type 21 frigate took brunt of the intense 

Argentine air-attack on the fleet in Friday’s invasion. . . .  but the ship went down

fighting...........the brave frigate that was blitzed... The verbs used took, went down,

fighting and the adjective brave would rather collocate with animate entities. (Sun 

^4-5-1982 P2)
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In T3 (D.M.), the style is less emotionally connotative when reification occurs:

Sea Harriers spotted two Argentine Puma helicopters Harriers swept in to attack 

(D.M. 24-5-1982 p i).

In T l  ( Guardian) Royal navy ships supported the landings and suffered; two Sky- 

hawks approached... turned back... pressing attack.

A metaphorical use of agency, i.e. the use of abstractions or generalizations in posi

tion of agents, is also noticeable in the three papers: e.g., T2 (Sun) refers to Galtieri, 

Mrs. Thatcher, T l  ( Guardian) refers to officials as leaders, or use metaphors such 

ns Whitehall, Britain; T3 (D.M.) uses military junta, Ministry spokesman, Ian Mc

Donald, Britain. There are fewer references to persons as individuals in T l  and in 

T3. Thus, in T l  Britain and Whitehall are agents not believing Argentine leaders, 

Presumably meaning some sharing of the responsibility of the action, e.g., Officials 

say Britain is not trying to humiliate Argentines...

The above generalizations may have an ambiguous interpretation. For example, a 

shift in responsibility of direct doers of actions. The noun-phrase British landings 
is used in both T l  and T3, whereas T2 uses the British invasion forces, the use in 

T l  and T3 therefore sounding more neutral because euphemistic (cf. Chapter 2 of 

this study).

7.3.5 Institutional Discourse and Categorization

I have mentioned earlier in this chapter that metonymy and synecdoche are forms 

°I metaphors that do more than describe. 1 also believe that they share the same 

functions as the contrastive categories dealt with, in that they contribute to a reifi

cation of power. As previously observed, the choice of Capital city names to refer to 

Powerful statesmen detaches those persons in power from the ascription knowledge 

aiade by the reporter, e.g., (from data):

change of tack by Washington over British use of force
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The names of countries and nationalities are similarly used:

The United States indicated yesterday... hopes in both capitals are fo

cussed on......... the hope of the British... and of the Americans The Ar

gentinians might be persecuted... to satisfy Britain . . .  The earlier White

House statement that the U.S. would oppose......... officials expressed

no doubt as to whether Buenos Aires could invoke The Rio-Treaty... 

Britain expects U.S. backing.. .(The Guardian 5-4-1982) .. .the hope of 

the British... and of the Americans War Cabinet orders taking of Stanley 

(The Guardian 24-5-1982)

In these examples, it seems obvious that the agent, whether it is the British, the 

Americans, or the War Cabinet, is a container of different members, a device used to 

shift responsibility from one person to a set of persons representing also the ‘national 

interest’, which is a way of legitimizing the government actions as being everyone 

rise’s in the country.

The same attitude is seen in the use of ‘We’ (first person plural pronoun), e.g., ‘We’ 

(inclusive) used by an Institutional Voice (T2, The Sun):

‘We’ll sink them’ We are going to restore British administration to

the Falklands......... That was the Prime Minister’s commitment in the

Commons and we mean to stick to it even if we have to fight.. .If neces

sary we are prepared to sink some of the Argentinian navy. . . .w e  don’t 

want to destroy human life but we must retain the right to defend our 

own British subjects where they are invaded by an oppressor (By Nott, 

Defence Secretary, Sun 5-4-1982).

"IT ( Guardian)

We won’t hesitate says Nott. Britain is preparing for war with 

Argentina... Both houses of the British Parliament un ited ... The Falk

lands and its dependencies remain British territory inhabited by British
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people... It is our firm objective to ensure they are freed from alien oc

cupation (Lord Carrington’s message to the Falklands, The Guardian 

5-4-1982).

T3 (D.M.)

. . .  Britain and Argentina on a collision course for w ar... we are going 

to restore the British administration to the Falklands . . .  we mean to 

stick to i t . . .  even if we have to fight. . . .W e  are not making available 

the largest task force outside the two superpowers without the intention 

if we have to, of using it! .. .I t is the only and necessary course, we will 

have to adopt that course. . . . I f  we are fighting the Argentine navy at 

sea, most laymen would describe it as war. We don’t want to destroy

human life......... We must retain our rights to protect our own British

subjects! We are still seeking a diplomatic solution . . .  but if we can’t do 

so ... (Nott, Defence Secretary, D.M. 5-4-1982 p i).

Even the questions asked by the Daily Mirror include national interest in the doers 
°f action:

Would Britain ever attack the Argentinian mainland? Would British 

actions mean war? (D.M. 5-4-1982 p i).

^•4 C onclusion

This chapter has mainly focussed on the descriptive categories and labelling of the 

forces present in the Falklands conflict as represented in the texts studied for this 

Purpose. Some differences within the linguistic plane are noticeable in the way the 

three newspapers reported the events of the 5-4-1982 and of the 24-5-1982; i.e., 

around the begining and the end of the conflict. It has been said in section 7.1 

aud 7.2 that Media discourse uses membership categories which are recurrent in the
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reports of events consistently over the period taken by that event. I have studied 

nrainly the texts of the reports of the Falklands story of the 5th of April and the 24th 

of May, roughly the beginning and the middle of the conflict. It has been argued 

throughout the discussion that the meanings vehiculated by the use of juxtapositions 

of categories can be established as referential if these juxtapositions are consistently 

recurrent. They reproduce powerful images which are not easily erased from the 

minds of the readership. The categories created have different implications in this 

study. The Argentinians are consistently described as diminished. Thus the labels 

assigned to them are ‘Jun ta’, ‘bedraggled’, ‘ordinary senors’, ‘argies’, etc. in the Sun 

and the Daily Mirror. These categories are grouped together as various members of 

the same membership category. The two main categories around which membership 

categorization evolves are the Argentinians [the junta, the senors, soldiers, etc.], 

and the British [yovernment, people, soldiers, heroes etc.]. The categories repre

senting the Argentines are connotatively negative adjectives, verbs, adverbs, which 

stress ‘their psychopathological nature’, whereas the British are described in a more 

Positive way. Thus the British forces are categorized as ‘heroes’, ‘young’, as opposed 

to ‘coward’, ‘conquerors’, ‘invaders’.

The Guardian also refers to Argentines as ‘invaders’ but it does refer equally to the 

British forces’ and the ‘Argentinian forces’. To a certain extent the Daily Mirror 

seems to differentiate between the military and the ordinary people. Thus it refers 

to the ‘military junta’, ‘military chiefs’, ‘British arm ada’. Both the terms ‘chiefs’ 

and ‘armada’ are connotatively pejorative. The connotative meaning is also inferred 

from the proliferation of a metaphorical and metonymical use of the language. The 

selection and combination of items in a sentence imply similarities like the juxtapo

sition of membership categories or substitution on the connotative plane.

'I here is a contiguity between the elements of the syntagm. Such constructions are 

v°ry often transformations of notional sentences and they are arrived at by means 

°f deletion. Metonymies involve causativity and are therefore functional. Synec

doches have no literal meaning. Thus in my data, ‘No 10’ becomes a container 

f°r ‘British government’, and presents a reification of power which can be mysti

fying. The reifying mechanism occurs when there is also an idea of greatness and



nationalism ‘the hope of the British’ (24th of May 1982). I have also mentioned the 

names of Capital cities and names of nationalities or countries in place of powerful 

statesmen/stateswomen which shift direct responsibility of the actual actors. The 

other type of reification is that of weapons and instruments which is more frequent 

in T2. Their occurrence with physical processes stresses their capacity as causers 

which makes them more human beings like and more important whereas very often 

human participants to the conflict are reduced to nothing.

I argue in this study that this manipulative use of participants/categories is a way of 

making the reader accept the most sophisticated weapons as ‘human and defensive’. 

The style engendered by reification becomes naturalized as in ‘sea harriers spot

ted’, ‘harriers swept in the attacks’ (Daily Mirror 24th of May 1982). Even in the 

Guardian reification occurs such as for example ‘Royal Navy ships supported....and 

suffered’ (24th of May 1982).

The use of abstractions and generalisations as actors occurs in the three texts anal

ysed. But in the Guardian it is recurrent. Thus the term ‘officials’ is used instead of 

a direct reference to the persons involved (Mrs Thatcher, Galtieri). And it has been 

seen before that the Daily Mirror favours the term ‘military’. On the whole T1 and 
T3 avoid naming people. For example Britain and Whitehall in T1 are actors (the 

Guardian 24th of May 1982).

The ideological power of the pronoun ‘We’ dismisses any other participant since 

't  includes any accepted member of the category it refers to. Thus in the Sun 

and the Daily Mirror it is the container for all the ‘British’ therefore justifying the 

government actions as everyone else’s. I have tried to show in this chapter that 

Die style used by the Daily Mirror, the Sun and the Guardian is characterized to a 

Certain extent by its similarities in content although there are dissimilarites in form. 

There are explicit similarities in labelling between the two ‘popular’ newspapers, 

whereas the quality paper uses more complex abstractions the deep meaning of 

wfiich can be retrieved by an exercise into the pragmatic interpretation of the texts 

and the transformational theory.



C h a p te r  8

C onclu sions

In this project I have discussed the use of language in the press to achieve particular 

effects. The relation of these effects to power structure is mediated by the institu

tions which produce the linguistic categories. It is argued in this study (Chapter 

4 ) that these categories not only describe the extra-linguistic world of events and 

states but also change and manipulate the course of these events as perceived by 

the reader.

In this study it is clear that the interaction between consumers of these linguistic 

Products and their producers is absent. The reason is that unlike other forms of 

discourse such as conversation, public language, in its written form, does not put the 

readers in the position of social agents. This implies that for the readers of newspa

pers the only active interpretations are those offered of by the newspapers, through 

fhe choice and manipulation of linguistic categories, whether lexical, syntactic or

semantic.

Method of Analysis The method of analysis used in this project which is partially 

based on the Trew Model (1979) insists on the readers possible interpretation of 

newspaper reports and headlines. Meanings can be inferred by readers of newspa

pers following the differences in style. This creative aspect of interpretation has 

been neglected or suppressed^for methodological reasons among others, by previous
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theories of discourse analysis as seen in Chapter 3 of this study. In this work I have 
attempted in the line of some scholars interested in public language as a vehicle of 

ideology, to analyse the linguistic structures of some headlines and reports of three 

British newspapers reporting the Falklands/Malvinas conflict. Our argument in this 

project is that a strictly formalistic approach to language analysis is not enough if 

we are interested in language in use. However, for the purpose of this study, a com

bination of both a formal and a socially-sensitive approach to discourse analysis is 

chosen (Chapter 4). The major structure of the analysis is three-fold.

Phase One: A discursive analysis: linguistic-based.

This phase consists in analysing three reports of the same event respectively from 

The Guardian referred to as T1 for tex tl, The Sun referred to as T2 for text2 and 

The Daily Mirror referred to as T3 for text3. The results of this analysis have 

shown little differences in the way the three institutions (or ideological formations) 

studied vary in the reports of a single event during the Falklands/Malvinas conflict.

Throughout the analysis, the focus has been on the linguistic form as displayed 

by the texts investigated. Differences have been noticed in the syntagmatic or
der through ‘foregrounding’ of certain elements operating in semantic roles (agents, 

affected in Chapter 5 of this study). At the level of suprasentential linguistic con

structs, differences in the distribution of pieces of information are shown in para

graph sequence ordering (Chapter 6 section 6.2 of this study). From this gram

matical difference I moved on to the semantic one by looking at the types of argu

ments’, in the Fillmorean sense (1968), interacting in the texts. These arguments 

have been divided into three major categories. The first category represents the 

*nstitutional/personal participants, the second category represents the instrumental 

and miscellaneous categories, and the third category represents the nominalisations, 

•Nominal compounds and abstractions operating as passive entities in the texts stud

ied. (Chapter 4 of this study). The variation of these participants is studied in 

relation to the predicates, which I preferred to label ‘processes in this study to re

main within Fowler et al. 1979 definition (Chapter 3 of this study). These processes 

have been classified as physical or mental (or cognitive) following previous studies
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mainly Chafe’s semantic classification (1970). Finally I have assigned a function 

of animacy to these various categories of participants when required. An attempt 

is made to show the variation in the transactive operations where the function of 

agency is filled in by the inanimate and less agentive categories which normally do 

not have the power to fulfill that function (Chapter 5 of this study).

In the first stage of the analysis it became clear that the three reports of the same 

events — which I have deconstructed in a number of clauses to show more clearly the 

relations of transivity/intransitivity and transactivity/non-transactivity — display 

some differences (details in Chapter 5 of this study) in the order of priority given by 

the three newspapers Guardian, Sun, and Daily Mirror to allocating the categories 

described above to the position of doers of actions, or of affected by these actions. 

The results of this analysis can bo seen in Figs. 5.1a, 5.2b and 5.3a which show for 

example more occurences of the category ‘British’ as agent in the Daily Mirror's text 

and as affected in the Sun's text. In the second stage of the analysis, the actions, 

represented by the types of processes interacting with those categories, are evaluated 

according to their denotative signification in context, i.e. negative responses (shot, 

kill, fight) differ from positive responses (rejoice, win, score) and neutral responses 

(describe, see, show). Consequently I have labelled the different processes in terms 

°f positive, negative and neutral.

Phase Two: Thematic structure as semantic strategy

la chapter 2, section 2.4 of this study I have referred to readers’ macro-strategies for 

derivation of topics from texts (cf. Van Dijk 1985). Semantic strategies apply to all 

available information at given stages during the process of production or comprehon- 

Slon (or in the execution of actions) and do so by making hypothetical assumptions 

about the structure, the meaning of the current clause, sentence, paragraph in dis

course processing. Each functionally relevant step is called a move (Chapter 6 for 

exec.ution in this study). For example, a ‘generalization’ and a ‘nominalisation’ are 

SGen as semantic moves in the way they occur as subject/theme or subject/agent 

111 the texts studied (Chapter 6 of this study). The occurrence of such moves has 

keen studied in another phase of the analysis by looking at a certain range of texts
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drawn from the same three newspapers and the variation of these semantic moves 

within the three reports of the same event is established. The results (Chapters 5 

and 6 of this study) show a high degree of use of nominalisations of different forms 

(nominal groups, derivations, etc.) in all cases. There is some homogeneity in the 

type of style used in the texts studied in Chapters 5 and 6 in relation to the use of 

physical and mental processes. This type of homogeneous ‘ideological competence’ 

shown by the three newspapers outweighs any differences elsewhere. The degree of 

lexicalization, i.e. the transformation of a set of distinct units into one lexical unit 

seems to be a current phenomenon of media discourse, due perhaps to the repet

itive characteristic of this type of discourse, its accumulation and amplification of 

events. One might infer that events that are reported must please all levels of the 

newspaper’s address. A quality conservative newspaper will use passives to shift re

sponsibility for events away from the establishment (as manifested by, for example, 

the police in Trew’s analysis (1978, described in Chapter 4 of this project). But it 

can also claim to report ‘objectively’ by appearing not to divide blame. A tabloid 

like the Sun may do something similar on occasion but must also please its readers 

hy involving their feelings and aspirations. It is highly successful at doing this, i.e., 

giving the establishment point of view in a way that is ‘acceptable’ to the general 

Public as seen explicitly in the types of headlines and more implicitly in the reports.

Phase Three: Pragmatic interpretation

If is argued in this study that relations between syntax and pragmatics exist (Chap

ter 3) and other scholars argue that clear interactions between organization of 

syntactic elements in a clause and pragmatic constraints of various sorts do ex- 

lst- Topic/comment or theme/rheme distinctions are part of pragmatics (Chapter 

3 of this thesis). What is in a written text is more likely to be read literally than 

what is spoken. A reader might pay more attention to the meaning of sentences 

than to the theme of the story, which might be more important for listeners. 'Ihere- 

f°re our conclusion is that the way of writing, particularly in media language, is of 

vital importance to the ideas or facts to be conveyed, and that style determines the 

lean ing  in that respect.
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It is possible to argue in relation to newspaper language that the order of syntax 

and the foregrounding of elements contribute to reinforcing the order of priority in 

which the reader reads and interprets the message. This does not mean that the 

meaning is not recoverable but that the speed in which most newspaper readers run 

through articles (cf. statistical study by English 1944) shows that the importance 

of the role of agent in certain cases would be lost if it were introduced in the last 

position of a sentence. People read the news in terms of novelty, therefore what is 

said first has more effect, as for example, in the Gibraltar case (April 1988). Readers 

generally stay with the first impression because they do not usually follow up the 

development of the story, in which ambiguity is inevitably created because of the 

development and through which the story will appear less sensational as news and 

less factual or real than the order of presentation would suggest.

The nature of objectivity supposes the existence of an exterior reality which must 

be described ‘such as it is’ by someone possessing the adequate skill; however it 

Is interesting to see the connexion between ownership and the control of the Press 

(Chapter 1 section 1.2 of this study). As argued in Chapter 2, section 2.3.1 (cf. 

Walton& Davis 1977), the pseudo neutrality and naturalness produced in the reports 

are fetishised ones. This is manifested generally by the type of news found in 
the newspaper. Thus, the more negative the event in its consequences, the more 

Probable that it will become a news item (as seen with the number of times dead 

heroes, sunk ships, and jets shot down are mentioned in the reports studied).

Another aspect is the ‘power elite’ or the ‘institutional voice’ which tells about 

everybody and what to do. Thus Mrs Thatcher figures in every report, as do other 

Prominent figures of British politics present and past (Chamberlain, Churchill), 

which implies that the more the event can be seen in personal terms as due to the 

Actions of specific individuals, the more probable that it will become a news item. 

The importance of power in enforcing the concept of reality through language has 

been discussed in the light of Orwell’s work (Chapter 2 of this study) and Kress and 

Hodge (1979) (Chapter 3 of this thesis). It has been argued that language structure 

alone cannot determine the concept of reality. However, it is well justified as the 

Work of the Birmingham Centre of Cultural Studies has shown (Chapters 1 and 2 of
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this thesis) and to a certain extent in this study that by analysing texts produced by 

institutions one can draw conclusions about the role of the media without studying 

the institutions as such. This suggests that one can uncover the social relations in 

the media by a a close analysis of the linguistic form.

The only danger in this type of analysis, as shown in the criticism made of Kress 

and Hodge’s method (1979) by Sharrock and Anderson (1979) and Durkin (1981) 

(Chapters 2 and 3 of this study) is that one has to be selective in sampling and 

therefore selected texts may be unrepresentative. However, attem pts of discourse 

analysis undertaken by other scholars have also been characterised by this selectivity 

of data (Sinclair 1980, Stubbs 1984, etc.). Even in the field of political discourse 

(Pêcheux 1978).), we have seen that some sort of idealisation has prevailed. It seems 

that so far any method of analysis of discourse needs some systematisation which is 

a result of the structural orientation as stemming from Saussure’s at the begining 

of this century (Chapter 1 of this thesis).

Relevance of theoretical background

It has been argued in this study that both form and structure interact with other 
factors which are social and incorporated by the structural-functional approaches to 

discourse analysis (Chapter 3 of this study).

Two major approaches have been mentioned (Chapter 1 in this study) in that re

spect: the first argues that language works by structure, implying that it is just 
an instrument of communication whose mechanics we can describe outside society, 

individual and other functions. The second is competence, which emphasises the in

dividual as a producer outside social and psychological determinations, and stresses 

therefore, the abstract nature of language by making its social nature as secondary.

Chomsky’s dichotomy competence/performance does not seem to apply to media dis

course, especially in its written form, because of the high individualisation of its lin

guistic performances through the actualisation of the language. It is all performance 

m that respect. The consumer of media discourse, unlike the ideal speaker/hearer 

ussimilates this discourse according to his/her own individual competence i.e. his/her



knowledge. On the other hand the media are given some legitimacy by institutional

izing them in their social function and as a semiotic system which recalls Saussure’s 

system of langue (Chapter 1 of this study). As a result of this rapprochement, com

petence identifies itself with performance reducing the distance between them. From 

a pragmatic point of view as seen for indirect speech acts media communication is 

always performative (in Austin’s sense). W hat is said is at the same time what is 

done whether economically (Inflation increases), politically (EEC talks), or ideolog

ically (Gotcha!). The producers of media language try to produce the discourse of 

everyone, aiming at a model of ideal competence which is referential and which does 

not allow memory or reading, thus being more synchronic than diachronic in that 

sense.

We are faced with the notion of a reader which is peculiar to a society in which the 

roles of individuals and groups are strictly assigned. This notion implies that only 

a selected few are capable of generating ideas and their communication, while the 

majority can only receive the communication, even if such communication is alien 

to the events in which the receivers were actually protagonists — it is a concept 

of passive readers, invited only to take in the news each new day so as better to 

forget the news of yesterday. Therefore, what is read is not necessarily a translation 

of what the sign represents and so this has to do with textuality (Barthes 1970; in 

Young 1981). A text is a different kind of thing from any isolated sign, because it is 

a pattern of signs and in particular a pattern of differences. To read a text is to read 

the patterns made either by the literal representations, or by the symbolic values 

they take on or are finally given by the signifiers (Chapter 1 of this study). Thus, 

m the examples from the data of this study the way women are represented is still 

heavily stereotyped in favour of the household consumer and the kind of glamour 

that impresses men (chapter 7 section 7.2.2 in this study), thus, the importance of 

semiotics in constructing systems and structures which operate only in the domain of 

Slgnification. It is argued in this project that inter-methodological relationships can 

Provide possible new dimensions. For instance, both speech acts, Barthes’ semiology 

and the Prague school approach are related in that they call into question the social 

c°nditions of communication. Discourse creates its own objects, and signs are not
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just used to designate things. That is why one cannot say that they are reducible 

to ‘langue’ and ‘parole’.

Some scholars, as seen in this study, distinguish between knowledge of the real world 

and knowledge of the language. The question one may raise is: what is the purpose 

of the knowledge of language without knowledge of the world? Thus Jakobson 

complained about the trivial understanding of Saussure’s postulates of arbitrariness 

of linguistic signs and insisted on the iconicity of some linguistic devices (e.g., word 

order, conjoining, narrative sequence of predicates and temporal expressions). IIow 

iconicity can reflect a certain structure of reality can be seen in the two associations 

of metonymy and metaphor (Chapter 7 section 7.4 in this study).

Semantic motivation and stylistic strategies

These devices (metonomy and metaphor) are said semantically to be indirectly mo

tivated, i.e. when a lexical item is manifestly based on other element(s) in the 

language. This shows therefore a connexion between motivation and some aspects 

of style.

Style is the linguistic trace of the context in a text. Stylistic variations allow the 

hearer/reader to infer evaluation and effect involved in opinions and attitudes about 

strategies, minorities etc.

Thus, according to Ullman (1972), style can be analysed either by taking stylistic 

effects and determining their causes or by taking stylistic devices and determining 

their effects; in this study the latter method has been attem pted. Ultimately this 

nrethod could help in articulating the rules and procedures which determine the 

different forms of our knowledge, the difference between knowledge and power, and 

the level of social practices within the functioning of specific discursive institutional 

aPparatuses.

Ideological impress

News and events are exhibited according to certain priorities; so the ‘object’ is no
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more than a selection of biased selection of data i.e. chosen sequences of events. This 

‘bias’ means that the selection is determined by the social praxis of the specific group 

to which this social praxis belongs, is linked or subjected. As discussed in Chapter 

2, and seen in Chapter 7 national news come before international news, Europe 

before the rest of the world, and what the British are doing is more important 

than what the Argentinians are doing. On the diplomatic side we have seen in this 

analysis that there are more reports of what Europe and the USA think than what 

Latin American countries think. Consequently, the essentially alienating nature of 

supposedly objective journalistic practice is hidden (Chapter 2 of this study).

Indeed one can argue that the newspapers could be approached as ideological pro

pagandist agencies of the dominant ideology. In this study we are interested in the 

British agencies in particular. These agencies are owned by multinational corpora

tions with interlocking management. One can argue that sometimes investigative 

journalism tries to counteract this power at the expenses of its survival. But the 

powerful reaction of the state (as seen in the (1988) Gibraltar case) undermines 

those rare attempts. And indeed as S. Hall (New Society 16-10-1980) said research 

lias suggested that the majority of the media provide ‘selective reinforcement’ for 

generally agreed values in the face of such attempts. This has been largely seen in 

the reports of the Falklands conflict in our study (Chapters 5, 6, 7 in this study). 

It has been found that the ‘style’ of the Guardian is like traditional prose style, as 

Prose is the medium by which ‘objective’ records of events have always been made. 

The style of the Sun , however is mixed in this respect, and subjectivity is very clear 

in the language chosen. The style is also imaginative and is like fiction, poetry or 

myth in that it involves the reader’s imagination. Something like Gotcha ! sug

gests a children’s game (part of everyone’s experience) in which one child catches 

another. Colloquial style suggests speech and far-away events are made ‘familiar’ 

by the use of casual colloquial forms (chapter 7)- which suggest speech in social 

context. Moreover, pronoun usage (We, Our, They (the enemy))can exploit ambi

guities of reference. We, for example can be exclusive or inclusive. The Sun usage 

suggests that it is inclusive—the powerless are being included in the exploits of the 

Powerful. The public are being flattered and made important. It is argued in this
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thesis that the Press has not real power. W hat it does is to mediate between the 

élite and the followers (the majority). Items selected for reports are the items the 

élite want to report, but the manner in which they are reported are the newspaper’s 

choice. The Daily Mirror in that respect does not differ so much from the Sun in 

some of its stylistic choices in the reports of the Falklands war.

Suggestions for further research

It would be interesting to discuss the problem of whether semantic motivation is 

syntactic in nature or pragmatic in various languages. A comparison of studies of 

public languages in different languages by using an extensive statistical data would 

be illuminating in situating languages between the two poles of opaqueness and 

transparency, not just in their morphological structure, but mostly in their seman

tic and pragmatic structures. Further study of the use of metaphors, metonymies 

and syntactic devices such as foregrounding of semantic roles would be enlighten

ing not only from the historical point of view of the morphology of the linguistic 

structure seen in previous studies, but to show also the motivation behind strategic 

semantic moves and arbitrariness in a synchronic way. Such a distinction would 

have important implications — for example, in language teaching. Thus an aware
ness of the heavy use, in meaning constructions of abstractions (or of empty correla

tions between animate entities), through various processes, will facilate the learner’s 

recognition that abstractions can be an incoherent collection of arbitrary and utterly 

unexplainable signs for equally arbitrary concepts which are difficult for a reader to 

follow without a certain knowledge of the world.

A theoretical point of view

Some compounds, indirectly motivated derivations or associations in language could 

easily become dangerous in the sense that they could lead to a proliferation of labels 

which are negative, as Orwell suggested (Chapter 2 of this study). However a purist 

uttitude to language might lead to xenophobia and chauvinism because of the power 

°f language. From the philosophical point of view, an uncontrolled proliferation of 

abstractions and labels poses a problem for etymological speculations on the deeper
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meaning of words. Context and knowledge in a broad sense could resolve such 

problems hence the necessity of their incorporation in discourse analysis. Trans

formational Grammar seeks to account for the native speaker’s competence which 

enables him/her to produce and understand an infinite number of grammatically 

well-formed sentences. But our competence is also to be able to invent or compre

hend an unlimited number of new lexical items, compounds, derivations, metaphors 

and other transparent formations. Some of these elements would be immediately 

understood in a social context even if one has never met them before. This aspect 

of a ‘socio-linguistic’ competence is of a vital importance to understand public lan

guage characterized by a number of neologisms. Therefore one can be committed to 

a paradoxical historical semantics while also being practical and not taking refuge 

in the traditional opinions.
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N otes

C h a p te r  1

1. Structuralism

includes a number of diverse practices across different disciplines in the hu

man sciences—what they all have in common is a use of Saussurean linguistics 

based on his assumption that “in language there are only differences without 

positive terms (1966:120) - i.c. “language is a form not a substance” ( ibid 

A method of analysis which assumes that meaning is made possible by the 

existence of underlying systems of conventions which enable elements to func

tion individually as signs. Originates from structure: ‘the mutual relation of 

constituent parts or elements of a whole as defining its particular nature.’

2. Earlier methods of analysis as applied by the American structuralists who 

studied the languages of the American Indians.

3. Translation (Kristeva 1981)

In modern linguistics, langue is a system with its own laws 

and rules which need to be described. The dichotomy between 

langue and parole, paradigm and syntagm , between synchrony and 

diachrony points to a tendency to favour the study of ‘langue’, 

‘paradigm’ and ‘synchrony’ rather than ‘parole’, ‘syntagm’ and ‘di

achrony’.

4. Translation Pechcux (1969:9)

Language is a system which is realised only in speech

5. Greimas’s notion (1973:17) of Subject—--» Object indicates that the funda

mental syntactical generating feature is ‘doing’, as a semiotic action, ‘doing’ 

pressuposes a Subject - as a message it is Objectified and implies a sender and 

a receiver.
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G. This label is in relation to the ‘Mechanical philosophy’, a form of a materialist 

philosophy mainly used by idealist thinkers to describe opponents, (see R. 

Williams 1976:108).

7. Barthes is not a linguist as such but a post-structuralist literary critic, involved 

with semiotics and cultural studies.

8. Barthes’ citation (1953:18-24)

‘writing is counter-communicative ....intimidates...the word be

comes a justification, an alibi, this is even more true in political 

writing where the language alibi is also a glorification.

9. Barthes second citation (1953:24)

just as political writing in the present state of history confirms a 

universe of power, any intellectual writing can only establish a para- 

literature which dears not name itself and can only lead to alienation 

in complicity.

10. Barthes third citation (ibid:49)

realistic writing is not neutral, it is on the contrary loaded with 
fabrication of signs.

11. Our translation of Barthes fourth citation ( 1953:18):

Writing is in no way an instrument of communication; it is not an 

open route through which there passes only the intention to speak.

12. Barthes in Systeme de la mode’ (1967:9), showed how both denotation and 

connotation are inseparable in the functioning of the system of fashion in a 

detailed examination of Fashion magazine writing. The system of signification 

given to clothes through the medium of writing, has a social and economic 

function (see in Coward and Ellis 1977:30 for details).

13. Barthes assumes the naturalness of the denotative meaning which pretends 

to be innocent. Connotation therefore is the last ‘denotation’ which gives
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that illusion of innocence, it masquerades as natural which explains Barthes’ 

reference to ‘larceny.’

14. Syntactics is the study of symbols in relation to each other

Semantics is the study of the relationships between the symbol and its referent 

Pragmatics is the study of how signs and symbols are used by man/woman 

for communicating in a particular language.

15. Intertextual inferences mean that each text is suspended in the network of all 

others, from which it derives its intelligibility. Intertextuality designates, for 

the realist text, the process by which it uses language in order to appear real 

and natural.... ‘the intertext is the impossibility of living outside the infinite 

text — whether this be Proust, the daily newspaper or the television screen: 

the book makes sense, sense makes life’ (Barthes, 1973:59).

10. Plurality of meanings from textual and pragmatic positioning, implies that 

purely linguistic criterion is strictly inadequate to characterise the discursive 

processes inherent in a discursive formation. Correlatively the same words 

change their meanings as they pass from one discursive formation to another 

(see Pecheux 1981:112). Plurality of meaning is therefore different from poly
semy.

17. For Barthes (S/Z, 1970) the signifier has a more active function in determining 

the signified

18. Discursive formation could be for example, in official discourse, the discourse 

of minority nationalism where ethnicity and nationalism constitute discursive 

categories, and interdiscourse is a ‘complex whole in dominance’ of discursive 

formations itself imbricated with the complex of ideological formations, (see 

G. Williams 1982). A discursive process designates the system of relationships 

of substitution, paraphrases, synonyms, etc. which operate between linguistic 

elements — ‘signifiers’ in a given discursive formation (see pêcheux and Fuchs 

1975:7-80)

19. we can therefore conceive a science which studies the life of signs in social life, 

it will be part of general psychology.
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20. My translation of Pcchcux ( li)Gi): 12) on page 32.

One part of a functioning mechanism; that is, belonging to a system 

of norms which arc neither purely individual nor globally invariable 

but the product of the structure of a political Ideology and thus 

corresponding to a particular place within a given social formation.
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Chapter 2

1. Chilton 1984:129 in mentioning factual language refers to the common char

acteristics and values which tend to devise systems in which words stand for 

thoughts and thoughts for reality. Orwell refers to the Ilonyhnhms described 

in Swift’s Gulliver's Travels critica.1 account who value conversation but in 

their conversations there are no differences of opinions but what was useful, 

expressed in the fewest and most significant words.

2. The passive, voice is wherever possible used in preference to the active and 

noun constructions arc used instead of gerunds - for example, by examination 

is used instead of by examining So English uses them to topicalize nouns, while 

other languages use other devices.

3. North-South (Hell’s rules)

Hell (1981) refers to the rules to be applied in editing news to serve equally 

the nations of the South (non-devcloped countries) and of the North (or the 

developed countries of the North). This recalls the appeal made by the nations 
of the South for a new information order to control the distribution of news 
in the world.

4■ Enthymeme: logic. Here we are thinking of Aristotle’s incomplete syllogism, 

in which one or more premisses are unexpressed as their truth is considered 

to be self-evident (see Collins dictionary pp 488).
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Chapter3

1. these concepts (deep structure and surface structure) have been defined in 

Chapter 1 of this work (see account on Chomsky)

2. Social Structure

When agents act within an institutional context, their actions represent a 

social structure—each level of the relationship between action and structure 

realizes power.

3. Unlike Fillmore who established 6 semantic cases Chafe distinguished 5 cases 

(1970).

4. De-automatization (Ilalliday 1982:130) by automatization what is meant is 

the function which realizes semantic selections in an unmarked way metaphor

ically said to be “flat and naturalistic” . De-automatization is the reverse - i.e. 

the function that foregrounds semantic elements (see halliday 1982:130; and 

Prague School 1964)

5. Discursive Formation (Pccheux 1981) a discursive formation determines what 

can and should be said in a form of speech, report, sermon etc., in a given 

ideological formation. The same expression and the same proposition can 

have different meanings —depending on which discursive formations they are 

referred to.

6. Scarle’s constitutive rules constitute and regulate activity the existence of 

which is dependent on the rules (Searle 1972:139). Felicity conditions (Searle 

1972:153-4) mean that the speaker intends to do the act promised and thinks 

that it is possible to do it (sec details in Searle 1972:150)

7. Translation of Bourdicu’s speech act

Anybody can order a general mobilisation in the public square.

8. Second and third speech acts
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i You’re just a Prof!

ii I declare you professor!

9. the contrast between Kill/lost in Jalbcrt (1983:296) is also reflected in more 

examples given by Jalbcrt (ibid:296-297) as they are reported by both the U.S 

press and the Israeli press.
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Linguistic Evaluation: Headlines
Deletion of agents

I ìljìxEì T l  UJLAT^

DritUh troop» believed to be moving on Coo— Green m  «if itUcki end weekend lull in fighting

Six Argentine, jets.'shot down ®ar Cabinet ~
. . ,  . • >*i orders takingm raids on mvasionrioree o{ stanley

ï î j i i v s ï i :

Agent of 'believe' omitted; 
institutional agent:
British troops of process 
'move'; a nominalisation:
'air attacks' agent of 
end; deletions of agents 
of 'fighting'; institution
al agent: 'War Cabinet'; 
affected:a nominalisation 
'taking of Stanley'; nomin
alisations: 'raid', 'invas
ion force'; reification of 
inanimate entity: 'Six 
Argentine jets' as an 
affected.

Institutional agent: integrative 'WE'; 
two participants: 'KEY ARGENTINE BASE'; 
'TASK FORCE’.

1. Effect of action prominent: 'disaster';
2. Nominalisation: 'do or die' attack; 
institutional agent: 'NAVY' (a general
isation) .

^
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Table ¿1.1 D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  p a r t i c i p a n t s  and p rocesses  
and o th e r  c a t e g o r i e s  
( a f t e r  Trew 1979:124)
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Table  U.2  D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  p ro c e sse s  and p a r t i c i p a n t s  
( a f t e r  Trew 1979:125)
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Appendix: Data for Chapter 5

The Guardian 18-5-82 23 sentences

1. If it happens, it is clear that re-invasion will not be D.Day in miniature, 
with royal marines storming straight up the mined beaches of Port 
Stanley.

2. It will be a complex operation, perhaps preceded by more raids of the 
kind which destroyed six of the Argentinians Pucara ground attack 
aircraft on pebble Island at the week end, and certainly designed where 
possible to chop the defending forces up into pieces the numerically 
inferior attackers can concentrate on and digest.

3. For this and many other reasons the British will want to make maxi
mum use of their helicopters mobility.

4. Once our troops are immobilized in a known position, it will be their 
turn to be bombed and strafed by Argentinian aircraft, as the defend
ers have been by our Sea Harriers.

5. Local air superiority and air defence will be crucial.

6. The Argentinians are believed to have a substantial force on West 
Falkland, presumably concentrated round the settlement at Fox Bay, 
where Sea Harriers caught the 3,000 Ton naval transport Bahia Buen 
Suceso on Sunday, too close in to drop bombs without endangering 
the local civilians.

7. It is a crucial military step from there across the sound to East Falk
land, the island which has the capital Port Stanley.

8. East Falkland is itself almost divided in two at Goose Green, whose 
air strip has several times been attacked by sea harriers.

9. The low hills of the Northern half, impassable to vehicles but better 
going on foot than the soggy country to the south, overlook the track 
linking Port Stanley and Goose Green to the south and the capital 
itself to the east.

10. If the British forces intend to stop short of a frontal assault on the 
town, this is where they might draw their line.



11. Even an assault on East Falkland, therefore, would not be so final that 
it cannot be considered in stages, which give the military commanders 
some choice and the diplomats just possibly some further opportunity.

12. But in two respects an invasion, as opposed to further raids would be 
an irreversible move: the inevitable casualties are one of these; the 
need to dominate the local situation is the other in the air and on the 
ground, so as to support and supply the men who go ashore.

13. In London, the military assessment is that such an operation can be 
succesful.

14. But Mrs Thatcher’s cabinet must be well aware that for them as for 
those who actually have to do the fighting, it remains a gamble.

15. Two Royal Navy helicopters, on a special forces mission in South Geor
gia before Royal Marines recaptured the island crashed into the snow, 
it was learned last night.

16. There were no casualties, but information about the incident has only 
just emerged, three weeks after the event.

17. The Defence Ministry could only comment: “we cannot confirm or 
deny this report.”

18. The two aircraft, from a task force ship had been carrying teams from 
the Special Boat Squadron behind the lines in South Georgia, spotting 
Argentine positions and strengths.

19. The accuracy of their intelligence enabled the shore bombardment by 
the light cruiser H.M.S Plymouth to be carefully aimed to cause only 
minimum casualties among Argentine defenders .

20. In the event, there were no casualties, and the assault troops landed 
safely while the defenders were pinned down by the ships force.

21. The second of the two Argentinian supply ships attacked by British sea 
harriers in Falkland ground at the week end has been identified by the 
ministry of Defense as the Rio Carcarano a 10,000 Ton general cargo- 
freighter belonging to Empressa Lineas Maritimas Argentinas (ELMA)
- in other words, a merchant man rather than a naval auxiliary.



22. One report suggests that she was set on fire off port King by British 
bombs and cannon fire, and that war crew abandonned her in life rafts.

23. Her presence certainly indicates the scale of the blockade- running 
operation the Argentinans have had to mount.



theSun 18-5-1982 24 sentences

1. Britain’s Falklands Task Force was told last night: this is it get ready 
to invade.

2. The grim message was flashed to the Fleet from London as fears grew 
that the last ditch United Nations Peace Talks were doomed to failure.

3. Six thousand Royal Marine Commandos and paratroops immediately 
prepared to go into action.

4. Tony snow, the Sun’s reporter on board the Carrier HMS Invicible was 
also waiting to switch to one of the Fleet’s two main assault ships - 
The Fearless or the Intrepid.

5. The decision to put the troops on alert was made as Task Force Har
riers attacked another Argentine blockade busting merchant ship ofF 
the occupied islands.

6. Harrier fighters strafed the ship as it tried to get back to the safety of 
the harbour at the Falklands capital, Port Stanley.

7. There were no firm reports of damage to the vessel, thought to be the 
Bahia Zoron which was attacked by Harriers on Sunday.

8. In London, Premier Margaret Thatcher gave the Argentine Junta an
other tough warning.

hoV
9. Failing a last minute settlement at the UN, he has been told launch 

an alPoffensive on the Falklands and destroy the en. emy.

10. The 9000 strong Argentine force holding the islands have already been 
softened up by constant sea and air bombard inent military installa
tions.

11. The conscripts soldiers of President Galtieriare living in tented camps 
dotted along the coastline waiting for the British assault, a that he is 
now ready and in position to start total war.

12. The sailors, soldiers and pilots are all waiting for a one word instruc
tion: Attack.



13. There was a tense atmosphere at the Ministry of Defense in London’s 
Whitehall yesterday.

14. An official said nervously: ’’i t ’s the calm before the storm”

15. All our diplomatic options now seem to be used up.

16. We are left with only one choice-”fight or forget it”

17. We have made our battle plans and if they are used, this conflict will 
be over in the next seven days.

18. Two marines who were wounded in the daring assault on the Pebble 
Island airstrip were safely back on ship last night having treatment to 
minor injuries.

19. One had a slight foot wound and the other had concussion.

20. Thirteen other remote airstrips on the Falklands could be the the 
targets for more softening- up attacks in the next 24 hours.

21. Six unidentified Argy aircraft were spotted heading for the Task force 
yesterday and the Carrier Hermes stood by to engage them.

22. But there were no reports of any fighting and the planes have now 
probably returned to base.

23. Warships and RAF Nimrods continued to hunt for Argentina’s two 
German built submarine still at sea and loitering to strike against the 
British fleet.



The Daily Mirror 18-5-1982
The text is even shorter than T1 or T2. It is deconstructed into 21 sentences.

1. Premier Margaret Thatcher last night gave the Argentinians one last 
chance over the Falklands.

2. “If they want Peace, they can have it” , she said, “by Withdrawing”

3. But she made it clear she now holds out little hope of a peaceful 
settlement.

4. Britain will know ’’this week” if the problem can be resolved by peace
ful means, she added.

5. However the Prime Minister said she is prepared to accept British 
casualties if it comes to a battle to win back the islands.

6. But she said she was bewildered by general Galtieri’s vow that he 
would lose 40,000 argentine troops in the fight if necessary.

7. Speaking on independent radio, she said:

8. “I just thought how dreadful... it made me sick at heart. . . so many.”

9. She added: “you cannot fight these battles without casualties.”

10. “It is a problem I live with every hour of the day, and every hour of 
the night.”

11. She said if the Argentinians pulled back it would be an act of states
manship, a wise act which would benefit the Argentine people.

12. Last night opposition leader micliael foot urged Mrs Thatcher not to 
escalate the conflict for up to 48 hours, even if the U.N negotiations 
break down.

13. In a letter to the Premier he said that the House of Commons could 
then Judge what should happen next.

14. A national commitment to fight ’’should be made, and must be made 
, by the Commons as a whole.”

15. In New York UN Secretary General Perez de Cuellar met British UN 
Ambassador Sir Anthony Parsons immediately after he returned from 
his cabinet discussions in London.



16. But a British spokesman said later:

17. There has been no radical change in our position since Sir Anthony 
returned.

18. Britain has put a deadline of hours rather than days on an invasion.

19. The EEC’s joint Front on Trade sanctions against Argentina was main
tained last night when all 10 Foreign ministers agreed in Luxembourg 
to renew restrictions for another seven days.

20. Meanwhile, the inner ring of Britain’s Falklands blohade was in action 
again yesterday when a patrolling frigate pounced on an Argentine 
supply ship near Port Stanley.

21. The ship was shelled by the frigate’s 4.5-inch gun and is believed to 
be badly damaged.
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Appendix: Methodology used for the distribution 
of the variables in Chapter 5.

The following tables display the methodology applied to analyse the data 
in Chapter 5 of the thesis.

The first column corresponds to the distribution of the clauses in each 
text studied.

The second column shows the type of agent corresponding to any of the 
six categories of participants selected in Chapter 4 of the thesis as it occurs 
in the corresponding clause.

The third column shows the attribution of a semantic function (1 ani
mate, 2 inanimate) to the agent of the second column.

The fourth column specifies whether the agent is a nominalisation (1) or 
not (0).

The fifth column shows the type of affected as for the agent in the second 
column.
The fifth column reads as the third column but for the affected.

The sixth column reads as the fourth column but for the affected.

The seventh column shows the type of process (1) transactive, (2) non
transactive. found in the clause.

The eigth column displays the value 1 (positive), 2 (negative), 3 (neu
tral). of the process in the clause.

The nineth column reads the nature of the process (1) physical, (2) men
tal). A total of 129 clauses have been studied for this case study.



Data table (The Guardian 18-5-1982)
cl agt an/in nom afF an/in nom T/N T + /- /0 P/M

1
1/6
1 1 0

1/6
4 2 0 1 2 1

2 5 2 1 3 2 0 1 2 1
3 5 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
4 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 3 2
5 1 1 0 5 2 1 1 3 1
6 3 2 0 1 1 0 1 2 1
7 3 2 0 2 1 1 1 2 1
8 3 2 0 4 2 0 1 2 1
9 3 2 0 4 2 0 1 2 1
10 1 1 1 5 2 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 3 1
12 5 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 1
13 5 2 1 5 1 0 1 3 1
14 5 2 1 5 2 1 1 1 2
15 6 0 0 5 2 1 1 2 2
16 6 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
17 1 1 1 5 2 1 1 3 2
18 6 0 0 6 0 0 1 2 1
19 1 1 0 4 2 0 1 2 1
20 0 0 0 3 2 0 2 2 1
21 0 0 0 6 0 0 2 1 2
22 5 2 1 0 0 0 2 3 1
23 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 2
24 1 1 0 5 2 1 1 3 2
25 4 2 0 1 1 1 1 3 1
26 4 2 0 4 2 1 1 3 1
27 3 2 0 4 2 0 1 2 1
28 3 2 0 2 2 1 1 2 1
29 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1
30 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
31 3 2 0 4 2 0 1 2 1
32 1 1 1 4 2 0 1 3 2
33 5 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 2
34 3 2 0 4 2 0 1 2 1
35 5 1 0 4 2 0 1 2 1
36 5 2 1 5 2 1 1 3 2
37 2 1 0 5 2 1 1 2 1



! cli____ ! an/in nom aff 1 an/in nom T/N T + /- /° P/M
i ì 1/6
i i  i 6

-)----------
1
! o 0

1/6 i 
1 1

—

1

—

1 1 3 1

! 2 1 | ì 1 6 ! 0 0 1 2 1
i 3 6 ! 0 0 5 I 2 1 1 3 1

! 4 1 j ì 1 ° ; 0 0 2 3 1
i 6 1 1 ì 0 4 : 2 1 1 3 1
! fi 6 ! 0 0 1 i 1 1 1 3 1
! 7 fi 0 0 0 I 0 0 2 3 2
i  8 3 1 2 0 4 1 2 0 1 2 1
! 9 3 ! 2 1 4 ! 2 0 1 2 1
l 10 6 l o 0 6 ! 0 0 1 3 1
1 11 6 ! ° 0 2 0 1 2 1

12 3 ! 2 0 6 ! 0 0 1 2 1
i 13 1 i 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 2

1 14 1 i 1 0 i ! 1 0 1 2 2
! 15 6 1 o 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 2

18 6 ! ° 0 1 | 1 1 1 3 1
! 17 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
! 18 1 ! i 1 6 i 0 0 1 3 1
! 19 2 i 1 4 ! 2 0 1 3 1
I 20 1 6 1 o 0 4 i 2 1 1 2 1
! 21 6 ! o 0 2 ! 1 1 1 1 2
| 22 2 11 0 6 0 0 1 3 1
| 23 1 ! i 1 6 1 0 0 1 2 1

! 24 1 * i 0 i ! 1 0 1 3 1
i 25 1 11 0 0 i 0 0 2 2 1
! 26 1 ! i 1 6 ! 0 0 1 3 1

27 6 | 0 0 i 1 1 1 1 1
28 1 ! ì 1 6 ! 0 0 1 2 1
20 6 ! o 0 6 i 0 0 1 2 1
30 6 i 0 0 6 i 0 0 1 3 1
31 1 i 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 1
32 6 1 o 0 0 I 0 0 2 3 1
33 3 ! 2 0 4 i 2 0 1 2 1
34 6 i 0 0 i ! 1 0 1 2 1
35 6 i 0 0 4 i 2 0 1 2 1
36 6 0 0 1 | 1 1 1 1 1
37 6 i o 0 4 i 2 0 1 1 1
38 6 ! 0 0 3 ! 2 3 0 1 3 1

! 39 3 1 2 0 i ! 1 1 1 3 1
! 40 3 ì 2 0 3 | 2 0 1 3 1
! 41 3 ! 2 0 0 ! 0 0 2 3 1
i 42 3 I 2 0 3 ! 2 0 1 2 1
U 3 3 Ì o1 1 J 4 * * 1 *)

_r____ 1 2 1



Data table (The Daily Mirror 18-5-1982)
! c i a g t a n / i n n o m a l l a n / i n n o m T / N T + / - / ° P / M

i 1 / 6
i 1 1 1 1

—

0

1 / 6

2 1 0 1 3 1

i 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

; 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 1

4 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

5 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 2

i 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

! 7 1 2 1 0 o 0 2 1 2

! 8 5 2 1 5 2 1 1 1 2

1 9 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

1 10 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

! 11
1 1 0 0 2 0 2 1 2

12 6 o 0 4 2 0 1 1 1

1 13 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

i 14 5 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 2

i 15 2 1 0 2 1 1 1 2 1

1 16 6 o 0 6 0 0 1 2 1

j 17 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

1 18 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

1 19 1 1 n 0 0 0 2 3 2

| 2 0 1 1 o 0 0 0 2 3 1

!21 1 1 o 5 2 1 1 2 1

2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 2

! 2 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

2 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

2 5 5 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 1

2 6 6 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 1

2 7 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1

2 8 6 1 0 5 2 1 1 2 1

2 9
.

2 1 o 0 0 2 2 1

3 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 3 1

31 1 2 1 6 0 0 1 3 2

3 2 6 o 0 o 0 0 2 3 1

3 3 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 1 1

3 4 6 0 0 6 o 0 1 2 1

3 5 5 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 1

3 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1

3 7 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 1

3 8 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 3 1
3 9 6 0 0 5 2 1 1 2 1
40 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1
41 1 2 1 5 2 1 1 3 1

42 6 o u 6 « ! u 1 2 1
4 3 6 0 0 5 2 1 1 3 1
44 5 1 0 5 2 1 1 3 1
4 5 4 2 1 0 o 0 2 3 1
4 6 4 2 0 4 2 0 1 2 1
4 7 3 2 0 4 2 0 1 2 1
4 8 6 0 0 0 o 0 2 1 2

U Ü JJ ___ J _____ 0 6 1______ 0 1 2 1



APPENDIX

Tables showing the  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  n o m in a l iz a t io n s  as d e r i v a t i o n s  from 

verb in agent and a f f e c t ed  p o s i t i o n .  We have excluded in  t h i s  a n a l y s i s  

the  noun c lau se s  and verb c l a u s e s  to  avoid c o m p l ica t io n s ,  bu t  these  

a l though q u a l i f i e d  to be c l a s s i f i e d  as n o m in a l iza t io n s  ( c f .  Rolfe

1984) a re  not o f  re levance  fo r  the  purpose o f  the  p re sen t  a n a l y s i s .  

Legend: 0: absence o f  n o m in a l i s a t io n ,  1: p resence  o f  nom in a l i sa t io n

The Guardian: Agent n cm in a l iza t io n  by verb  o f  p h y s ica l  or menta l

process

Table 1

The Guardian: 

process  

Table 2

PHYSICAL MENTAL
TOTAL

1. 001 2.001

o ! 
1 1 1

25 11111

3 ! 28
I 75.7 11

1 ¡ 
1 1

8
1 “
1111

1 I 9 
! 24 .3

TOTAL
33 

89.1
4

10.9

1 A
o o • 

u>
 

o
 ^

a f f e c t e d nominal i z a t i o n by verb

PHYSICAL MENTAL
TOTAL

1.001 2.001

0 1 
1 1 1

20 11111

6 ! 26
I 70.2  
11 —■

1 s 
1 1
-4- —

9
1 “11
11

--+ -

2 ¡ 11 
! 29 .7

- 4-

8
27.0

phys ica l or mental

TOTAL
29

73.0
37
100 .0



The Sun: agen t  as n o m in a l i s a t io n  by verb  o f  phys ica l  or mental process  

Table 3

PHYSICAL MENTAL 

1.001 2. 001
TOTAL

0 11 42 i 0 11 42
111

111
111 97.7

1 11 1 ¡ 0
111 1

11 11 11 2 .3

43 0 43
TOTAL 100.0 0.0 100.0

The Sun: a f f e c t e d  as n o m ina l iza t ion  by verb  o f  phys ica l  or mental

process

Table 4

PHYSICAL MENTAL

1. 001
rr. -t. .

2.001
TOTAL

Oo 11
111

26 1111
13 I 1 1 

1

39
90.7

1.00
1 “1111

3 1111
1 ¡ 

1 1
4

9.3

TOTAL
29

67.4
14

32.6
43

100.0



D a i ly  M i r r o r :  Agent as  n o m i n a l i s a t i o n  by v e r b  o f  p h y s i c a l  or  mental

process  

Table 5

PHYSICAL MENTAL 

1.001 2.001
TOTAL

0 i 37 11 9 ¡ 46
111

111
111 93.9

1---
1 Î 1

I**'
11 2 I 3

11 11 11 6. 1

38 11 49
TOTAL 77.5 22.5 100.0

D a i ly  M i r r o r :  a f f e c t e d  a s  n o m i n a l i s a t i o n  by v e r b  o f  p h y s i c a l  o r  menta l

p ro c e s s

Tab le  6

PHYSICAL MENTAL

1. 001 2.001
TOTAL

0
+ "
11111

34 11111

11 I 1 1 1

45
91.9

1
1 "1111

4
11111

0 ¡ 
1 1

4
8. 1

TOTAL
38

79.2
11

20.8
49

100.0
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The Guardian 26-5-1982, 10 sentences

Destroyer
seriously
damaged in new jet attack
By David Fairhall (Defence Correspondent)

1. The British task force in Falkland Sound has suffered more losses the 
Defence Secretary Mr John Nott said last night, with another ship 
believed to be a Type 42 destroyer seriously damaged.

2. In a television interview, Mr Nott gave no details but acknowledged 
the severity of the Argentinian attacks.

3. Three Argentinian Skyhawk fighter bombers were brought down dur
ing the renewed attacks which marked Argentina’s independence day.
item There were two raids yesterday both by Skyhawks. The first 

was not pressed home according to the ministry of defence in London, 
and the British vessel involved was said to be unharmed, but one of 
the Skyhawks was shot down.

4. In the second raid two of the attackers were certainly brought down 
by ship missiles and the British ships were again around San Carlos 
in a ‘vigorous programme of patrols’ while continuing to unload the 
thousands of tons of military stores they brought with them from 
Britain.

5. Offshore in the Falkland Sound, the line of Royal Navy warships that 
have been stationed to break up repeated Argentinian air attacks-with 
fighter bombers coming in waves of up to eight at a time -have been 
repairing damage and transferring casualties while they wait for the 
next raid.

6. On Monday, for the first time, it was confirmed yesterday, the Argen
tinian aircraft got through to the support ships lying in San Carlos 
Water.

7. Two of them, Royal Navy vessels rather than requisitioned civilian 
freighters were damaged.



8. Although officially unnamed, neither of these was the P k. 0  liner 
Canberra, which Argentinian newspapers claimed to have been badly 
damaged.

9. In London, the Ministry of Defence issued a formal statement yester
day saying:

10. “We have no reports of any damage to the Canberra.”



T h e  Sun 26-5-1982, 10 sentences

IT ’S LIKE LOSING 
A CHILD

By Harry Arnold

1. Pretty Josephine Tobin knew just how her husband felt when the Ar- 
gies sank his ship...like a father who had lost a child.

2. Her heart went out 8, 000 miles yesterday to her Royal Navy Com
mander husband, Nick, when she learned the frigate JIMS Antelope 
had sunk.

3. Then she brushed the tears from her eyes at home in the Devon village 
of Ugborough and said: “The ship was a living thing and was part of 
all our lives. She has died and i t ’s very sad. “I’m sure Nick is so proud 
of his men. Before he left, he said he could not have had a better 
company.”

4. Rhodesian born Josephine -  married to commander Tobin for six years 
-  added:

5. It was an amazing ship and very much loved.

6. I’m still waiting to hear from Nick, but I’m told he is well.

7. 1 want to know who was hurt so 1 can try to help their wives.”

8. The Antelope finally died at 9.23 pm on Monday night in San Carlos 
Bay, East Falkland.

9. She had been under sentence of death since Sunday when a 5001b 
unexploded bomb was lodged in her engine room after an Argentine 
air raid.

10. The high-explosive shell finally went off as bomb disposal expert Jim 
Prescott delicately tried to remove the fuse.



The Daily Mirror 26-5-1982, 10 sentences 
LAST DAYS ON ANTELOPE

1. These were the last days aboard the frigate Antelope as she sailed to 
war-and disaster.

2. Men played handball in the sunshine on her deck as her helicopter 
made practice flights.

3. All the time officers on the bridge were steering the heroic frigate 
towards the battle zone.

4. And the day came when she had to face the brunt of an Argentine air 
attack.

5. Antelope suffered direct hits and was set ablaze.

6. Her crew of 175 tried desperately to save her, but as the fires became 
uncontrollable they had to abandon her.

7. Staff Sergeant Jim Prescott, 37, died as he tried to defuse a 5001b 
unexploded bomb that lodged in the frigate.

8. Seven Navy men were injured.

9. The frigate’s end came after that bomb exploded, ripping the blazing 
ship’s heart out.

10. And she died in a huge ball of fire.



T h e  Guardian 26-4-19S2, 13 sentences

SOUTH GEORGIA SEIZED 
By David Fairliall and Andrew Graham-Yooll

1. British forces have recaptured the island of South Georgia, in the South 
Atlantic, in a swift operation which forced an Argentinian surrender 
within two hours, the Defence Secretary announced last night.

2. There were no British casualties, lie said.

3. The number of casualties among the small defending force of Argen
tinian marines, who put up only limited resistance, is not known.

4. The British troops landed by helicopter near Grytviken, the island’s 
main settlement.

5. Just two hours later Mr Nott said, the white flag went went up beside 
the Argentinian flag.

6. Mr Nott said: “British troops landed on South Georgia this afternoon. 
They have now successfully taken control of Grytviken.”

7. The announcement was made by Mr Nott outside NolO Downing 
Street with a visibly pleased -  even trium phant- Mrs Thatcher at 
his side.

8. Cutting off reporters’ questions after the Defence Secretary’s state
ment, the Prime Minister called on the nation to congratulate the 
British marines and sailors responsible for the victory.

9. Mr Nott said: “at 6 pm, the white flag was hoisted in Grytviken beside 
the Argentine flag. Shortly after, the Argentine forces surrendered to 
the British forces. The Argentine forces offered no resistance.”

10. Mr Nott added: “our forces were landed by helicopter and were sup
ported by a number of warships, together with a Royal fleet auxiliary.

11. “During the first phase of this operation, our helicopters engaged an 
Argentine submarine, the Santa Fe, off South Georgia.



12. This submarine was detected at first light and was engaged because it 
posed a threat to our men and to the British warships launching the 
landing.

13. Mr Nott added: “So far, no British casualties have been reported.”



The sun 26-4-1982 13 sentences 
INVASION!

British crack 
troops storm 
South Georgia

1. Britain’ counter-invasion forces swept ashore on the stolen island of 
South Georgia yesterday.

2. Battling Royal Marines followed up an advance guard crack troops 
who made the first landing on Thursday night.

3. An Argentine submarine which lurked in the path of Britain’s task 
force was strafed by Navy helicopters and several of its crew were said 
to have been wounded.

4. Two pilots spotted the sub Santa Fe on the surface near the port of 
Grytviken.

5. They swooped in to attack it with rockets and machine-guns.

6. A Downing Street spokesman said Britain fired first because the sub 
was armed with torpedoes and the commander on the spot thought it 
could fire at any time.

7. He went on: “ The British task group engaged in operations off South 
Georgia detected an Argentine sub close off to the coast near the har
bour of Grytviken at first light this morning. Helicopters were sent to 
engage it in order to safeguard our ships and the men aboard."

8. Gritviken is where 39 Argentine scrap merchants illegally landed on 
March 19, alledgedly to dismantle a disused whaling station, and 
sparked off the crisis, by raising their country’s flag.

9. Argentina retorted: “In the early hours of this morning two British 
helicopters attacked an Argentine submarine that was on the surface 
at Grytviken unloading provisions, medecinc and mail for troops and 
the scrap metal merchants still there to dismant le the whaling station.

10. “It has to be pointed out that a submarine on the surface has no means 
of defending itself.”



11. Argentine Foreign Minister Costa Mendez declared: “This means that 
Argentina and Britain are now technically at war.”

12. But on his arrival at Washington Airport, he denied that the firing of 
shots would end the effort for a diplomatic settlcmemt.

13. “There is never an end to diplomacy.” he said.



The Daily Mirror 26-4-1982 13 sentences 

M arines a tta ck  and A rgen tines su rren d e r..

1. ROYAL MARINE commandos recaptured South Georgia yesterday in 
a dramatic dawn attack.

2. They swept ashore in helicopters behind a hail of rocket and machine 
gun fire while other helicopters attacked an Argentinian submarine 
lurking nearby.

3. There were no British casualties.

4. Last night the badly damaged sub was stranded near Grytviken har
bour.

5. The Union Jack -torn down three weeks ago -was flying once again 
over the island.

6. The operation began secretly on Thursday night when a dozen men of 
the Marines’ elites’ Special Boat Squadron sneaked ashore.

7. They slipped beneath the defenders noses in a boat launched from a 
nuclear submarine.

8. Their task was to reconnaître for the main assault force.

9. The Marines radioed back there were about 40 argentine troops and 
a mortal' team defending the harbour.

10. Though the full Cabinet did not know of the plan, it had been approved 
by Margaret Thatcher’s inner War Cabinet.

11. And by Saturday night they decided the military risks of a full landing 
-  in worsening weather -  were acceptable.

12. The battle opened with a helicopter rocket attack on the argentinian 
submarine Santa Fe, which had been spotted on the surface.

13. The luckless crew of 80 found themselves trapped between the shore 
and leading elements of Britain’s task force.



The Guardian 27-4-1982, 15 sentences 
Offshore 
S quadron  
‘C o u ld n ’t  
believe 
its  luck
Dy David Fairhall, Defence correspondent

1. The British naval squadron waiting off South Georgia at dawn on Sun
day “couldn’t believe its luck” when it saw an Argentinian submarine 
on the surface, a Royal Marine Lieutenant-Colonel who helped to plan 
the re-invasion said yesterday.

2. The Santa Fe, an elderly ex-US submarine of Second World vintage, 
was sighted about five miles offshore, evidently heading for the harbour 
at Grytviken.

3. The British helicopters which spotted her had just landed Royal Ma
rine reconnaissance patrols and been shot at from Argentinian obser
vation posts.

4. The Santa Fe was attacked and badly damaged by the helicopters, but 
her crew managed to beach her alongside the Grytviken jetty, trailing 
oil and smoke.

5. To the surprise of the helicopter pilots, the men who scrambled ashore 
from her included troops as well as sailors.

6. It suddenly became clear that she must just have arrived from Ar
gentina, bringing reinforcements for the defending garrison -  and, as 
it turned out later, a new commander.

7. When this news was passed back to the Royal Navy’s commander 
offshore he decided to bring forward the time of his main assault, and 
his troop-carrying helicopters immediately took off to land a force of 
Royal Marines and soldiers to the south of the Grytviken settlement.

8. An account of the subsequent battle was given in London yesterday at 
a press briefing by Lieutenant Colonel Tim Donkin, from the planning 
staff of the Fleet Commander-in-Chief at Northwood, Middlesex.



9. In spite of the hurried timing, he said, the operation had been metic
ulously prepared and it was deliberately conducted to minimise casu
alties.

10. The naval bombardment, for instance, was directed to impress the 
defenders with the strength of the British force offshore but to avoid 
hitting buildings or known positions of the Argentinians.

11. The British forces quickly established “a position of some superiority” 
overlooking Grytviken, and found the Argentinian opposition “lim
ited” and unenthusiastic -  and this despite the fact that the attackers 
numbered “far less” that the defenders.

12. At about 5 p.m. London time a white flag was run up alongside the 
garrison’s Argentinian flag and 45 minutes later the Argentinian flag 
came down.

13. The British troops moved in gingerly -as they had cause to do, since 
the approaches to the Argentinians’main defended positions had been 
mined -and accepted the surrender.

14. No one had been killed, but a leading seaman aboard the submarine 
was found to have been badly wounded in the leg.

15. At this point the British had another stroke of luck.



T h e  Sun 27-4-1982 15 sentences

DARING BOYS
Blunder by Argy captain let lads in

1. An incredible blunder by the captain of an Argentine submarine al
lowed British troops to storm to victory in the battle for South Geor
gia.

2. He as ferrying reinforcements to the remote island to fight ofF the 
threatened attack from Royal Marines.

3. But in his desperate bid to get his cargo of Argentinian soldiers ashore 
the captain surfaced from the depths without property checking the 
skyline with his periscope.

4. The submarine, the Santa Fe, was spotted by two Royal navy lynx 
helicopters returning from a reconnaissance flight five miles out from 
the main port of Gritvika.

5. The chopper pilots flashed a message back to the Task force way out 
at sea revealing the sub’s location.

6. Seconds later the helicopters came under ack-ack lire from Argentine 
artillery positions ashore.

7. The British Task Force commander in charge of the coming assault on 
South Georgia decided to advance the zero hour for the attack after 
receiving the helicopter’s signals.

8. He ordered battle to commence -  and the first salvoes of the war to 
be fired.

9. the two helicopter pilots had a message flashed to them to engage the 
ennemy.

10. Their headsets cackled with the blunt order: Attack. Attack. Attack.

11. The aircraft pitched low and headed straight for the Argentine vessel 
-their machine guns blazing in the early morning mist.



12. They riddled the Santa Fe with armour piercing bullets then returned 
again and blasted the submarine with deadly accurate, high explosive 
rockets.

13. The aerial bombardment came so swiftly the Argentinian captain had 
no chance to order his men on deck to fire back.

14. Plans had already been drawn up and approved by the Prime Minister 
for the taking of the windswept South Atlantic islands, but because of 
the sudden sighting of the surface sub the decision was taken to bring 
forward the H hour attacks on South Georgia.

15. Lt Col Tim Donkin, a Marine “Ops” Commander at British Fleet IIQ 
in London said yesterday: “It was a chance too good to miss.



T h e  Daily Mirror 27-4-1982, 15 sentences

A TTA CK
ALERT!

Guess who’s 
coming

1. The battling Britons sat clown to dinner last night -with the en emy.

2. The opposing commanders passed round the port and brandy...and 
talked about how they had gone to war-.

3. The civilised scene, arranged in a British warship, was the perfect end 
to a day in which gentlemen-at-arms commanding the Task Force, a 
wrecked submarine and a defeated garrison settled their differences 
over a drink.

4. Before they left the Argentine officers “recorded their great grati
tude for the humanity being shown to all prisoners,” said Marines 
Lieutenant-Colonel Tim Donkin.

5. Colonel Donkin gave details to a Whitehall conference about the vital 
two hours leading to the recovery of South Georgia from Argentinian 
invaders.

6. He said that the operation had been arranged “with the direct object” 
of avoiding casualties and only 120 British troops were involved in the 
landing.

7. A naval bombardment was aimed to miss Argentinian defences—but 
when 16 men decided to fight they were shown “what we could put up 
against them” and given time to change their minds and surrender.

8. Colonel Donkin revealed that victory in South Georgia needed two 
separate operations ending at dawn yesterday—12 hours after Defence 
Secretary John Nott had claimed total victory.

9. Britain, he said, now held 156 military civilians.

10. One Argentinian seaman had been badly hurt...but he was the only 
casualty.



11. The colonel said that the British assault group vvas fired on first.

12. Machine-guns were directed towards reconnaissance helicopters in the 
vanguard of the main group.

13. They spotted the Argentinian submarine on the surface and about to 
land reinforcents.

14. “We could not believe our luck.” said the colonel. “We decided to 
strike at once.”

15. After helicopters attacked the submarine 140 men—including 60 of the 
sub’s crew — were captured in a battle lasting 45 minutes.
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* By BR IA BW O O SEY  and JA M E S  LEW TH W AITH

HARD-HITTING British troops last night 
captured Goose Green  in another vital 
Falklands battle.

Sea Harrier jets led the attack on the Argentine 
military base which is about 20 miles from the British 
bridgehead at San Carlos.

Several Puara turbo prop ground-attack aircraft 
were seen ablaze near the airstrip.

B u t the fu ll exaent of damage at Goose Green was not known,
s a i d  t h e  Defence

fo e st ©a ,
/ e n e m ie s

T W O  younj victims of the 
Falklands wirlie side by side in 

a Task Force hospital. . .  one British 
and the other Argentinian. For 
them the battle it over. Now pain is 
their common enemy, 
g j  Sailor John Bllon, 19, (left) was 

injured whet the frigate HM S  
Ardent was biased by Junta jets. 
Next to him in Canberra's sick bay 
Private Miguel Garcia, 20, recovers 
from bullet wounds.
[3  When John's relieved mother 

Mrs Teresa Dillon, of South 
London, saw the picture she spared 
a thought for tfie mother of the 
wounded Argentine. " I  hope she's 
as relieved as me that her son is not 
seriously hurt."

M in is try  in  London.
. Goose Green has always 

been a prime target for 
the British invasion 
forces.

And It was the scene 
of the first British H arrier 
loss from H M S  Hermes 
a few- days . after the 
Task  F o r c e  moved Into 
the w a r zone.

N o w  the Task Force has 
been ordered to m ove as 
speedily as possible to 
recapture  the rest o/ the 
Falkland*.

JITTERY
And the prime target to r  

the 5,000 troops asho>re Is 
Port Stanley.

Th e  “ push on order11 Is 
a clear warning to Argen
tina's jittery junta boss 
Leopoldo Galtieri that this 
is our big hopper —  the 
crunch attack on the 
islands’ capital.

And it w ill be the vital 
battle for the freedom of 
the islands.

Marine« and paras 
were only 45 miles away 
from Port Stanley yes
terday.

A s  t h e  combined 
special forces of the 
green and red beret 

Continued on Page Two

From Gareth P^ny 
with the invasion 
and David Fairhall 
in London

force y ;\v I
ill A V v T

K
/ T h e  second phase of the 
battle for East Falkland got. 

' under way last night with the 
main British bridgehead 
round San Carlos Water oncet 
more under heavy Argentine' 
air attack an d , unconfirmed 
reports th a t, some British^ 
troops had already moved 
forward to capture ihe 
strategically placed airstrip at 
Govse Green. ■■ -<»

The latest air attacks begUL 
- a t ,about 6 pmfTohdon tfmei 
' and foundithe Royal Nayy’s. 

defences, i supplemented by> 
Rapier* anti-aircraft missile- 
batteries on the surrounding.

■ hills. Five Mirage IH fighter 
bombers and one Skyhawk 
were shot down, according to 
the Ministry of Defence.

Another Mirage and two Sky- 
. hawks were • “ probably " shot 

down. Only one of the British 
frigates was damaged — how/ 
badly was not- immediately 
known—and- there were no 
initial reports of British casual 
Ues. --------

f -  ■ The attacks ended a weekend 
lull in fighting? • ■. <■

’ The weekend respite from air 
1 harassment— apart from two 

Skyhawks which approached the 
bridgehead on Saturday but 
turned back without pressing 
home their attack —  was 
especially welcome to the 
Royal /Navy ships that sup
ported the landings and suf
fered serious damage. Three 

“ "unexploded bombs, two in one 
ship, had to be defused and 
dumped.

The 30 men injured in the 
multiple attacks that sank- the 

i frigate HMS Ardent were 
moved to a sick bay on one of 
the ships,—  probably the P&Q 

. - ‘•ner Canberra,-* .• • .
’7  . -.nolher damaged frigate was 

U j *d clear of Falkland Sound'
Is repairs and all the more
! rablo amphibious assault

.f
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Seven jets lost, but 
fleet suffers again

By David r u o ta li.
Iirfrncc l  orceapondrat 

BnQjh dupe mpportinf lh* 
Jon Cirio* bridgehead on 

Falkland once mor« cam« 
under heaiy Arre-miman air 
attack yesterday. leanr* *nm* 
of litem »tu» uiupeaÄeddairuK*

Bui Ut* Brunii aau-aircraft 
muni» and gua crew* da.mrd 
la “ive irxx dova aeren of in* 
aiurk ini aircraft la  p-.hnjiar 
in* Kapi»r miaail* bat'rne« d* 
pioy*d on Ih» aurraunu-.n hdk 
aid»« »cored lh»ir f in i " » lila' 

S'irva repon* o í Hie S ia «  aif 
a"-*cki im a o ' cd that in« 
darnia» on ih» Bninh aide 
r>hi.<t alao mm oui lo bo aenoui. 
a '.lough tw derail* ver* a**U> 

' able.
One eyro llar« , lb* BBC"a

. correspondent flrun Hiordua, 
*1««* •< rtirr# Skyhavk Fabler 
hnmAorr '  rmn* the full I* c r ii 
of mo »urtar»»» drop*»n* |h»ir 
hovb knrta aa they v»m  . on# 
v o n  off v i t i  a irmlW  biaot 
b»'»«m  m  d o  re ihipi mrkin* 
both oT I hem in rito vale».* 

O jinde the anchor«» In 
Falaiind Solnd. the Borii 
Nini Type Jl In fila  HMS 
A niriopo vao aieanvmle l»mg 
abandoned, bee enema mom 
vroraed vh#a an uariplodrd 
anoia bomb v o ii (HT u  I natal 
boma difpoul U a a  «nod to

On# icaa died and aerea

i

i

Task Force ships hit

as enemy launches 

third big air raid
»ram TOve lato 
vna mo lim  fo'oo

S t V I N  mord Ar|«nlin« §•»• 
«ara blitfod out of th« iky 
y aitar day ai ih* IMkiy launchdd 
« n a w  attack on w r  Talk Forca.

W i m  ol Ik y h iB k i  and M i r t i «  
wraamed down on wanhlpd palrol- 
Im« n u r  Poel »• " Carlo*, whtra 
S/itiaft troopa il* « (d  th«* O-Oay 
invano««.
Tha Iftipi hit back with minila« 

and rapid-fica |una t i  Harria«

■ritlih troop* on Ih« bridge 
E «  al lh t maraudaci with 
minila«.

lam a Tiak Forca «hip* mi 
bdan damajrd. Su l r># da lli 
avallatala.

Aw al|hlh A r ty  plan« w ai taan 
limping away iram iha baiiia cone 
trailing am*t>a.

It w«« tha iM rd big b liu  In lour 
day* by Iha Argli*. Thay hava now 
loat a m a n ««  total t l  «1 plant*.

T V  nawaman Michael Nicholson, 
«noriing  Iron« one ol Iha Yaah Foret 
»hip*, lava a dramatic liva account al 
yeitcrday'i raid.

C u n t l r i
Vlawart heard him fling hlmtall la 

Iha dock aa Mlragta hurtled ovarhaad. 
Thera wat gunhr« and Nicholeen 
could ba heard ahoullngi "Keep  
dawn, John, lar Cad a i«ka.H

Tha ITM raparlar addedi "A  10001 b 
bamb w ai drappad naar *.«. Tha *hip

I ihuddarad aa II aapladad In lh« water.
In LONOOM, Oalanca tecraiary 

John Nan Hutk firmly 1« hi» gun* 
avar Iha Falkland» and dtclaradi 
"T h e n  1» no «u tilion  ol a In i««."

Ha told MPa ihal tin«« |ha linking 
«1 HM S Ardtn l an Friday |h« Task 
Fore» hail baan tlrtng lh tn td  by Iha 
arrival el mar«, highly capable 
war chip*.

Ha gave na dalaria bul m il iha 
»hlpa me»« than compemaitd )»>' 
I a n «  and damage in lh« hghlirg
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British jsbips
'".desperate new battle li l i  j v

w ith  the Task Force. V '
The Mirages and S k y h a w k s.;/^

''"were destroyed d u r i n g '  .— —------------------
repeated attacks to prevent I ‘ • iriu isru ic i 
ships unloading men and - | »*•«■»* c»»«**»««a*«#
weapons onto the beachhead. /  ,

Ac Iru t  iHrrr time» thr I

h l i t z e d ^ ä g ä i n

i«o t<«.d «»ptuil-ms" ta* 
»I a lira h an. ' > •
- U N  rapof l*r Mkhaal NkJmI-

lin liii pi.niaa bn* «»cl amain «-f (t»h 
lo f'ji-h .the 1 

unlnatliri pnint *
Tha rvfanr» MlnlMr*

I« Utria a n »

dl'r|n«*d that 
**•

n a tour Nat> 
!•«!•» la

k Itrrttilt prlfd to* Pa 
anac«a an in* T**« lore« *

It I* «•>* rUm aiae U »r #•*•  
Inal a »•! in** aircrall.

HOC TV r*i>nr»** »rlaa 
llnnrah.m »«» In * IwUcoytrr 
when j»«i»ttla» I «if all«*«» 
W|*n j  . ; ^

’ j Between
• Apparent iy in*» •*»* •>»»• 
»  In ar<»ul I f ,r * I"*** >"
>« at t lx  Taai f o r t .  ha

__nd 1 •
-  » „ m  a dip WM«een lb* la a 

hll«- *• »» aalrhed two «.Itr* 
vt ptaiiM coin* Ihrauch 

-Aa il«f v»-ond a.««* tmi'**l
ird Haiti of Wt»» >*

Do. r i  Uw 
ion aaiR a I 
■trda 1 
‘ Kftn *

**»*

Q  Not a hope of truce-pages 2 and 3 ©  We shall remember thcHi.-Papn F

H a il *»pAJd*d »  
* * H* arrr*o.*« 
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ftpinti.it» a shin* k o fih  a»a» 
and a n'tima ol aa ln  a.v.*m* 
men a tin had Men «adln« a 
bunt nj trail

Nl'i-niton MW at Iran i«a  
Miratra ilml flnan

liter* haa l+rn no •'*« «  
far Ol II» »Up»r fundaid

!lir ’ l't lf lT ^ od u ix  u'al a«ii* 
i t \ i s  «iwnuM  

Ini riiiai 
thf |mda:'A,,*'i‘ilai
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Destroyer 
seriously 
damaged' 
in new jet 
attack
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